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The SPEAKER (Mr H-arman) took the Chair
at 2.15 p.m., and read prayers.

SHOP PING

Sunday Trading:, Petition
MR MacKINNON (Murdoch) [2.18 p.m.]: I

present the following petition bearing 396
signatures-

The Honourable the Speaker and Mem-
bers of the Legislative Assembly of the Par-
liament of Western Australia in Parliament
assembled.

We, the undersigned request the Govern-
ment of Western Australia to allow all shops
to open for Sunday trading if they so desire.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

I confirm that the petition conforms to the Stand-
ing Orders of the House, and I have signed ac-
cordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 62.)

SHOPPING

Sunday Trading: Petition
MR MacKINNON (Murdoch) ( 2.19 p.mn.I: I

present the following petition bearing 467
signatures-

The Honourable the Speaker and Memn-
bers. of the Legislative Assembly of the Par-
liament of Western Australia in Parliament
assembled.

We, the undersigned request the Govern-
ment of Western Australia to allow shops to
open for Sunday trading.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest con-
sideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

I confirm that the petition conforms to the Stand-
ing Orders of the House, and I have signed ac-
cordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 63.)

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Job Security Test Case: Petition
MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Leader of the

Opposition) [2.20 p.m.I: I present the following
petition from eight residents of Western Aus-
tralia-

The Honourable the Speaker and Mem-
bers of the Legislative Assembly of the State
of Western Australia in Parliament as-
sembled.

We, the undersigned residents of Western
Australia, wish to make it known that we do
not support the application known as the Job
Security Test Case, which the ACTU has
brought before the Australian Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission.

We believe that if implemented, the pro-
visions of the application would have devas-
tating ramifications on the free enterprise
system, including an increase in unemploy-
ment.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that the Western Australian Government re-
ject any similar application in Western Aus-
tralia and that you will give this matter earn-
est consideration and your petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.

1 confirm that the petition conforms to the Stand-
ing Orders of the House, and I have signed ac-
cord ingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 64.)

MINING: SALT

La ke Mac Lead: Min isterialI Sta tement
MR BRYCE (Ascot-Minister for Economic

Development and Technology) [2.21 p.m.]-. Mr
Speaker, I seek leave of the House to make a min-
isterial statement.

Leave granted.
MR BRYCE: I wish to inform the House that

the threatened closure of the Lake MacLeod solar
salt operations and the potential loss of some 130
jobs in the Carnarvon region have been averted.
An agreement has been reached which will ensure
that Dampier Salt Pty. Ltd. continues to harvest
salt at Lake MacLeod.

The Lake MacLeod operation has been running
at a financial loss for some time and was forecast
to do so for the next five years. The company gave
formal notice of possible closure on 3 May.
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As a result of a unique and unprecedented
three-way agreement the company has agreed to
continue operations. An intensive series of meet-
ings and discussions have been held since May be-
tween representatives of the company, unions, and
the Government to resolve the problem. I have
met with representatives of the company, unions,
SEC. and local authority, on no fewer than nine
occasions. My colleague, the Minister for Indus-
trial Relations (Mr Dans), has had numerous
meetings with union representatives and made
two special visits to Carnarvon. The Minister for
Fuel and Energy and the Premier have also both
taken a personal interest in the proceedings.

The successful bid to keep the Lake MacLeod
operations going has been made possible by con-
cessions from the company, the workers, focal
contractors, and the Government. For instance-

Agreement was reached with the company's
work force for savings of very considerable
proportions;,
Significant concessions have been agreed to
by Kwinana Towing Service and the mari-
time unions;
The company has made special efforts to
overcome the quality problem which has af-
fected the operation; the perseverance with
research has paid off with a major techno-
logical breakthrough which promises in-
creased earnings.

The State, in its turn, has agreed to-
Discharge the company from its langbein ite
plant maintenance obligations, and vary the
agreement with regard to further processing;
A capital contribution towards the capital
costs of a power transmission line from
Carnarvon to Lake MacLeod; and
Some limited short-term financial assistance.

In my memory there has never before been a co-
operative effort to prevent a closure which comes
close to this one. I commend all the individuals
and organisations which have worked so hard
since May to find the means to keep this import-
ant regional industry operating.

MR LAURANCE (Gascoyne) 12.25 p.m.]: I
seek this opportunity to respond to the ministerial
statement. 1 would just-like to point out that this
is an announcement which is important to my
area, the Gascoyne electorate, and to the Town of
Carnarvon. It is also important to all members of'
the Opposition. The Leader of the Opposition
(Mr O'Connor) was in Carnarvon to meet the
various groups the Deputy Premier has outlined
to tell them that the Opposition was seeking a sat-
isfactory solution. My colleague, the member for

Narrogin, who previously had a responsibility as
Minister for the Act, also had very close nego-
tiations, but my colleagues have allowed me to re-
spond to the ministerial statement on behalf of
my electorate. I congratulate the Government and
the Deputy Premier for being in a position to
make a statement like this and to alleviate the
concern which has been expressed in the town
over a lengthy period.

Anxiety has increased since 3 May when it was
announced that the company had sought leave
from the Government to make some change to the
agreement under which that operation at Lake
MacLeod, about 40 miles or 60 or 70 kilomnetres
north of Carnarvon, cannot be closed down with-
out the agreement of the Government. Six
months' notice must be given, so the company
triggered that action in May.

Earlier in the piece, there was plenty of action.
The Prime Minister met the various groups and
indicated that his deputy would be there in a mnat-
ter of a fortnight, and he was. Those two visits
were followed by one from the Minister for Indus-
trial Relations shortly afterwards. Because of the
complex nature of the negotiations, things seemed
to bog down and it was a considerable number of
months before the point was reached where this
announcement could be made.

A great deal of work has been done in the
meantime. As outlined in the statement, nego-
tiations have continued and there has been co-op-
eration between all parties involved; that is, the
company, the unions-particularly the unions
involved-and the Government. The company
made it quite clear from the start that it was pre-
pared to keep the operation going, despite the
pretty severe losses.

The forecast was that these losses would con-
tinue for several years. It was prepared to nego-
tiate with all the parties to see if an arrangement
could be agreed to so that they would be in a pos-
ition to carry on.

To give an example to the House: The losses
were put at something like $3 million per annum.
If the plant was put on a care-and-mainteniance
basis, the cost fo the company would be about
$1.1 million. Even if it were shut down and about
100 men lost their= jobs in Carnarvon, the,
company would still experience a loss of $1.1
million per annum. The company said it could
reach the point where it would agree to the $1
million rather than to the S3 million operating
loss per annum. If that could be achieved, the
company would give serious consideration to re-
maining open. As the Government has announced
today, each of the parties has contributed. The
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company concerned will maintain the plant in full
operational condition. The unions have agreed to
listen to the demands: in other words, they can do
the same job for less money. That seems to be
quite an historical occasion.

I pay tribute to the various unions involved,
particularly those in Garnarvon. They had assist-
ance from various union leaders in Perth and in
Port Hedland, but they entered into this in a spirit
of goodwill;, they accepted what was put forward.
They were prepared to give away some of their
conditons in return for maintaining their jobs.

Mr Wilson: 1 think that is a tribute to the Min-
ister for Industrial Relations.

Mr LAURANCE: Yes. There has been some
acrimony between the political parties, but given
the seriousness of the situation, I think politics
have been kept to a minimum. Everyone wanted
the operation to continue.

This is most important. The loss of 100 families
at this stage, would have a very disastrous effect
on the town of Carnarvon.

There is no doubt about our commitment to the
operation and the commitment of both the
Government and the Opposition to regional devel-
opment. because Carnarvon is a very important
regional centre in the Gascoyne. This operation is
an important part of the local economy.

Nevertheless, if this could be something of a
watershed for the union movement I believe it
would do the whole country a great deal of good,
because unfortunately too often an intransigent
approach is adopted to disputes by the union
movement which will not negotiate or compromise
on its position. In this case the union said it was
prepared to compromise and see how it could cut
costs and save the company money in order that
the operation could continue. I compliment the
union on adopting that approach. I realise the dif-
ficulty and l am not being critical of the unions
involved. The Seamen's Union and the Maritime
Workers' Union have come to the party as much
as some of the other groups involved. However,
those unions were under pressure from their
counterparts in other parts of Australia. There-
fore, if the union at the port of Carnarvon decided
to compromise and accept less than what had
been negotiated previously, there would be heavy
pressure on other workers in different parts of
Australia.

I acknowledge the point that anything maritime
workers gave away at Carnarvon would be seen as
a precedent by the other ports, so the union was
under pressure not to give anything away and it
was the meat in the sandwich in some respects.

Nevertheless, I compliment the combined
unions on playing their part in reaching this
agreement.

Finally, I refer briefly to the assistance that has
been provided by the Government. The Govern-
ment has agreed to discharge the company from
its responsibility in respect of the langbeinite
plant. The term "langbeinite" was used several
years ago during the period of the Tonkin Govern-
ment when the legislation was altered to allow
langbeinite to be produced rather than the original
product which was potash. I refer here to the
operation at Lake MacLeod. Langbeinhte was not
as desirable a product as potash, but it allowed
that operation to continue in the early 1970s.
Langbeinite did not turn out to be a saleable
product. Nevertheless, approximately $10 million
was spent on a langbeinice plant under the Lake
MacLeod agreement. The major company,
Dam pier Salt (Operations) Pty. Ltd., a subsidiary
of CRA, had a responsibility to retain that
langbeirtite plant in case it was needed to be used
in the future. However, I do not believe that has
been a possibility, so it is appropriate that the
company be discharged from that responsibility.
Of course, it will also save the Government a
certain amount in respect of Costs.

The next point on the Government's side is that
a capital contribution towards the cost of a power
transmission line from Carnarvon to Lake
MacLeod will be granted. That is a very import-
ant concession by the Government. It will be good
for the area as a whole. It will provide employ-
ment and it will mean that when the company is
up for a considerable cost to renew its generating
equipment at Lake MacLeod within the next two
or three years, it will be able to avoid that cost,
because it will be drawing power from the town
supply. That is a most important part of the nego-
tiations which have been agreed upon.

Then there is some limited short-term financial
assistance. I shall be asking the Minister by way
of question for the details in respect of the capital
costs of the transmission line and also for the de-
tails regarding the short-term financial assistance
which will be provided.

Mr Bryce: The company regards that infor-
mation as confidential and it has asked whether
we can have an agreement in respect of it.

Mr LAURANCE: I respect that confidentiality
too. The Deputy Premier indicated he could not
help himself, but had to refer to this by way of
interjection in the early hours of the morning a
couple of days ago. At that time I was critical of
him, because he obviously had this information
and it was not right for him to refer to the so[-
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ution without providing the detail of it. However,
he may have been a little tired.

Mr Bryce: It must be remembered also that the
people in Carnarvon were in the process of being
in formed.

Mr LAURANCE: The short-term Financial as-
sistance which is to be provided is important. I do
not see it as being part of the Government's
creeping socialism about which the Deputy Prem-
ier spoke previously. He accused me of saying
that, if the Government helped the company in
my electorate I would be agreeing to a form of
socialism.

Mr Bryce. No, I asked you whether you would
consider that to be an act of socialism.

Mr LAURANCE: I shall tell the Deputy
Premier how I reel about it. In 1979 this salt op-
eration was closed down because of an unfortu-
nate cyclone which destroyed the ship loading
jetty and, as a result, the product could not be
shipped out. Therefore, the company had to close
down its operation.

By negotiation with the Government, of which I
was a member at the time, arrangements were
made with the company, which had only just
taken over the operation-CRA had only just
bought into the operation a month or two before it
was put out of operation-and it had a difficult
decision to make.

The company agreed with the previous Govern-
ment that it would not only completely rebuild the
ship loading facilities to take bigger ships in order
that it would be in a better position, but it was
agreed also that the plant at Lake MacLeod
would be rebuilt.

The company spent approximately $17 million
and the plant was rebuilt and put into working
order. At the time, for its part, the State Govern-
ment decided it would support the project and it
contributed State funds towards the sealing of a
road to the mine site and in many other ways it
provided assistance to the town of Carnarvon to
overcome that difficult period.

There was a great deal of criticism from the
then Opposition spokesman on economic develop-
ment. However, the Government came to the as-
sistance of this important industry in 1979 and
there was a responsibility on the part of this
Government to do exactly the same when we ran
into an economic problem in 1983. The Deputy
Premier and I would agree that when a company
has made a very substantial investment, it has a
big part to play in the local economy of a com-
munity. If a company is prepared to do certain
things, it is only right that the Government should
support the industry. That is quite different from

buying a part of a company and I concede that
the Government has not gone that far. Perhaps it
does not believe it is worth buying into.

However, the impact of not knowing the future
of that operation has been felt severely by the
local community of Carnarvon. Over the last few
months there has been a considerable downturn in
investment in the local economy, unemployment
has increased substantially, and it is significant
that over the last five to seven years Carnarvon
has enjoyed a very high growth rate. This is the
First year for many years that we have, more or
less, come back to the field. People have not been
prepared to invest, because there was this shadow
hanging over the future of the town. The an-
nouncement today has lifted that shadow. it
comes at a very propitious time for the town be-
cause we are leading up to Christmas and the
work force will know it is assured of employment,
not only over the Christmas period but also into
the future.

The company has the commitment that it will
maintain the operation and I am sure it will do
that and do it well. The Government has played
its part by taking a supportive role at this time. I
am sure that will be reflected in increased
investment in the town and it will mean a return
of con fidence that has been lacking during this
period of uncertainty. Therefore, on behalf of the
company, the employees, and everyone in the
town of Carnarvon and the region, I commend the
Government for the negotiations, the co-oper-
ation, and the support it has been able to extend
to the Lake Macbeod operation.

BILLS (18): ASSENT

Message from the Lieutenant-Governor and
Administrator received and read notifying assent
to the following Bills-

I . Consumer Affairs Amendment Bill.
.2.
3.
4.

Pay-roll Tax Assessment Amendment Bill.
Education Amendment Bill.
Liquor Licensing (Moratorium) Bill.

5. Indecent Publications and Articles
Amendment Bill.

6. Lotteries (Control) Amendment Bill.
7. Police Amendment Bill.
8. Agriculture and Related Resources Prt0ec-

tion Amendment Bill.
9. Town Planning and Development Amend-

ment Bill.
10.
1I.

Painters' Registration Amendment Bill.
Trade Associations Registration Repeal

Bill.
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12. Liquor Amendment Bill (No. 2).
13. Agricultural Produce (Chemical Residues)

Bill.
14. Off-shore (Application of Laws) Amend-

ment Bill.
15. Builders' Registration Amendment Bill.

16. Local Government Superannuation
Amendment Bill.

17.
18.

Land Drainage Amendment Bill.
Supreme Court Amendment Bill.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED
REVENUE FUND) BILL

In Committe

Resumed from 25 November. The Deputy
Chairman of Committees (Mr Burkett) in the
Chair; Mr Brian Burke (Treasurer) in charge of
the Bill.

Division 65: Public Health, $66 847 010-
Progress was reported after Division 65 had

been partly considered.
Division 65 put and passed.
Division 66: Hospital and Allied Senvices,

$408 136 000-
Mr GRAYDEN: Notwithstanding the severe

pressure under which our public hospital system
currently operates, a pressure which without
doubt will increase with the introduction of
Medicare, this Government has chosen this year
to effect changes in the allocation of money to our
public health services. The amount to be spent
this year is less in proportion to the amount spent
in the previous year by 0.5 per cent. If we adopt
the method of bookkeeping employed by the Min-
ister for Health and add hospital revenue to those
figures, we ind a 0.98 per cent decrease in gross
expenditure. I Find that decrease absolutely extra-
ordinary, especially at a time when our hospitals
are facing great pressure. The trend of increasing
pressure on public hospitals is evident not only in
Western Australia, but also in Australia as a
whole and throughout the world.

The trend in this State has occurred partly as a
result of the policy taken in 1979 of no growth in
our Government hospitals. On top of that policy
introduced by the previous Government, this
Government has implemented its 50 per cent non-
replacement of staff policy, a policy which has
been bitterly resisted by the people concerned
with our hospitals. This policy has had a grievous
effect on our hospitals. Admittedly this Public
Service policy was not implemented in its entirety
so far as our hospitals were concerned, but it was
implemented to a great extent. The point I em-

phasise is that this non-replacement policy was
superimposed on the no growth policy introduced
in 1979.

It is not difficult for one to imagine the adverse
effect on our hospitals as a result of those two
policies combined, but additional factors must be
taken into account. Our hospitals are under press-
ure from demographic changes in our society. Our
population is aging and the comparison between
ages and sex is changing. The complexity of
patient care is increasing virtually daily in our
hospitals. We have higher bed occupancies-, we
have shorter durations of stays in our hospitals
manifesting in a higher turnover of patients
through the system.

These trends are not peculiar to Western Aus-
tralia, but exist throughout the rest of Australia
and, indeed, throughout the world. In those cir-
cumstances it is logical to expect that in each
State Budget the allocation to health will in-
crease. It must increase to cater for the ageing
population alone which will cause a greater com-
plexity of hospital care. For many reasons the al-
location must increase to cater for the growing
complexities of hospital care.

Notwithstanding the points I have outlined, the
Budget allocation this year has decreased in com-
parison with the allocation last year. Extraordi-
nary as that is, it appears to have gone unnoticed
by the Press. I just do not know why. Possibly it is
because the Minister for Health went around the
State talking in terms of his portfolio receiving
one third of the total Budget expenditure. He
gave the impression that more than $700 million
would be spent on health out of a total Budget of
$2 000 million. Of course those statements were
false. The Budget was for $2 300 million and
health was allocated $502 million of that amount.
The Minister's figures would have given the
people in the health system in Western Australia
the impression that they were getting a fair share
of the Budget, but in fact on this occasion they re-
ceived a smaller proportion of the State Budget.

I think I should go through the figures, because
this is a serious matter. I am talking about the
Hospital and Allied Services, a service which
spends the greater proportion of the money allo-
cated to health. In 1982 the actual expenditure on
health was $502.2 million. This year the Budget
estimate is $560.6 million That is certainly an in-
crease, but when we compare that with the per-
centage of the cotal Budget we find that in 1982-
83 it was 21.6 per cent of the Budget, whereas
this year it is only 21.1 per cent of the Budget.
That is the figure if we are considering the Con-
solida ted Revenue Budget for health and taking it
as a percentage of the State Budget.
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If we use the method by which the Minister
worked out the actual expenditure which was allo-
cated to his portfolio, we note that in 1982-83 the
amount was $502.2 million and if we add St 54.2
million of the hospital revenue we have a gross ex-
penditure of $656.4 million which is 26.48 per
ccnt of the actual State expenditure which was
$2 324.8 million plus hospital revenue of $154.2
million which gives a total of $2 479 million.

As'I see it, the amount spent on health in 1982-
83-using that method of calculation-was 26.48
per cent of the gross State expenditure.

Using the Minister's figures for this year we
find that the Budget estimate was $560.6 million
and hospital revenue was $157.7 million, giving a
gross expenditure of $718.3 million. When we add
hospital revenue of £157.7 million to the Consol i-
dated Revenue Budget of $2 658.9 million, we get
a figure of $2 816.6 million. Therefore, the
amount spent on health this year was 25.5 per
cent of the gross State Budget and that was a 98
per cent decrease, if expressed as a percentage of
gross expenditure on hospitals and related medi-
cal health services.

We should have increased the proportion of the
State Budget going to health because of the in-
creasing pressures placed on the hospital system
as a consequence of the trends I have mentioned.
Another factor is the introduction of Medicare on
I January. The Commonwealth Government has
estimated that it will cause a 10 per cent increase
in the amount of pressure placed on Government
hospitals. Private health insurance companies and
health organisations estimate that increase to be
I5 to 20 per cent.

Notwithstanding that, we have had a no growth
policy in the public health system since 1979. The
Minister has been superimposing his own staff re-
placement policy on top of that. We have also
trends such as higher bed turnover and a shorter
duration of stay in hospitals. Although Medicare
is to be introduced we Find that the Government is
actually spending only one per cent less in this
area.

Mr Brian Burke: That was a trend your
Government started.

Mr GRAYDEN: I appreciate that. The no
growth policy was commenced in 1979 and cuts
were made then. That is the point 1 am trying to
stress: We effected a no growth policy and all
sorts of cuts in hospital expenditure were made.
They were excessive cuts but one would not ex-
pect that on top of a no growth policy there would
be a 50 per cent cut in staff replacement.

Mr Brian Burke: Tell us why the policy of no
growth was instituted.

Mr GRAYDEN: It was to effect economies at
that time. I think the shortfall was £190 million.
We had all sorts of problems getting money from
the Commonwealth.

Mr Brian Burke: That was to achieve parity
with other States so that we would not suffer.

Mr GRAYDEN: We made the cuts then and
one would expect that the proportion of the State
Budget to be spent on health would increase in
those circumstances.

Mr Brian Burke: This year. but not last year?

Mr GRAY DEN: This year. The proportion last
year was larger than the proportion this year. All
these economies were effected over a series of
years and there should be a cut-off at a point
where we can start to build up again, especially in
view of the implementation of Medicare. We have
this increasing complexity of patient growth and
other pressures which have been exerted on the
hospital system.

Mr Brian Burke: The point I am trying to
make, without being rude, is that one would ex-
pect you to have this attitude on a political basis
because it is an Opposition's job to criticise areas
of inefficiency.

M r G RA Y DEN: I applaud e fficiency, but I am
saying that the hospital system has been under
pressure for many years and in some cases it is at
the point of crisis.

As an instance, I quote from the 1983 annual re-
Port of the Royal Perth Hospital as follows-

Overall, the Hospital has had -a reduction
in staff with the ratio of inpatients per staff
member rising by 1.5 per cent; the percent-
age increase since the 'No Growth" policy
was introduced in 1978 now totals 11.2 per
cent.

I do not think that the Minister is aware of some
of these facts. I refer to a question I recently
asked him as follows-

What has been the percentage increase of
the ratio of inpatients to staff at Royal Perth
Hospital in each of the years since the policy
of no growth was introduced in 1978?

He replied-

Per cent
1979-80 .... ............................ 3.68
1980-81 ................................. 2.84
1981-82 ................................. 0.98
1982-83 ................................. 0.18

That is at variance with the annual report of the
hospital. That report states that overall the hospi-
tal has had a reduction in staff with the ratio of
inpatients per staff member rising by 1.5 per cent.
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The percentage increase since the no growth pol-
icy was introduced in 1979 now totals 11.2 per
cent, and not the 8.28 per cent mentioned by the
Minister.

The Minister did not give me a figure for 1978
even (bough I asked for it. I presume it is in-
cluded in the Figures given, Because of the differ-
ence in the figures quoted by the hospital and
those given by the Minister, somewhere along the
line the Minister is not in possession of all the
facts relating to the patient-staff ratio. I mention
that to indicate that we have a problem in the
hospital system. Patient care is becoming increas-
ingly complex and I have mentioned previously
other trends in the health system. We have the
problem of the no growth policy being instituted
in hospitals, all sorts of other economies being
brought in over a number of years and now, fi-
nally, we have the approach of Medicare. Under
those circumstances it would have been reason-
able to anticipate that health would receive a
greater percentage of the State Budget than last
year.

However, we find its allocation has decreased
by approximately one per cent, to be precise, by
0.98 per cent. No wonder members are being
inundated with complaints about what is taking
place in the hospitals. I refer to the undue delays
and difficulties being experienced by patients.
They all stress the wonderful care they receive in
those hospitals and emphasise the dedication or
the staff about whom they cannot speak too
highly. Invariably the complaints indicate that the
staff are under such enormous pressure that they
cannot afford to give the service which was ex-
pected in previous years.

Now that the Minister for Health is in the
House I refer briefly to another problem which
has arisen at the Homes of Peace.

(Quorum formed.]
Mr GRAYDEN: I was recently asked to attend

an annual general meeting at a Home of Peace. I
subsequently inspected some of t he wards. The in-
mates could not speak too highly of the treatment
they were receiving at the hospital, with which
they were eminently satisfied. However, many ex-
pressed disquiet at one feature. For some extra-
ordinary reason, and I hope the Minister for
Health will take note of this, someone has ordered
that all doors be taken off various rooms at the
home, including toilets, showers, and bathrooms.
The people at the Homes of Peace are accustomed
to living in their own homes and they are used to
privacy. They are disturbed that they can be in
the toilet or having a bath or shower and an at-
tendant can simply burst in. It is true that loose

curtains are provided but that does not give the
sort of privacy they expect.

Mr Hodge: What part of the hospital was that?
Mr GRAYDEN: That applied even in the new

wing which was recently constructed.
Mr Hodge: Was it through the whole hospital?
Mr GRAYDEN: Yes, I think the doors were

simply taken off. The matron could not under-
stand why. The patients have taken strong excep-
tion to the situation. Many of the patients are eld-
erly women and they can be in the bathroom and
the curtain will be pushed aside by an attendant
who walks in and eventually walks out again. The
people who become inmates of the Homes of
Peace are not accustomed to that sort of
treatmlent. I stress that the patients were all most
appreciative of the conditions at the Homes of
Peace.

Mr TUBBY: I draw to the attention of the
Minister for Health the new method of election of
hospital board members to non-teaching hospitals.
I have four such hospitals in my electorate:
Mullewa, Morawa, North Midlands at Three
Springs, and Northampton. Each hospital board
has expressed its dissatisfaction with the new
method. This method, which was directed by the
Minister, relates to the nomination and election of
members. In the past the procedure has been that
nominations are accepted from the floor of the
annual general meeting of the hospital. This has
worked satisfactorily in the past. I have not heard
of' one complaint regarding the administration or
operation of the board of any of these hospitals.

One board expressed great concern with regard
to the direction received from the Minister to
reduce the size of that board from 12 members to
nine members. I refer to the Three Springs North
Midlands District Hospital at Three Springs. This
hospital covers the shires of Mullewa, Mingenew,
Carnamah, Three Springs, and two coastal towns.
It caters; for a considerable area and is different
from the hospitals which cater for their own
towns and shires.

It has been expressed to me that because of the
considerable distance that members must travel,
the North Midlands hospital board was increased
to 12 members, so that during a busy season of
the fishing industry or the farming industry, suf-
ficient members were available to attend the
board meetings.

In questions of the Minister I asked if the
reduction was necessitated by economic grounds.
The Minister indicated that that was not the case,
and he said that in his opinion it led to more ef-
ficient administration with a smaller number of
members of the board. In this ease, it can create
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considerable difficulty because of the very big
area for which the hospital caters.

On behalf of the people in the area, and par-
ticularly on behalf of the hospital board, I ask the
Minister to give consideration to allowing the
membership to stay at 12, because it was deter-
mined over the years that this was the necessary
number to administer the affairs of the hospital
efficiently.

I will be pleased to have the Minister's com-
ments, both on the need for the change of pro-
cedure in the nomination of board members and,
in the case of the North Midlands district hospi-
tal, the need to reduce the number of board mem-
bers from 12 to nine.

Mr RUSH-TON: I have raised with the Minis-
ter my present concerns, but I emphasise the
problems relating to the Boddington Hospital and
the Armadale- Kel mscott Memorial Hospital.

Iwas disappointed with the Minister's response
to my representations on behalf of the permanent
care unit at Armadale-Kelmscott. He indicated
that we are still waiting for the Campbell report.
That report will come as somewhat of a disap-
pointment in the sense that although it seems to
give emphasis to a very necessary area like mental
health-great attention has been given to it-it
seems to have held up development at the periph-
eral hospitals. Some of the necessary work that is
required has not been done.

I ask the Minister when the Campbell report
will be released. Can he give me a more precise
estimate of when it will be released, especially as
it relates to these hospitals. It seems to have been
coming for years.

Special attention should be given to this Issue.
The Armadale-Kelmscott Hospital has the lowest
cost for handling patients.

Mr Hodge: The member for Kalamunda made
that claim in respect of his hospital the other
night.

Mr RUSH-TON; He might be hedging; but I
understand ours is the one. I will not enter into a
contest with the member on that; it is very close.

The peripheral hospitals provide a cost advan-
tageous service. As far as I am concerned, the
permanent care ward at the Armadale-Kelmscott
Memorial Hospital is necessary. The Minister
mentioned a number of facilities and shortly he
will open the day care unit. I do not wish to take
away from the Minister anything relating to the
attention given at the hospital. It does not matter
what Government is in power; the work is most
advantageous to the elderly and needy people in
the area.
0113)

The day care ward was just about finished
when the Government was changed. The casualty
section extensions have been completed. These
services go to all members of the public, and they
should not be related to party politics.

The installation of a permanent care ward
would be most advantageous immediately; but the
Campbell report is retarding the development of
the necessary Services.

My other concern relates to the provision of an
adequate nurses' quarters at the Boddington Hos-
pital. The problem has been in existence for some
time. I understand it became a matter of high pri-
ority before I represented the area, but it was not
included in the Budget. There was a question
about the construction of the quarters. The local
shire wanted brick construction, brick being the
dominant material used in the town. This will be a
permanent facility in the town.

I would like the Minister to respond to my con-
stant representations and indicate what he can do
next year in relation to the facility in Boddington.

Mr OLD: This sounds a little competitive, be-
cause it is along the same lines as the remarks of
the previous member. The Minister will recall
that I forwarded to him two petitions on the situ-
ation with regard to permanent care at the
Katanning Hospital. I ask the Minister to give
serious consideration to the request, because
within Katanning and its adjoining districts there
is a lot of provision for homes for the aged. That
applies not the least to Kojonup, as well as to
Katan ning.

Of course, no permanent care is provided at
Kojonup. There is a small permanent care section
at the Katanning Hospital, and I must say it is a
very pleasant part of the hospital. However, it is
far too small for the potential number of people
who may require permanent care. In fact, I could
say that a large number of people will require per-
manent hospitalisation in the declining part of
their lives.

I ask the Minister to give very serious consider-
ation to making provision in next year's Budget
for at least some extension of the permanent care
section.

As I said when discussing another matter last
night, I realise that budgetary finance is not easy
to come by. It is a matter of priorities. However,
if the Minister visits Katanning to see the set-up
there and the dedication of the staff to the people
who are inmates of that part of the hospital, he
will see the value to the country, and especially to
this town, of being able to cater for the aged
people, not only within Katanning, but also within
the district.
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Mr HODGE: 1 thank all members who have
participated in the debate on this Division. The
member for South Perth spoke at some length and
gave a fairly detailed analysis of what he saw as
the funding position in recent years. He indicated
that a no growth policy had been in place since
1979.

It is true that the present Government has con-
tinued the no growth policy in respect of hospitals;
and the present Budget does not provide much
scope for growth or new initiatives to be
introduced. Obviously, the member for South
Perth has spent much time studying the budget-
ary position; and he gave a very detailed resume
of what he sees as the problems facing the hospi-
tals in Western Australia.

I will make a few points in respect of the hospi-
tals fund, which is contained in this part of the
Budget. That is the fund whereby the subsidies
For public hospitals and related services are pro-
vided.

In 1982-83, the gross expenditure for the hospi-
tal fund was 3470 706 106. The revenue raised by
hospitals for 1982-83 was $150371 000. The net
deficit therefore was £320 335 106. This should
be contrasted with the figures in the current
Budget. The gross expenditure will be
$514 486 000. The revenue we expect to receive is
$I154 527 000. This will leave a net deficit of
3359 959 000. Members can see from those fig-
ures that the percentage increase in gross expen-
diture is estimated to be up 9.3 per cent. The rev-
enue increase will be up only 2.8 per cent. The in-
crease in the net deficit is expected to be 12.4 per
cent.

The additional revenue from the recently in-
creased hospital charges has been taken into ac-
count in the estimate for 1983-84 collections.
However, the Treasury has deducted $17 million
from the department's estimate or projected rev-
enue and this represents the sum payable by the
Commonwealth for 1983-84 under the Medicare
compensatory arrangements. This latter amount
is shown under the "Other Revenue" heading on
page 20 of the Estimates of Revenue and Expen-
diture statement. 1 am not sure whether the mem-
ber for South Perth realised that.

Mr Grayden: It still shows a decrease, but not
the extent I indicated.

Mr HODGE: The main factors comprising the
expenditure increase are as follows-

Flow-on of wage increases granted in
1982-83, 56.8 million.

Flow-on costs of approved expansion from
1982-83, $2.9 million.

Price escalation for 1983-84, $10.4 million.

Provision For wage increase for 1983-84,
$19.2 million.

Provision for new growth in 1983-84, 52.4
million.

Cost of revised nursing rostering system,
$2.5 million.

Members may be interested to know that is the
cast of granting the nurses their 1O hour
nightshift which gives them the proper break be-
tween working nightshirt and resuming work next
morning.

Mr Clarko: Which many don't want.

Mr HODGE: Some do not.
Mr Clarko: It is a very peculiar thing For people

to be involved in working longer hours in this day
and age.

Mr HODGE: But the vast majority of nurses
wanted this. We tried to accommodate those
nurses who did not want it. We bent over back-
wards to help them.

Mr Clarko: I am not critical of you in any way,
but at the Osborne Park Hospital many of the
nightshift people are very disappointed with the
new arrangements because they Were out voted by
the people who didn't have the same conditions as
themselves.

Mr HiODGE: I realise there were a lot of prob-
lems at Osborne Park Hospital. I was involved in

a lot of correspondence and I did all I could with
the department to try to take every step to ameli-
orate any problems caused out there. To the best
of my knowledge the problems have been re-
solved. The nurses were given options to transfer
to different shifts or even to different hospitals to
make sure they were not required to work longer
nightshifts when they did not want to. We were
very conscious of the problem.

Mr Clarko: A lot are still very unhappy.

Mr HODGE: That last list of figures I gave
amounted to $44.2 million. An amount of
5400 000 is to be subtracted for the transfer of
superannuation payments from item 4, so the in-
crease of expenditure over last year amounts to
S43.8 million. For the information of members I
will give a breakdown of the way the $2.4 million
is to be used for new growth programmes-

Establishment of Casualty Facilities at Ar-
madale, Swan and Wanneroo Hospitals.

Re-opening of First Floor at Wanneroo
Hospital (subject to clinical activity demand
justifying the re-opening). Provision of
Psychogeriatric Facilities at Bentley,
Osborne Park and Swan.
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An expansion to the Hospice/ Palliative
Care Service. Additional staff requirements
at Homes of Peace and Mt. Henry Hospitals.

In addition, to the above growth proposal,
funds have also been provided for Royal
Perth Hospital to expand its Cardio Thoracic
Unit and establish a third shirt for the
Satellite Dialysis Unit.

I was concerned to bear the point raised by the
member for South Perth about the removal of
doors in some wards in the Homes of Peace. It ap-
pears to be a very odd happening, and I will fol-
low it up.

Mr Grayden: I was told that the wheelchairs
were bumping into them, but that is no reason for
removing the doors.

Mr HODGE: The member for Greenough
raised the question of hospital boards, and
country hospital boards in particular. He com-
mented on the Government's policy of stan-
dardising board membership at nine members ap-
pointed for three years. That policy was strongly
recommended to me by the Department of Hospi-
tal and Allied Services. It was not a political de-
cision; it was not a Government initiative. The
commissioner suggested it and we thought it was
a commonsense idea.

The department was being put to an enormous
amount of work with the appointment of hospital
boards. Last night the member for South Perth
read out the vast number of hospital boards we
have in this State. A significant number of staff in
the department were being tied up on a virtual
permanent basis handling board appointments. It
was agreed that this could be a lot more ef-
ficiently handled if the system were standardised
throughout the State so that all non-teaching
Government hospitals with boards were standard-
ised with nine members each, all being appointed
for three years. I put the idea to Cabinet; it
agreed with the proposition, and so it became pol-
icy.

We have made a few rare exceptions where rep-
resentations have been made by local members.
For instance, an example may be of an elderly
person serving on a board, a person who has put
in many years of good service and is due to retire
perhaps in 12 months' time. Rather than uncer-
emoniously dismissing that person from the
board, we have agreed on occasions to waive the
requirements and allow that person to finish his or
her term gracefully.

The teaching hospitals in Perth are huge
multimillion dollar enterprises and are managed
very successfully by boards of 10. Some country
boards have traditionally comprised only seven

members while others have had 13 or more. My
advice is that a good management team is nine
members. This is thought better than seven as it
enables a quorum to be formed on most occasions
and is not so unwieldy.

Mr Tubby: The hospital I mentioned covers a
very large area and it believes it is necessary to
have representation from each of the shires to en-
sure full community support.

Mr H-ODGE: It is important to maintain com-
munity support and involvement. This move was
not designed to diminish community support and
involvement. The member also mentioned the
method of nomination of members of boards. We
thought our method would be applauded because
it opened the way for local members of Parlia-
ment and others to nominate people for consider-
ation by the annual general meeting of the hospi-
tal board. People from the floor of the meeting
can put names forward. We think we initiated a
fairly democratic move which gave the local
member the ability, if the local member wished,
to be involved in putting forward the names of
people whom the member considered were fine
community representatives and suitable for ap-
pointment to the board. I thought that move
would be applauded by members of Parliament as
it would give them a definite role to play in
putting forward names for appointment to the
board.

Mr Thompson: It still does not preclude people
at the annual general meeting nominating some-
one from the floor.

Mr HODGE: That is correct, it does not, but it
does provide a role for the local member to play.
Almost invariably, of course, if the annual general
meeting puts forward names to me, except in very
rare circumstances, I would be prepared to accept
those names and recommend them to the
Governor for appointment. One exception has oc-
curred since I have been Minister and that con-
cerned the Boddington Hospital. We had a lot of
difficulties in regard to that hospital and, follow-
ing consultations with the chairman of the board,
who happened to be the shire president, and local
members of Parliament, I did not accept all the
names that came forward from the annual general
meeting. That was a very special set of circum-
stances. I was persuaded to alter my usual prac-
tice in that case.

Mr Peter Jones: It has turned out your way.
Mr HODGE: Yes, it has worked very well. I

have only had one complaint about it. The mem-
ber for Dale again raised the question of the
Campbell report and the need for permanent care
units for the Armadale-Kelmscott Memorial Hos-
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pital. I acknowledge the role of the member and
the work he has done with that hospital. I also ac-
knowledge the role of the previous Government in
bringing the day care centre project to a position
where the centre will be opened very
shortly-next week, from memory. I am nut in
any way trying to take credit for that project. It
was well and truly on its way when we took office.

1 have taken note of the comments made by the
member for Dale about the permanent care unit
and the Campbell report. I honestly do not know
when the Campbell report on the metropolitan
hospital system will be completed. I will make
some inquiries of the Commissioner for Hospital
and Allied Services.

The member for Dale also raised the question
of the matron's residence at Boddington; that has
been a long-running saga. It was a difficulty I in-
herited from my predecessor. Approximately 18
months ago the then Government agreed to pro-
vide a new residence for the matron at
Boddington, but this residence was to be a
transportable type house and the local shire did
not agree with that and insisted that the residence
should be a brick and tile one. No money was
available for such a residence and the
transportable house was sent elsewhere. I regret
that again this year no money was available to
build a new brick and tile residence for the
matron. It will, of course, be listed again on next
year's Budget and we will do our best to find the
money for it.

The member for lKatanning-Roe also raised the
question of the need for a permanent care unit at
Katanning. He has written to me on that
question. I do not doubt what the member says,
that there is a need for it, but, as he pointed out,
there is such a need in many areas right through-
out the State and it is a matter of juggling the
available funds to try to cope with the most
urgent and pressing need.

Mr Old: There is one there now.
Mr HODGE: But it needs to be expanded. Un-

fortunately, I am afraid, that is the situation in so
many areas that I visit, particularly in country
towns. Permanent care units are fully utilised and
I have no doubt that a number of country towns,
if we had the nitney, need extended permanent
care units. I will draw the member's comments to
the attention to the Commissioner for Hospital
and Allied Services and ask him for a report on it.
I am afraid 1 cannot give the member any further
undertaking.

I thank all members for their contribution to
this debate.

Division 66 put and passed.

Division 67. Mental Health Services,
$81 934 000-

Mr GRAYDEN: I want to discuss the recently-
announced review of mental health legislation. On
12 September the following article appeared in
The West Australian-

Inquiry into mental health

The WA Government will conduct a big
review of mental health legislation. This
could lead to a new Mental Health Act next
year.

The review will concentrate on three
areas-the present Mental Health Act,
which was passed in 1962; consideration of
the establishment of a separate authority for
the intellectually handicapped; and an exam-
ination of present guardianship provisions.

Obviously, in an inquiry of that kind, mental
health and the guardianship provisions referred to
would be of secondary importance to the separ-
ation of the Division for the Intellectually Handi-
capped from the Mental Health Services. With-
out doubt, that would be the main thrust of the
inquiry. It must currently be the major remaining
rift in Mental Health Services. It is something for
which people have been planning for years.

Recently I had occasion to pick up a report by
the Mental Health Services which was some years
old. I was quite surprised at its contents, part of
which read as follows-

The Future of Services for the Intellectually
Handicapped

Separation of services for persons with psy-
chiatric illness from services for persons with
intellectual handicap has baen a departmen-
tal objective for a number of years. This aim
is within reach of attainment with the pro-
gressive reduction in the number of
intellectually handicapped persons still ac-
commodated within Swanbourne Hospital.
The time is therefore appropriate for an ap-
praisal of the future of the delivery of ser-
vices for the intellectually handicapped in
Western Australia. The Director, Mental
Health Services, has been pleased to serve as
a member of the Working Party, approved by
Cabinet, established to consider all issues
relative to the future organisation and deliv-
ery of such services. it is expected that the
Working party, chaired by Professor Arthur
Beacham, O.W.E., will present its report early
in the coming financial year.

That was written about three years ago.

Mr Hodge: I do not think it is that old.
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Mr GRAYDEN: It would not be last year's re-
port, it must be the report of the year before, for a
number of reasons which I will indicate in a mo-
ment. The point I want to make at this juncture is
that by establishing an inquiry of this kind the
Minister has undoubtedly delayed the provision of
a separate authority for the intellectually handi-
capped by a minimum of 12 months. Without
question, the Minister has done that by the simple
expedient of arranging for this inquiry because
the main thrust of the inquiry must be the separ-
ation of the Division of the Intellectually Handi-
capped from the Mental Health Services. The in-
quiry into mental health and the guardianship
provisions must be secondary to that main thrust.

I have mentioned that the Minister has quite
obviously delayed the division by a minimum of
12 months. When the Minister made the an-
nouncement in The Wesr Australian those people
connected with mental health were astonished.
They had good reason to be astonished because a
most comprehensive inquiry had been undertaken
into the separation of the intellectually handi-
capped from the Mental Health Services. They
were told as a consequence of the recommen-
dations of the working party which conducted the
inquiry that the recommendations had been ac-
cepted and a separation would take place. Now,'
months after, we learn that instead of the separ-
ation taking place, the Minister has ordered
another inquiry and it can only be for one reason:
that is, to deny the previous Minister and the pre-
vious Government credit for having authorised the
division of those two services-it could not be for
any other reason.

The recommendation that a working party be
established was presented to Cabinet on 19
October 1981. Subsequently the working party
was appointed in February 1982 and it reported
approximately six months later in August 1982.

The Minister for Health at that time appointed
Mr Peter Cabban to estimate the cost of im-
plementing the recommendations and investigate
the staffing requirements. The working party was
an extremely responsible one. The people elected
to the working party were a representative from
the Treasury. Mr R. H-azefl, a representative from
the Mental Health Services, Dr F. Bell, and vol-
untary agencies were represented by Mr C.
Lambert, the executive Director of the Slow
Learning Children's Group of WA (Inc.). The
Chairman was Professor Arthur Beacham, and
Mr Howard Solomon was also appointed to the
committee. The working party carried out exten-
sive investigations which extended to Victoria and
South Australia. In the report members of the
working party thanked those who had assisted it,

and they included the division for the
intellectually handicapped, the Education Depart-
ment, the Department of Community Welfare,
the Slow Learning Children's Group, the Men-
tally Incurable Children Association Inc, the
Western Australian Advisory Council for
Intellectually Handicapped, and the Government
and nion-Government agencies, in particular those
in Victoria and South Australia.

As a consequence of the recommendations of
the working party the people involved in the men-
tal health field were told that a separation of the
intellectually handicapped from the Mental
Health Services would take place. When the Min-
ister made the announcement in The West Aus-
tralian they were astonished because they had
been led to believe, and they had good reason to
believe, that the separation would take place.

As a consequence of that announcement I
asked the Minister a question in the Chamber on
14 September. It read as follows-

(1) Is it a fact that an inquiry into the care
of the intellectually handicapped was
carried out last year by the former
Deputy Vice Chancellor of Murdoch
University, Professor Arthur Beacham?

(2) If so, will he table the report of the in-
quiry?

(3) Does the recently announced proposed
inquiry into mental health duplicate the
work of the Beacham inquiry?

The Minister's answer to that question was as fol-
lows-

(1) to (3) Yes, an inquiry was ordered by
the previous Government into the poss-
ible separation of the division of the
intellectually handicapped from Mental
Health Services. The results of the in-
quiry were not accepted by the previous
Government and were not released.

I ask members to take note of the Minister's
reply.

As a further consequence of the Minister's
reply 1 made the point of going to the files of The
West Australian and found numerous Press
cuttings which were published prior to the last
State general election. The following article was
published in The West Australian on 18 February
1983 under the heading, "New division for mental
care"-

The division for the Intellectually Handi-
capped is to be separated from the State's
Mental Health Services.
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The Premier, Mr O'Connor, said that it
was one of the most historic decisions for the
intellectually handicapped.

Voluntary agencies would be invited to
take part with protection of their autonomy
in matters central to their interests.

In a press statement, Mr O'Connor said
that residential care and workshop activities
now operated by the DIH within Mental
Health Services would be gradually
transferred to a commissioner for clienit-care
services.

It would be administered by voluntary
agencies such as the Slow Learning Chil-
dren's Group of WA.

The new commission would have three ser-
vice areas-inance and administration, pro-
fessional services and client-care services.
Direction

Each would be under the direction of a
commissioner with an independent chairman
appointed for an initial-term of two to three
years.

Mr O'Connor said that the Cabinet had
approved the separation after studying
recommendations of a working party chaired
by Professor Arthur Beacham.

The Minister for Health, Mr Young; had
then engaged a management consultant to
report on implementing those recommen-
dations.

Mr Cabban's job was to establish the actual cost
of implementing the recommendations of the
working party and to ascertain the number of
staff that would be required for the changeover.
The article continues-

Mr O'Connor said that in 1977 the Direc-
tor of Mental Health Services, Dr F. Bell,
declared that as soon as possible, psychiatric
hospitals run by Mental Health Services
would no longer accommodate intellectually
handicapped people other than those with as-
sociated psychiatric disorders.

After the Govern ment('s dec ision to close
Swanbourne Hospital intellectually handi-
capped residents had been transferred to fa-
cilities specifically designed for their care.

Mr O'Connor said that the transfer was
planned to be finished by the end of this
year.

That is, this year-this Christmas. The article
continues-

There were now only 70 intellectually
handicapped residents at Swanbourne Hospi-
tal.

The previous Government, after a long and com-
prehensive inquiry, made a positive decision to
separate the division for the intellectually handi-
capped from the State Mental Health Services.
Yet when I asked the question of the Minister for
Health in this Chamber, he said that the previous
Government had rejected the recommendation.
His reply was, "The results of the inquiry were
not accepted by the previous Government and
were not released", Or course, as one can see, that
is not factual. The Minister said the results were
not accepted by the previous Government, yet I
have a Press cutting making an announcement
following the decision of the previous Govern-
ment.

The announcement was made to all and sundry,
and the people associated with mental health in
Western Australia were delighted that approval
had been given for that division. They had striven
for that separation for years and they were told it
would be completed by the coming Christmas.
However, it has now been delayed for a minimum
of one year, because the Minister for Health did
not want the previous Government or Minister to
get credit for the separation of the intellectually
handicapped from Mental Health Services.
Therefore, he ordered a new inquiry, and Pro-
fessor Arthur Beacham will be one of those con-
ducting the new inquiry.

To camouflage his actions, the Minister has
said an inquiry will also be made into Mental
Health Services and the guardianship provisions. I
stress that the inquiry into mental health and the
guardianship provisions is secondary to the major
thrust which is the separation of the division for
the intellectually handicapped from the Mental
Health Services.

In addition to delaying this separation for 12
months by ordering an inquiry, the Minister has
squandered public funds. He is perfectly well
aware that the previous Government had done
something about the inquiry and had, in fact,
made a decision. When the previous Government
made an announcement about the separation of
the divisions on 18 February 1983, the present
Minister for Health was quoted in The West Aus-
tralian as follows-

Labor's spokesman on health matters, Mr
Barry Hodge, said last night that the separ-
ation of the DIH from MHS was part of the
Labor policy for tomorrow's election.

The Opposition supported the separation
in principle, but Mr Hodge said he had not
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yet had the chance to read the Beacham re-
port and therefore could not comment on the
recommendations. It was a move that was
long overdue.

The Opposition had called for the separ-
ation in 1981 when the new mental-health
legislation was being debated in State Parlia-
ment.

According to the present Minister for Health the
then Opposition was very much in favour of the
separation for which it had called in 198 1. In that
article, the Minister was commenting on an an-
nouncement by the previous Government that the
divisions would be separated. Notwithstanding
that, he gave me the reply to which I previously
referred. One can see how false the Minister's
answer was,

Mr Gordon Hill: It is true that the results of
the inquiry were not released.

Mr GRAYDEN: I understand that they were
not, but I have asked the present Minister to re-
lease the report and he has declined to do so. He
said he would make it available to the new in-
quiry.

Mr Gordon Hill: Were two reports made which
came to different conclusions?

Mr GRAYDEN: You may be correct, but not
to my knowledge. This report was set up specifi-
cally to inquire into the problem and it made a
very comprehensive study. Members even went to
the Eastern States; I think they visited Sydney,
South Australia, and Victoria. They spent six
months on the study and came up with a rec-
ommendation which went to Cabinet. Cabinet did
not just put it aside, it considered the report and
made a public announcement. I have read the
newspaper item referring to the announcement.
The then Government went further and appointed
Mr Peter Cabban to investigate costs and staff
with a view to implementing the transfer. The
then Premier (Mr O'Connor) said that the
transfer was planned for completion by the end of
1983. There can bc absolutely no doubt that by
ordering the new inquiry the Minister has
achieved just one thing; he has delayed the separ-
ation of the two divisions by a minimum of 12
months. Nothing else has been achieved.

I agree that other matters of mental health and
the guardianship provisions will be investigated.
There is nothing wrong with those investigations.
However, the department has been working for
the separation of the division for the intellectually
handicapped from Mental Health Services for
years, and that separation could have continued. I
suggest there is only one reason for it not to con-
tinue. The Minister did not want to see the pre-

vious Minister or Government get' redit for the
separation. He preferred to shelve it for another
year, conduct another inquiry, and then make the
announcement himself.

Mr H-ODGE: I am disappointed that the mem-
ber for South Perth is prepored to place such an
uncharitable interpretation on the events which
have occurred concerning the separation of the
division for the intellectually handicapped from
Mental Health Services. On several occasions
during the debate, he has said that the only
interpretation he can place on the Government's
actions was that I was small-minded enough to
want to put that separation off for a year to avoid
the previous Government receiving credit for it.

I am very disappointed that the member is pre-
pared to make that allegation. It is definitely not
true, and I completely reject it. A lot of what he
said is half true, but I think he is not in a position
to know the full facts. It is very dangerous to
draw the conclusions he has when he is not in pos-
session of the full facts.

Mr Grayden: I simply gave the facts.

Mr HODGE: The member has not given the
facts. I am prepared to apologise after I have
given the facts. There was no intention on my part
to try to stop my predecessor or the previous
Government from getting any credit for the move.
I welcomed the decision to separate DIH from
Mental Health Services. The fact remains that
the previous Government appointed Professor
Beacham to conduct a very comprehensive study
into the separation of DIH from Mental Health
Services. I do not think there was much question
that DI"I would be separated from Mental
Health Services. That has been common knowl-
edge for many years. In fact, Mr Young said that
he agreed they should be separated and that it
was really only a matter of time. It was shortly
after that we received the Beacham report. So the
main task of the Beacham report was to rec-
ommend the way in which it should be achieved.

The Beacham report came up with a very clear
and definite recommendation on how the separ-
ation should occur. The main thrust of the
Beacham recommendation was that a council
should be established. This would be a fairly large
body, very representative, made up of groups from
the Fields of education, commuiiity welfare, men-
tal health, and all the various professional fields
with an interest in the needs and education of the
intellectually handicapped. That council was to be
the management body, I think a statutory organ-
isation, and one which was to be responsible for
the care and control of the intellectually handi-
capped.
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The fact remains-and this is the point that the
member (or South Perth does not appreciate, or if
he does he has ignored it-that the previous
Government, while it accepted the main thrust of
the Beacham report that DIH should be separated
from Mental Health Services, did not accept Pro-
fessor Beacham's recommendation that the coun-
cil be established. In fact it did not accept that
recommendation and act upon it. It recommended
that a second inquiry be conducted by Peter
Cabban, who was brought here to look into the
whole matter. Peter Cabban did not cover all the
work of Professor Beacham because it was agreed
by everyone that DIH should be separated from
Mental Health Services. He concentrated on how
that separation should occur and he came up with
an alternative recommendation to the Beacham
recommendation. Peter Cabban suggested the es-
tablishment of a commission of three full-time
paid commissioners, and not a council of 1 2
people. I think that Beacham recommended vol-
unteer members, but Peter Cabban suggested
three full-time commissioners. He went so far as
actually to name people he thought should be ap-
pointed as commissioners.

It was in fact the Cabban report which the
Government Finally accepted, The announcement
on 18 February that the member for South Perth
referred to was in fact the Government's decision
to implement the findings of Peter Cabban, not
the findings of the Beachanm report. I make that
point quite clear, and that is where the member
for South Perth made his First error.

When 1 came to office and after I had studied
both reports I asked Professor Beacham and Peter
Cabban to come in to discuss their reports with
me. I was con fused after reading both reports and
talking to both gentlemen. I then spoke to many
people with an interest in the care of these people.
I spoke to representatives of the Slow Learning
Children's Group and officers of Mental Health
Services. I spoke to the chairman of the
intellectually handicapped advisory committee. I
received conflicting recommendations and advice
from a number of sources. There seemed to be no
general agreement amongst those experts on
whether the Cabban report should be im-
plemented, whether the Beacham report should be
implemented, or whether some other course of ac-
tion should be implemented. Professor Beacham
expressed regret to me that Mr Young had in fact
made the terms of reference such that he was
fairly restricted. He would like to have rec-
ommended that a new department be created for
the intellectually handicapped. I do not mind ad-
mitting that I was in something of a quandary.

As I looked further into the matter I realised it
would be very difficult indeed just to separate
DI H from Mental Health Services and establish
the DIH on its own, because it would still come
under the umbrella of the Mental Health Act and
the Director of Mental Health Services. 1 was ad-
vised that many amendments would need to be
made to the Mental Health Act to accomplish
this. There was not much point in taking out the
DIH division and establishing it on its own, be-
cause that would not be the answer. The Mental
Health Act still treated intellectually handicapped
people as being mentally ill. They are still under
the care and control of the Director of Mental
Health Services, so a number of fairly substantial
amendments would be required to mental health
legislation before the separation could become a
reality. It was my intention to conduct a major re-
view of the Mental Health Act.

Then I received further representations, par-
ticularly from the Slow Learning Children's
Group and the intellectual advisory council, on
the guardianship provisions in Western Australia,
provisions which were totally inadequate and
which were well and truly in need of overhaul.
Eventually I arrived at the only possible con-
clusion; that is, that we should set up three work-
ing parties under the chairmanship of Professor
Eric Edwards to examine the whole question. The
Mental Health Act requires legislative change, a
new Act is required to establish whatever new
authority we would require for DIH, and the
guardianship laws-an integral part of this
question-are totally inadequate.

I felt I had little option but to establish three
working parties to try to come up with a co-
ordinated set of proposals to the Government so
that I could introduce a package of proposals to
amend the Mental Health Act, bring in legis-
lation to create a new intellectually handicapped
authority, and tidy up the guardianship pro-
visions.

I can assure the member for South Perth that I
was very conscious of the delay which would
occur, and I stressed to Professor Edwards and to
the mental health people that the inquiry must be
conducted as quickly as possible-I did not want
it dragging on for two or five years. I set probably
an unrealistic deadline for the committees to re-
port to me. I regret that I have recently had to ac-
knowledge the fact that I was unrealistic in ex-
pecting them to report so Soon, but I will be doing
all I can to make sure that the reports are mnade
as soon as possible and the legislation is produced
at the earliest possible time.

There is no wish on my part to try to delay the
move in any possible way. There was no move on
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my part to avoid credit being given where it was
due. I acknowledge the role played by Mr Young
and the previous Government.

My only motivation was to try to achieve the
best possible legislation and the best possible body
to assist the intellectually handicapped and to get
it all done as soon as possible.

I personally favour establishing an authority
along the lines of the Alcohol and Drug Authority
to administer matters to do with the intellectually
handicapped. I have given it a lot of thought and I
believe that is the way that the needs and interests
of the intellectually handicapped will be best
protected. It is probably a compromise between
Professor Beacham's recommendation for an en-
tirely voluntary and large council and Mr
Cabban's recommendation for a small three-man,
full-time commission. I am hoping this middle
course of an authority modeled on the ADA will
be the answer. I personally have a great interest
in, and a great feeling for, the intellectually
handicapped, and I am very keen to achieve this
separation as soon as possible.

I have tried to keep people who are interested
in these matters informed as to what is hap-
pening. I have appointed representatives of groups
I know who have a legitimate interest in this mat-
ter to a working party so that they might not be
kept in the dark and so that they are in there con-
tributing. I hope we reach a consensus when they
all finally report to me and that I will not have
four or five conflicting recommendations. I do not
want to have to make an arbitrary decision for a
new body that will not be accepted. If I had ac-
cepted either Professor Beacham's recommen-
dation or Mr Cabban's recommendation, a small
section of the various interest groups would have
been happy, but a lot of other people would have
been unhappy.

Last night the member for South Perth criti-
cised me for a lack of consultation with the AMA,
while today he is critising me for trying to accom-
modate the views of all these various groups. I
hope I have clarified the position for him and for
all members.

Division 67 put and passed.
Division 68: Western Australian Alcohol and

Drug Authority, $3 638 000-
Mr RUSHTON: Could the Minister advise me

of the future for the Quo Vadis centre at Byford?
Mr HODGE: The future of the Quo Vadis

centre has a question mark against it. For some
time the Alcohol and Drug Authority has been
considering the centre's future. My predecessor
also wrestled with the problem. I have made a
point of talking with the Chairman of the Select

Committee inquiring into alcohol and drug mat-
ters (Mr Gordon Hill) and asking if the inquiry
could turn its attention to the operation of Quo
Vadis to ascertain precisely what role it is
playing, how effective it is, and whether it is a
cost efficient way of the ADA expending its
funds.

A report was prepared about two years ago by
a Mr Smith, a clinical psychologist with the
ADA, and he commented on the effectiveness of
the treatment rendered at the centre as it related
to the rehabilitation of people suffering from al-
cohol abuse. There has since been a question
mark against the centre's future. Mr Smith called
into question the relatively large amount of
money being expended for what appeared to be
relatively poor results. I have an open mind on
this matter.

Mr Rushton: But it provides a good voluntary
admittance centre. We need to have some facility.

Mr HODGE: I am sure it has a continuing
role, but 1 am not sure whether it is preferable
that the centre continues to be operated by the
ADA. Perhaps one of the larger voluntary organ-
isations operating in this field is better suited to
the running of that establishment. This is some-
thing I hope the Select Committee will report on.
The ADA has made a submission on Quo Vadis
to the Select Committee. I will not be making any
decision on its future until Such time as the Select
Committee makes a report.

Division 68 put and passed.
Divisions 69 and 70-Nurses Board of Western

Australia, $97 000; Public Works and Buildings
$63 295 000-put and passed.

Division 71: Landts and Surveys, $18 398 000-
Mr RUJSHTON: Moves were made to

restructure the department before the election of
this Government. I would like the Minister to give
an indication of the Government's decision on the
restructuring of the department.

Mr COWAN: The Department of Lands and
Surveys is on some occasions responsible for the
preparation or development of residential blocks
of land in country townsites. 1 refer to the new
H-yden townsite which the Department of Lands
and Surveys has developed for the Kondinin Shire
Council. The allocation of costs to the department
for this site has been most unfair.

The Hyden tow nsite consists of two areas-, the
old site where the existing town was already con-
structed, and a new townsite some 200 or 250
metres to the west of the area where the town site
stands. When the time came for the development
of the new Hyden townsite the decision was taken
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by the country areas water supply authority to up-
grade the old main which connects the Hyden
dam to the old townsite. I will give the Minister
an example of what actually happened. I can only
give estimates of costs, but the estimates are fairly
accurate. The total cost of this development
undertaking by the Lands and Surveys Depart-
ment for supplying water to lots in the new area
was $70 600 for upgrading of the old main, and to
take the new main through the old townsite,
$2 457. There was a total headworks cost of
$83 000. On top of that there was a cost to the
local council for road works of $ 13 500. The over-
all expenditure including survey fees for 23 lots,
some residential, some commercial, amounted to
$119 599 of which the water service cost $99 599,
road works $13 500, and the land services and
other associated costs together with siting costs
were $11 500. 1 ask whether another Government
department can attribute costs relating to
upgrading of a water main which I think every-
body acknowledges does service the existing
townsite to a charge for development of residen-
tial and commercial areas in a new townsite.

In this case the entire cost of upgrading the
main which services not only the new townsite but
also the old townsite, has been attributed to the
development costs of this subdivision. I raise this
matter because the cost of the blocks under this
system as all development costs are to be
recovered, will be $5 500 per block. That is a very
high price to pay (or land in a country townsite.
Most of the cost can be attributed to this $70 000
which really is the cost of upgrading the main
which not only services the new townsite, but also
services the entire town of Hyden. Most people
would argue that it is particularly unfair for the
cost to be attributed to the initial development of
the new townsite. Just to give an example of how
unfair it is, the cost is $5 500 per residential
block; I am not sure of the cost of commercial
blocks.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):
Order! There is a fair amount of side chatter from
both sides of the Chamber. I would like to hear
from only the member for Merredin.

Mr COWAN: The point is if all 17 residential
blocks and six commercial blocks are sold and the
next subdivision takes place, the cost of those resi-
dential blocks would be reduced to just over
SI 200. That is an estimate. That gives some idea
of how much levy has been placed on the initial
development of the new townsite. The majority of
that cost can be attributed to the decision by the
country areas water supply authority to charge
the Department of Lands and Surveys. for the
total cost of upgrading the old main which runs

from the town dam approximately 2 000 metres
from the old townsite. The cost has been attri-
buted to this development whereas the depart-
ment should appeal to the country areas water
supply authority and should make it clear that it
should meet part of that cost as general mainten-
ance and upgrading costs. It should not be allo-
cated or made out as a charge against this
townsite, because if that practice continues the
cost of providing serviced residential lots in
country townsites will be far too excessive.

Mr MeIVER: Firstly, replying to the member
for Dale regarding the restructuring of the De-
partment of Lands and Surveys, as members
would be well aware, this commenced approxi-
mately 10 months ago and was carried out by
officers of the Public Service Board. When the
present Government came to office, another com-
mittee was formed consisting of Mr Syd Shea of
the Forests Department, Mr Halse of the Depart-
ment of.Agriculture, and, of course, Dr Mulcahy.
That report has now been completed and is
available to the departments and the public. It
was decided that it would report back on the land
management report after six weeks. Therefore,
the Current restructuring of the Department of
Lands and Surveys, as put forward by officers of
the Public Service Board, is more or less at a full
stop until we can examine both reports together.

I discussed this item with the Under Secretary
for Lands (Mr O'Halloran) this morning and dis-
covered that the department is very keen that the
implementation of that report prepared by the
Public Service Board, with great input from the
department, should proceed. I have supported that
concept and it is in train now. All that remains is
for us to see the reaction. No doubt, a Cabinet de-
cision will determine what will emanate from both
reports. Will the restructuring of land manage-
ment and administration, as contained in the Shea
report, be implemented, or will we allow the
restructuring of the Department of Lands and
Surveys or Public Service Board? That is the
current position in regard to the department.

I share the member for Merredin's concern
about development over subdivisions, and es-
pecially the unfair costs, particularly in so far as
the provision of water and the upgrading of mains
is concerned. I am not convinced that the Depart-
ment of Lands and Surveys is receiving a return
for its money. One must consider what it costs to
supply water to various areas in Western Aus-
tralia, especially to Kununurra and the Kimberley
region where costs are trebled in comparison to
other areas in the State.

In relation to the query regarding water mains,
I advise that does not come within my province.
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However, 1 will look at the situation which pre-
vails at Kondinin and advise the member for
Merredin of the reasons for the high costs. Per-
haps in the autumn session of Parliament we
could consider the matter further by a visit to the
area.

I appreciate the costs that are involved to the
department and perhaps, in the member for
Merredin's opinion, it is a little unfair that the de-
veloper has to upgrade water mains when de-
veloping an area.

Mr Cowan: No private developer would come
at that. He would go back to the country areas
water supply and tell it that that charge should
not be made against a development that they are
undertaking. The Department of Lands and Sur-
veys, as with other departments, is being charged
by the country areas water supply and there has
been no complaint from the department against
this charge.

Mr Mel VER: The member for Merredin would
agree that the lands department would provide
funds for the installation of water.

If the member agrees, before the next session of
Parliament I will travel with him to these areas to
carry out an inspection. I advise the member for
Merredin that, in conjunction with officers from
the department, I am already looking at the situ-
ation. The figures the member has supplied in re-
gard to the upgrading of water mains will be
investigated by me and 1 will make sine that he
will receive a copy of my report.

Mr Thompson: You cannot get better co-oper-
ation than that.

Division 71 put and passed.
Division 72: Bush Fires Board, 51 240 000-
Mr COWAN: The Minister would be aware

that most volunteer bushifire brigades more or less
have to stand in a queue to wait for the allocation
of Fire trucks which are no longer regarded by the
Fire brigade as suitable for its purposes. This is
the way that most volunteer brigades acquire a
lire truck. The various brigades have their names
placed on a list and when their name comes to the
top of the list they are advised by the board that a
truck is available. IF they want to upgrade their
vehicle, they p -urchase it.

The Minister would be aware also that there is
a growing demand for these vehicles because it is
rare that the department wants to turn them over.
I understand that other institutions such as the
Army have vehicles which would be suitable for
volunteer fire brigades. I wonder if the Minister
would be prepared to ask his departmental
officers to inspect those vehicles. If they are suit-

able would the Minister have the Bush Fires
Board act as a co-ordinator and advise volunteer
brigades that these vehicles are available for pur-
chase? In that way the brigades will be better
able to update their vehicles if they wish.

If one were to look at the volunteer fire brig-
ades' equipment, it varies in age and capacity to
operate. The reason for this is the brigades cannot
afford the price of new vehicles and they must
wait for a second-hand one. These vehicles are
hard to come by. I ask the Minister to find out if
vehicles from other sources can be obtained by
volunteer brigades.

Mr McIVER: The point made by the member
for NMerredin is well taken. It is a pity that the
member was not recently at York to view the dis-
play of the various types of vehicles made
available for firefighting by local governing
authorities, the Bush Fires Board, and the Forests
Department.

I refer members to the Mulcahy report in
which it is suggested that the Bush Fires Board be
taken over by the Forests Department or that it
be absorbed into the emergency services. This
matter is under discussion, but that is not to say it
will happen. As the report has been released to
the public, I am sure that members would have
received correspondence from their respective
local governing bodies in opposition to the pro-
posed concept. I advise that I have already re-
ceived several submissions from members, par-
ticularly those from country areas, in relation to
what the member for Merredin is advocating. I
strongly support it.

I have asked the Chairman of the Bush Fires
Board, Mr O'Halloran, to examine the aspects
raised by the member for Merredin. It is essential
that all fire brigades have good equipment and
that they be able to purchase alternative vehicles
at a reasonable cost. At the completion of the
next meeting I will advise the member for
Merredin accordingly. I thank the member for the
interest he has shown in the Bush Fires Board.

Division 72 put and passed.
Divisions 73 and 74-Kings Park Board,

$1 909 000; Zoological Gardens Board,
$1 597 000-put and passed.

Division 75: Employment and Administrative
Services, $9 596 000-

Mr HASSELL: I am sorry at this stage, and I
say so genuinely, that it is necessary for me to
make remarks in relation to this Div-
ision-remarks which will take a few -minutes to
put forward and which will deal with a number of
areas.
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The subject of employment is still of critical
importance to the community. It was undoubtedly
the most important single issue in determining the
outcome of the last State election. It was the sub-
ject around which the then Opposition, now the
Government, built its promises; and it remains an
issue of concern across the country. Therefore, we
would be failing in our duty if we did not raise
some issues under this heading related to the
Government's performance on employment gener-
ally, and on some matters in particular.

I have already spoken in this Chamber on more
than one occasion about the general subject of
employment and economic development, and the
Government's failure to support programmes
which would lead to the development of our natu-
ral resources to their full extent. I refer to the
Yeelirrie project in particular, and to the Govern-
ment's failure to get on with the job of creating a
climate for investment and growth, a climate
which is essential to the promotion of employment
generally.

I do not propose at this stage of the parli amen-
tary sitting to repeat all of my remarks; but it is
necessary to put on record, and to keep saying,
that we have said these things so that the writers
of editorials such as the one that appeared in The
Western Mail which criticised the Opposition last
Saturday for not dealing with what it regarded as
important issues, will realise that even though the
remarks we have made over and over again on
these important issues have not been publicised,
nevertheless they have been made. That is to put
the record straight for the sake of the editorial
writers who are apparently uninformed as to what
goes on in this place.

Under this heading. I refer in particular to the
general progress of the Government in dealing
with employment promotion projects, and some of
the grants that have been made by the Govern-
ment in relation to those projects. Before the elec-
tion, the Government made a substantial commit-
ment to provide money for an employment strat-
egy fund, money which, in terms of the Labor
Party's policy, specifically was to be drawn from
the earnings on the short-term money market.

However, we see in this Budget, and indeed in
this Division of the Budget, an allocation of only
$3 million to the employment strategy fund. The
source of that $3 million is the Consolidated Rev-
enue Fund. It has nothing to do directly with the
earnings on the short-term money market, as ap-
peared in the policy commitment by the Labor
Party.

We all know that $3 million does not go very
far in employment gcneration. In fact, the figures

used by the Labor Party prior to the last election
indicated that S I million spent in the construction
industry produced something in the order of 100
jobs; that is, about 30 jobs created directly, and
60 or 70 jobs created indirectly. The figure which
we used in relation to job bank was a little more
cautious than that used by the Government in its
policy documents; and our figure was 90 jobs,
based on the advice we received that $1 million
spent in the construction industry would produce
30 direct jobs and 60 indirect jobs. Our figure has
never been disputed.

The $3 million that has been contributed to the
employment strategy fund has a potential to pro-
duce only 270 jobs at most. It is interesting to
note that we are talking about the possibility of
270 jobs being created in an unemployment pool
of more than 50 000 people in this State-a very
high number of people. This month, that figure
will be added to substantially by the school
leavers. It is seen that the budgetary efforts of he
Government in relation to employment are mini-
mal.

A few days ago, the Minister for Employment
and Administrative Services circulated a letter to
all members of Parliament concerning the wages
pause programme. In that letter, the following ap-
peared-

As you would no doubt be aware. Western
Australia was allocated $17.58 million for
job creation schemes under the Wage Pause
Program.

With the exception of a small reserve fund
which is required to meet additional costs in-
curred by approved projects such as would
result from wage increases, etc., all of the
State's Wage Pause money has been allo-
cated.

A total of 209 projects creating 1,290 jobs
have been approved, and I am pleased to en-
close for your information a schedule which
provides details of each of these projects.

It would appear that out of $17.5 million, some-
thing of the order of 1 290 jobs have been created,
and that, on the face of it, is not a bad record for
the money expended. However, many of these
jobs are not in areas that will produce any flow-on
employment. They are social service type jobs,
community welfare type jobs, or political jobs of
one kind or another. I will refer to some of them
specifically later.

I return to the point that we have $3 million
put aside in the Budget to go into the employment
task force fund. At best, that can produce a
couple of hundred jobs. In its nine months in
office, the Government spent $17.58 million to
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produce 1 290 jobs; and we are talking about a
pool of unemployment of between 50000 and
60000 people. That will increase dramatically in
the next couple of months as the school leavers
enter the market.

It is in that context that I direct my remarks to
some of the allocations that have been made by
the Government and disclosed by the Minister in
his summary of approved projects as at 17
November under the wages pause programme.

What is needed is long-term, secure employ-
ment-employment based on a healthy economy
and on investment in the private sector and on the
capacity of the private sector to sustain that em-
ployment for people over a period of years. All
Government employment-gene rating programmes
are necessarily of a temporary and bridging
nature. Further, some projects in that regard are
better than others because they produce flow-on
work and stimulation to the private sector which
will add to the welfare of the economy, the wealth
of the economy, and the health of the economy,
and to its capacity to survive in these circumn-
stances of economic down-turn and to generate
more work.

On the very first inside page of the Minister's
summary, we see some of the jobs which, in fact,
were first submitted by us to the Commonwealth
Government in December t982, and all of which
have been carried on by this Government. The
first is the accelerated computer data take-up.
That produces not only necessary work providing,
as an outcome, service to the community but also
job training for the people involved.

I turn now to reafforestation and other works.
Necessary and desirable service works are
involved in that area within the Forests Depart-
ment. They are good programmes although unfor-
tunately short-lived and not leading on to any-
thing else.

The next one is the Jervoise Bay breakwater.
That is a capital works programme of great value
and benefit. We had some difficulty with the for-
mer Commnonwealth Government in getting ap-
proval for that project and the new Minister (the
member for Fremantle) was trying to make mis-
chief over that issue subsequent to becoming a
Minister. He tried to make out we had had some
terrible trouble with our former colleagues and
had not been able to get their agreement to the
things we wanted to do, because we were acting
outside the guidelines.

I said that we had some rather intensive dis-
cussions with our former colleagues because we
recognised that these moneys had come out of the
pockets of the people who had given up wage in-

creases. We should not forget where the money
for these programmes has come from. That is
what the wages freeze programme was all about.
Those people are entitled to call Governments to
account for the way they spend the money and for
the work they have done to create employment.

We saw the Jervoise Bay breakwater as an ex-
cellent programme, because it provided the im-
petus and stimulation for further industry in that
area-an area of very high unemployment. I
make no apology whatsoever for having taken on
to some extent, albeit privately and through nego-
tiation, the former Federal Government and the
former Federal Ministers and saying to them,
"This is a worthwhile project for Western Aus-
tralia and we think it is better than some com-
munity welfare-type job which simply meets the
guidelines that you have laid down arbitrarily in
Canberra and yet does not really help the econ-
omy"

The Kings Park recreation facilities project is
the next item in the Minister's statement. That
project provided not only a significant
improvement to Kings Park, but also a facility for
handicapped people in a passive recreation re-
serve, It was a very worthwhile project.

The Rottniest Island reafforestation project was
very worthwhile in a sensitive environment subject
to enormous pressure because of the growing
numbers of visitors to that island.

Again there is a group of projects which cost
approximately $6.5 million for State departmen-
tal works. We did have some arguments with our
former Federal colleagues in this respect. When I
say "arguments" I do not mean we had rows or
anything of that nature, but we were very firm in
pressing those people to recognise that these sorts
of works not only stimulated the economy and
provided employment, but also provided
worthwhile community facilities which would be
used by the community in the period ahead.

That is a summary of the first page of the Min-
ister's statement of expenditure on the wages
pause programme with the exception of one item,
the community projects. When we come to the
community projects on which approximately $6
million has been spent, we see there are some
significant unanswered questions about a number,
of the grants which have been made.

I have been publicly critical of some of those
grants and I do not withdraw from those criti-
cisms one jot, because in my opinion those grants
have not done justice to the sacrifices made by
hundreds of thousands of Australian public ser-
vants, whether State of Commonwealth, who have
forgone wage increases in the wages pause to
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stimulate employment. Those people who have
made a sacrifice for the good of the country are
entitled to expect of Governments, State and Fed-
eral. that their money-and it was their
money-will be spent responsibly for the benefit
of the community in general and not for the pet
projects of Ministers and Governments on a parti-
san or political basis and not for the support of
projects which might in themselves be regarded as
legitimate in a welfare context or in a broad pol-
icy context, but which do nothing for the broader
community and do nothing to stimulate economic
development.

Let us look at some of these and I make it clear
at the outset, because there is such a tendency for
people to leap on any remark which is made and
misrepresent it, using it in some way that is not
intended, that I am not being critical in all cases
by any means of the recipients of the grants. I am
being critical of the Government making the
grants and there is a whole world of difference. I
am not necessarily saying that the grants were not
for worthwhile causes in all cases. In some cases I
am and I shall make that very clear in a moment.
However, I am saying that some of these grants
were not appropriate to the disbursement and ex-
penditure of the wage increases of people who
have made the sacrifice for the national good, al-
beit that they did it compulsorily. I shall run
through the list under the community projects
programme and pick out the items which should
be questioned and which are questionable. I turn,
firstly, to the Campaign to Save Native Forests.
There were two grants in this area; one for
S21 000 for the preparation of fund raising and
educational material and the other of $21 420 for
the preparation of the Wandoc National Park
proposal.

We know that the Campaign to Save Native
Forests is a highly politically charged organisation
and that, to a large extent, it has thrown in its lot
with the Labor Party. I do not think that in the
context of all the money we are now talking about
spending, it was appropriate for that body to re-
ceive grants of that magnitude for projects which
no doubt it regards as of value and which in them-
selves may be of some value. I am not saying that
they are not.

However, they certainly do nothing to stimulate
the economy; they do nothing to stimulate private
sector investment and, from that investment, the
creation of long-term, secure jobs which is what
the whole programme was about.

There is a grant further down on the same page
to a group called Cinematrix which is a resource
centre in Fremantle. It is amazing how many of
these grants are centred on Fremantle and one

has to wonder at the extent to which the Minister,
who is the member for Fremantle, has been influ-
enced by some of the groups which support him
down there.

Mr MacKinnon: That is called feathering your
own nest.

Mr HASSELL: When I have questioned some
of these grants the Minister has hastened to reply
on several occasions that they were all rec-
ommended by what he called a -broad based
committee" that he appointed.

Let me make it clear, because people are so
wont to misrepresent the things I say in this
Chamber, I am not attacking the members of the
committee. However, I make it clear that the re-
sponsibility for every one of these grants rests
with the Government and the Minister. It is no
excuse for the Minister to say in relation to a
grant which is questioned legitimately that it is
okay because the committee recommended it.
Hundreds of things were recommended to me by
committees and I would not accept them because
they were not acceptable within the context of
what we were doing. Committee recommen-
dations are just that; they are recommendations.
Here we have $88612 being granted to Cmn-
ematrix I am not making any comment on that
because I do not know anything about it, but I do
ask that the Minister, in responding, let us have
the details of that grant.

On the next page we have-surprise, sur-
prise-a grant of $71 000 to the Environment
Centre of Western Australia (lnc). What role
does that centre have in promoting the well-being
of the private sector economy of this State? It is
from that private sector the jobs for people on a
long-term basis will come. They will not come
from Government handouts or environment
centres. Most of the work of the centre is directed
to stopping things-not making them go. Its work
is directed to identifying all the things that can be
put on ice for ever, whether they be native forests,
park lands, or whatever. The centre is part of the
.'stop" brigade. We are supposed to be here in
this programme promoting the "go" brigade, and
the get-on-with-it programme to make jobs
available for people who need them.

This environment lobby has a role to perform in
the community-there is no question about
that-but it is a fact that 99 per cent of the time
its efforts are directed towards putting all values
ahead of human values-it preserves the forests,
the animals, and the trees. Important objectives
they are, but they are never balanced with the
needs of us, the ordinary people who run around
this earth and who need jobs, homes, and indus-
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tries and the ability to create those jobs and
homes and support our families.

People who are born into this world as it is do
not have the option of running around like sav-
ages in the nude, or semi-clothed, because that is
not the way the world is. The great majority of
people who live in our society as it is have to con-
form with the system that has been built up over
thousands of years, and that system includes an
ordered society in which people need employment.

Of course, we must be sympathetic with en-
vironment centres whe 'n they say we have to look
after the environment. Of course we have to view
that objective as important, but these people never
balance it with the other objective of looking after
the two legged animal which covers so much of
the earth. Certainly these people in environment
centres have not worked in this State or estab-
lished any record in this State of working to cre-
ate jobs through the industry and commerce of
the State. They belong to the "stop" brigade, yet
out of these sacrifices in wage cuts made by thou-
sands of Australian working people this centre is
to receive $71 000. What I have raised is a legit-
imate question about this grant, as are my
questions about some others.

The Equal Opportunities Resource Centre is
the next item. It will receive a grant of $60 000 to
operate a resource centre. Again there are many
people who think that equal opportunities re-
source activities arc of importance in a social or
political context. Yet they have nothing to do with
economic activity and jobs; nothing to do with
people making investment to provide jobs for fa m-
ilies or even for one group of the unemployed.

Mr Deputy Chairman, you know, because you
come from an electorate in which there is no doubt
a significant unemployment problem, among
young people the levels of unemployment are up to
25 per cent. Why are we not spending every penny
of these wages freeze moneys on projects which
will stimulate the economy and provide long-term
and secure employment. People opposite do not
seem to be able to understand the fundamental
truth that the Government does not create wealth;
it spends it. When it is spending other people's
wealth it should be promoting jobs; it should not
be giving money to equal opportunities resource
centres.

Mr Gordon Hill: You have just discovered this
problem. I can see that. In nine years of Court,
O'Connor, and Fraser economic strategies which
created massive unemployment you have just dis-
covered this issue in Opposition. You have just
seen the light!

Mr HASSELL: On some appropriate occasion
when this place is not exhausted and run off its
feet as a result of the long hours the Government
has imposed on us-

Mr Gordon Hill: What about the Addres-in-
Reply?

Mr H4ASSELL: If we had not made the
speeches we did to the Address-in- Reply, the
Government would have been severely embar-
rassed because it had none of its business ready.
All of its major pieces of legislation have been
introduced in the last four weeks.

Mr Gordon Hill: Rubbish!
Mr HASSELL: Most of them have been

introduced in the last week.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):

Order!
Mr HASSELL: The Government had the

greatest difficulty in getting its development cor-
poration off the ground.

Mr Bryce: Sit down you mug.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Point of Order

Mr TONKIN: 1 suggest that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition might like to get back to
the subject in hand.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is not a
point of order. I was about to ask the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition to return to the matter
before the Chair. I ask him to do so and I ask that
the interjections cease.

Committee Resumed

Mr HASSELL: I am delighted to do so. I was
sticking very much to the subject until the mem-
ber for Helena came in with his smart alec re-
marks. What I say to him is that on an occasion,
other than tonight 1 will tell him the history of the
ninec years of Liberal rule, and he will see that the
whole premise of his argument is wrong. We did
so much for employment, and there are untold
thousands of jobs in Western Australia and Aus-
tralia as a result of our policies. None of those
jobs would be there if we had been prepared to go
along with some of the objectives of environment
centres, Friends of the Earth, and others to whom
the Government is now giving the money of
workers who have given up wage increases.

I come back to the point that whatever one
might think is the value of an equal opportunities
resource centre, one knows it does nothing to
stimulate the private sector economy from which
the jobs of the young people will come in the long
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run. It does nothing to give those people long-
term and secure employment, which is what they
need. They are the 25 per cent unemployed
among the young. That is what I am questioning
in relation to each of these grants I raise. It does
not mean that the causes in each case are necess-
arily undesirable, but it does mean they are not
appropriate causes to be supported through the
wages freeze moneys.

The Friends of the Earth will receive a grant of
$28 688, which will create two jobs, for a house-
hold energy costs and use survey. A survey? A
survey is done and it is over. What does it produce
in the way of stimulation of employment?

Mr Bryce: It does about as much as your job
bank did-nothing, nil.

Mr HASSELL: 1 have unlimited time. If the
Deputy Premier wants me to go for a couple of
hours on job bank and his Government's destruc-
tion of that programme which would have done
much more than his Government has done I can.

Mr Bryce: That's waffle.
Mr HASSELL: If he keeps this up I will go on,

and he can carry the can for that.
Mr Bryce: Sure!
Mr HASSELL: If the Deputy Premier keeps

this up I will have to respond about job bank.

Mr Tonkin: Lets get on with the business of the
Chamber-, ignore the interjections.

Mr HASSELL: This is directly relevant to em-
ployment. The job bank programme is directly
relevant to employment when comparing the per-
formance of this Government in the last nine
months with the potential for its performance
which existed at the time it took over the job bank
programme. The fact is, to put it briefly, the
Labor party did such an axe job on job bank-for
political reasons, it tried to destroy it in the lead
up to the election, aided and abetted by the
Press-that it could not keep it on in all con-
science.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):
Order! I request the member to direct his com-
ments to the business before the Chamber.

Mr HASSELL: Employment is the business be-
fore the Chamber and therefore job bank is an
issue. The Deputy Premier has made it an issue
and I am responding.

Let me get back to the list of grants. An
amount oF$10927 was made available for the po-
tential of recycling. This was made to the Friends
of the Earth, and that may have been a project
that opened up the prospect of further employ-
ment.

I have spoken publicly about the grant of
$30 820 to the Homosexual Counselling and In-
formation Service.

Mr Clarko: A disgraceful waste of public
money.

Mr HASSELL: There could be no possible
stimulation to long-term economic development
and employment from that grant. Whatever a
person thinks about homosexuality or homosex-
uals is not the issue as far as I am concerned.

M r C[a rko: I t is as fa r as I a m concerned.
Mr Bryce: We know you have some hang-ups,

but don't drag them out again at this time of the
week.

Mr HASSELL: The Deputy Premier is again
trying to misrepresent me and that is the reason I
am being careful and I am expressing my com-
ments clearly. Everytime he misrepresents me I
will correct him. It is like the Premier who has a
great method of repeating untruths in the hope
that if he repeats them often enough they will be-
come accepted as the truth.

Mr MacKinnon: Hear, hear!
Mr HASSELL: That is a technique which he

uses and will continue to use, so I suppose I will
continue to correct him.

Mr Brian Burke: If you address your remarks
to the matter before the Chair and not respond to
interjections, we will make better progress. 1 am
unable to be provoked.

Mr HASSELL: It is because the Premier is
exhausted. He has kept us in this place for so
long.

I will not be misrepresented by the Deputy
Premier on this matter and I will make criticisms
which I think are due. My criticism of the grant
to the Homosexual Counselling and Information
Service has nothing to do with any attitude I have
or anyone else has to homosexuality and homosex-
uals. I had a couple write to me about the re-
ported remarks I made previously and I wrote
back and explained that I was talking about the
appropriateness of a grant of $30 820 to this
group when the objective should be to stimulate
long-term and secure employment. My criticism is
about the fact that we have taken this money
from public servants, in the wage pause. It is
money which many would have received
otherwise. It is money from Government em-
ployees and principals of primary schools. It is
money which they would have received had it not
been for the wages freeze imposed by the Govern-
ments of Australia for the benefit of the economy.
I think these grants are inappropriate, improper,
and quite unnecessary expenditure because they
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will not produce long-term secure employment in
any way.

The Jervoise Bay breakwater, the reaffor-
estation programmes, and the public works pro-
grammes will produce such employment, but
grants of this kind will not. They will do nothing
to help the needs of the 25 per cent unemployed. I
will not be misrepresented on this issue by the
Deputy Premier, the Premier, or anyone else.

Another grant I wish to refer to is one of
$14463 to the Trades and Labor Council, leaving
aside the fact that it is affiliated with the ALP.

Mr Tonkin: It is not.
Mr HASSELL: Then the ALP is affiliated

with it.
Mr Bryce: It is not. Now take an hour to get

yourself out of that bog.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):

Order!
Mr MacKinnon: You are saying it doesn't pro-

vide any assistance to your campaign?
Mr Tonkin: We said it is not affiliated.
Mr HASSELL: Let me answer in this way' I

have all the material necessary to demonstrate the
connection which exists, whether or not it is for-
mally affiliated. I will argue about that at an ap-
propriate occasion. I assure members there is a
close affiliation, even if it is not a formal one.

Mr Rushton: It is a mother-daughter relation-
ship.

Mr HASSELL: That is about it. The Trades
and Labor Council has plenty of money; it is not
necessary to have the working people of this
country-working people whose wage increases
have been denied-provide a library assistant for
it. If the Trades and Labor Council needs a li-
brary assistant, it can hire one itself. What will
that grant do to stimulate long-term secure em-
ployment?

Mr MacKinnon: Nothing!
M r Clarko: It is saving the TLC money.
Mr H-ASSELL: Where does that saved money

go? Into the ALP's election campaign.
M r Tonkin: I wish it did.
Mr HASSELL: One has only to consider some

of the magazines put out; for example, one issue
of the fireman's magazine had a picture in it of an
individual handing money over to the ALP for its
campaign.

Mr Tonkin: I said I wish that money went in.
Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL: I wish to refer to the grant to
the Workers' Information and Research Centre.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):

Order!
Mr HASSELL: It is most important that I

raise this matter because I have in my possession
papers which I will table in due course, especially
in response to any request which may be made by
Government members. I have clear evidence that
the Workers' Information and Research Centre,
which has received two grants amounting to
$80 000, is no more or less than a political agi-
tation group with close links to the Communist
Party. If ever there were a grant which could not
be justified, it is this grant.

Mr Williams: They have all gone quiet.
Mr HASSELL: These are the travellers. They

are not the fellow travellers. I will produce the
evidence relating to this group and I wish to make
clear the amounts of money this group has been
granted.

I asked the Minister a question relating to the
grants made to these people. That question 2373
appears on today's Notice Paper and it has been
answered. I asked the Minister as follows-

Referring to his summary of approved
projects within the wage pause programme
circulated with his letter of 24 November
1983, and to the grant Project No. 205 made
to the Workers' Union Research Centre-

That is a misquotation. The name of the centre
should be the Workers' Information and Research
Centre, Inc. To continue-

-of $30 3 18 did this organisation also re-
ceive a grant of $46 123 for the employment
of two people under a project title
"Fremantle Jobs and Industry Investigation"
(approved 21 October 1983)?

The answer I received was essentially "Yes, it did
receive $30 318". The Workers' Information and
Research Centre Inc. has already received a grant
under the community employment programme of
$46 123 for the employment of two people under
the project title "Fremantle Jobs and Industry
Investigation". Both projects were recommended
for funding by the parliamentary-based consulta-
tive committee. I asked the Minister if the two
projects were interrelated. The answer was "No".
I also asked what is the workers union research
centre and is the Workers' Information and Re-
search Centre Inc. an incorporated body under
the Associations Incorporation Act? I received
the reply that it is a non-profit independent re-
search and resources organisation working on
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matters of employment and employment con-
ditions. We will see the matters on which it is
working from the material I have.

Those matters include all sorts of peculiar
things which are related to all sorts of peculiar
objectives. I also asked how many paid and volun-
tary staff it has. The Minister replied that he does
not know that. It was only necessary to name a
sponsor contact person on the wages pause and
community employment programme application
form.

It is a telling indication of how much research
goes on into the recipients of some of these grants
when the Minister does not know how many staff
are employed by the recipient of nearly $80 000
of the taxpayers' money. Presumably the Minister
has not assessed whether these people have other
resources through which they could have under-
taken the work. This organisation is none too
savoury in respect of some of its activities, and in
that context the word "savoury" refers to its pol-
itical nature.

I also asked what projects the two research co-
ordinators were undertaking and I received the
following reply-

The two research co-ordinators under the
wage pause programme project will under-
take the following tasks-

(I) The office co-ordinator will co-ordinate
the day to day running of the centre, in-
cluding the organisation of voluntary
staff.

It is interesting to note that some of the day-to-
day activities of the centre include selling books.
The books sold include publications of the Com-
munist Party of Australia, the Socialist Party of
Australia, the Campaign against Nuclear Energy,
Transnational Co-operative, and pro-Palestinian
propaganda. We are paying someone to co-
ordinate the sale of such material. This money has
been given up under the wages pause programme
legislation by thousands of employed people in
Australia. They are giving up that money to em-
ploy someone to co-ordinate the sale of pro-
Palestinian propaganda and publications of the
Communist Party of Australia.

The second part of the answer was-

(2) The research co-ordinator will liaise
with various groups to organise research
projects.

He will not do research, he will liaise with various
groups to organise research projects.

The further grant will be used as follows-

The two research co-ordinators under the
CEP project will undertake a community
investigation of jobs and industry in the
south-west metropolitan sub-region to en-
deavour to preserve existing jobs, particularly
in the manufacturing sector, to create new
jobs in existing industry and to examine
alternative job creation production proposals.

Alternative job creation production proposals!
One of the activities of this group has been to
hold a seminar at which it was advising about the
efforts of a group of women in England who sat in
a factory for six months. I suppose that will be
part of the alternative job creation production
proposal with which it wants to continue.

I then asked if any trade unions or other organ-
isations, including political parties, were members
of the centre. I received the answer that it was not
known and it was not relevant to these appli-
cations. Surely it is relevant that these sorts of
community groups should advise of their affili-
ations.

Mr Tonkin: Did you not say if they are mem-
bers of a political party?

Mr HASSELL: Yes, the question was referring
to members of the centre and it asked if members
of trade unions or other organisations of the State
were members.

Mr Tonkin: Are you saying that we should look
at every application to make sure that no member
of the Liberal Party is a member of the organis-
ation? You seem to be on a witch hunt.

Mr HASSELL: I would expect that kind of
comment from the Minister when he is asked this
kind of question. However, the Government must
answer for these grants, not to me, but to the
people who have sacrificed their wages to allow
the Government to make the grants. When con-
sidering publications of the Communist Party, the
Socialist Party and pro-Palestinian propaganda
and such material, if I had given up some of my
salary for that I would want to know what was
happening. Through this programme the Govern-
ment is supposed to be creating employment of a
long-term and secure nature.

Mr Brian Burke: We are doing it very well.
Mr HASSELL: We have yet to see evidence of

that.
Mr Brian Burke: You have a very jaundiced

outlook. We have done exceptionally well and it is
nationally acclaimed.

Several members interjected.
Mr Brian Burke: I must pay tribute to the com-

mittee which advises the Minister on the allo-
cation of these funds. It is an excellent committee
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and the members work very hard. In particular
the CWA has resisted the temptation to allocate
funds to the Trotskyites or the Communists. It
has shown no predilection to favour homosexu-
ality, it has gone straight down the line.

Mr HASSELL: The Premier's remarks are re-
vealing. If he had been in the Chamber earlier he
would have heard my comment that I do not ac-
cept that the broadly-based committee rep-
resenting all of these groups alters the Govern-
ment's responsibility in allocating the grants.

Mr Brian Burke: I was paying credit to the
work done.

Mr HASSELL: I know what political game the
Premier was playing with those remarks. It was
only too obvious, even to me.

Mr Brian Burke: Gosh, you are a shrewdie!
Mr HASSELL: The Premier will not divert me

on this important issue.
Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: All the smart remarks from the

Premier are an attempt to characterise criticism
of the grants as some attack on someone, attacks
which I have not made. His remarks will not alter
the issue.

Mr Brian Burke: When you were asking pre-
viously about the grant to the Homosexual Coun-
selling and Information Service, the member for
Karrinyup said it was a disgraceful decision to as-
sist "an evil cause".

Mr Clarko: That is what I said, yes.
Mr Brian Burke: I know that that was not your

view, because you were not passing a comment
about the nature of the cause; you were simply
addressing yourself to the job creation effect of
the grant. I trust that that was the view the mem-
ber for Karrinyup put to you.

Mr Clarko: Would you like me to repeal it?
Mr Brian Burke: The view that it is an evil

cause-
Mr Clarko: You are not pro-homosexual are

you?
Mr HASSELL: I have made my position very

clear. My criticisms and the questions I am rais-
ing are directed to the responsibility of the
Government for the expenditure of the money
that it has in trust for the working people of
Western Australia who have given up their wage
increases for this money to be created.

Leave to Continue Speech

I seek leave to continue my remarks at a later
stage of today's sitting.

Leave granted.

Progress

Progress was reported and leave given to sit
again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by
Mr Tonkin (Leader of the House).

QUESTIONS

Questions were taken at this stage.
Silting suspended from 6.00 to 7.15 p.m.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

Report

MRt 1. F. TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie) [7.15 p.m.]: I
present to the House the Nineteenth Report of
the Public Accounts Committee and I move-

That the report be received.

Question put and passed.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED
REVENUE FUND) BILL

In Committee

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sit-
ting. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr
Burkett) in the Chair: Mr Brian Burke
(Treasurer) in charge of the Bill.

Division 75: Employment and Administrative
Services $9 596 000-

Progress was reported after Division 75 had
been partly considered.

Mr HASSELL: Before the tea suspension I was
referring to the grants made by the Government
under the wages pause programme and the com-
munity employment programme. When I com-
mented on a number of wages pause programme
grants the Premier interjected and made the com-
ment that many of these grants were rec-
ommended by an advisory committee. I referred
him to the fact that the Minister has sought, on
several occasions, to justify grants by saying that
they were recommended by what he described in
his answer to question number 2373 as a broadly
based consultative committee.

The Premier went on to to talk about the people
from the CWA and other organisations of that ilk
who were represented on the committee. I have to
make two comments about that: I have already
made it clear that that is doubtful because the ad-
vice is irrelevant to the issue.

The Government is responsible for making the
decision about the grants. The Government has
let the broadly based consultative committee and
its members down badly because it has not gath-
ered for them sufficient information as to the
bodies to which the grants are proposed to be
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made. It has allowed those people to make, in
good faith, recommendations to the Government
as to what grants should be made, without giving
them full information as to the bodies involved.
That is the fault of the Government. Even in the
answer to the question I have mentioned the Min-
ister has said in reply that he does not know of
these issues and has said that they are not rel-
evant.

The Minister did not want to know of the
people associated with the body or the members
of the body. He did not gather that information.
The Government has tried to shelve its responsi-
bility albeit, by implication, it says that the de-
cision is made by the advisory committee. How-
ever, that still turns back on the Government for
the adoption of the administrative procedures
which are completely inadequate in terms of gath-
ering information about the bodies which have ap-
plied for Government grants.

It needs to be remembered that we are talking
about grants of public funds. They are funds from
moneys that has been forgone by employed people
because of the wages freeze.

I wish to go back to dealing with the point I
was speaking about prior to the dinner suspensi on.
I made reference to the two grants which totalled
almost $80 000 which were made to the Workers'
Information Research Centre. This matter is
interesting in terms of the matter I am raising be-
cause in a document titled "Wages Pause Pro-
gramme: Summary of Approved Projects, at 17
November 1983" the only disclosure of a grant to
the Workers' Information and Research Centre is
a grant of $30 318.

1 gleaned from the information I had-and I
have copies of that document-and from the
answer to question 2373, that it is quite undesir-
able that this body should receive two grants. One
grant totalled $30 3 18 and the other $46 123.
This amounts to nearly $80 000 for two grants to
one body. Therefore, the grant is quite significant.
Again, because so many people seek to mis-
represent the comments I make about these things
I emphasise that I am not attacking individuals
for the beliefs they hold. If there are members of
the Workers' Information and Research Centre
Inc. who are Communists, socialists, or supporters
of the PLO, that is their affair, just as if there are
members of the Family Planning Association of
WA (Inc) who believe in libertarian sex, that is
their affair and it has nothing to do with
me-except when those people are the recipients
of public moneys. When they are the recipients of
public moneys and they are expending public
moneys for the objectives of their association.
then they must accept accountability and accept

that people in public positions such as myself and
other members of this Parliament are entitled to
ask whether they are fulfilling worthy objectives
and whether the method of fulfilling those objec-
tives are proper methods. The Parliament is en-
titled to know on what the money is being spent
and whether it is being spent wisely.

We see an example of that very approach right
now in the Federal Parliament where the present
Government has given every encouragement to its
parliamentary committee to investigate payments
made by the former Government to Olympic ath-
letes. There has been no cry from the Labor Party
on that issue that there is some kind of a witch-
hunt or a kind of smear because they are asking
questions about how public moneys were spent. It
seems to me that whenever I ask those types of
questions members on the Government side of the
Chamber seek to make out that the questions are
illegitimate and that they should not be asked.

Mr Tonkin: Let us get it clear. You don't ask in
that way. You ask with a basic assumption which
indicates your bias.

M r HASSELL: Let me say clearly-
Mr Tonkin: You don't ask for factual infor-

mation; you just sneer.
Mr HASSELL: I will answer the question of

the Leader of the House. Certainly I ask
questions with an assumption. When I asked the
Minister for Health about the Family Planning
Association-

Mr Tonkin: You put a tag on it-smi-obscene.
Mr HASSELL: I asked the Minister for

Health whether he supported a semi-obscene-
Mr Tonkin: That is right. That is not asking for

information. It is making a value judgment.
Mr HASSELL: I am not going to run away

from making value judgments.
Mr Tonkin: Okay, as long as you realise that

that is what we arc reacting to. We are not re-
acting to your illegitimate questions.

Mr HASSELL: Even if I make a value
judgment, Government members are not entitled
to accuse me of some illegitimate process of
questioning.

Mr Tonkin: You should ask the question with-
out making a statement.

Mr HASSELL: That is the opinion of the
Leader of the House. He makes plenty of state-
ments and second reading speeches about Bills
that the Government introduces, statements that
do not describe the Bills, but describe his value
judgments. He is entitled to do that.

Mr Tonkin: All I am saying is-
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Mr H-ASSELL: The Leader of the House is en-
titled to do that and I am entitled to do what I do.

Mr Tonkin: Yes, but don't complain if you get
that type of reaction.

Mr HASSELL: I am not complaining about
people who deal in the truth, but I do complain
about people who deal untruthfully with what
takes place in this Chamber and when they pro-
mote untruths which are taken up by those who
report the proceedings. I do complain when the
Treasurer keeps asserting that I said certain
things about the Women's Advisory Council
which are niot correct as to what I said. The
Treasurer keeps dragging it up and throwing it
out as a political exercise. I cannot stop him and
he will do it as long as he thinks it is to his advan-
tage. If the Treasurer does that truthfully, one
cannot accuse him of untruths, but he does it un-
truthfully. That is the problem. There should be
some level of truth. I have heard the Leader of
the House talk about this.

Mr Tonkin: I agree and I do not deny what you
are saying.

Mr HASSELL: When the Treasurer quotes
over and over again what I said and it is not a
true statement of what was said, and not sup-
ported by the Hansard record, then that is a cause
for complaint. However, when the Family
Planning Association becomes abusive because I
questioned its methods and rude when I said
nothing about it and its objectives, which I under-
stand-

Mr Tonkin: Didn't you say they believe in liber-
tarian sex?

Mr HASSELL: No, I did not say that.
Mr Tonkin: You did say that.
Mr HASSELL: No, I did not. The Leader of

the House is at it again. I said that if some mem-
bers of that association believe in-

Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: Let me explain-
Mr Tonkin: Why can't you talk about the Fam-

ily Planning Association without that kind of
comment.

Mr HASSELL: Let me say-
Mr Wilson: Don't try to explain away your per-

sonality. You can't help it.
Mr HASSELL: I have some material about the

association which indicates that some of its mem-
bers do adopt that approach. It has published
documents which show that. That does not necess-
arily condemn the whole association.

Several members interjected.

Mr Carr: Why do you make comments that are
so full of implications?

Mr HASSELL: Let us deal in facts.
Mr Tonkin: That is not a fact. You should talk

about the Family Planning Association. You
didn't have to add the other.

Mrs Beggs: It was an attitude you had about
the Family Planning Association. It had nothing
to do with the fact.

Mr HASSELL: My attitude about the Family
Planning Association's presentation-it is the
only comment I have made about the associ-
ation-has been very substantially supported in
the community. I advise members that that is a
matter of fact because of the material I have re-
ceived in the way of certain messages-letters I
have received, the petition I received today of five
pages and also letters published in the news-
paper-were in support of my comments. I have
not received any adverse letters.

Mrs Beggs: I can go out and get evidence to
support an attitude that I have, but it does not
prove a thing.

Mr HASSELL: Yes, I am sure the member for
Whitford could do that. I am just telling members
the point that I took about the association's ap-
proach was in line with the standards of the com-
munity; the Government is out of touch in that re-
spect.

Mrs Beggs: Once again that is your opinion, it
is not necessarily the standard of the community.

Mr HASSELL: That is right.
Mr Clarko: When people talk in this place, they

give their own opinions.
Mr HASSELL: I understand that. I am not

stupid; I know members opposite want to make
me out to be that.

Mr Wilson: I am saying your thinking is not
necessarily in tune with that of the community.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):

Order! I would like to hear the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, and I would appreciate it if he
were to direct his comments to the business before
the Committee.

Mr HASSELL: I would be delighted to do
that. The trouble is there are so many
interjections, and one has to get some balance into
the debate-

Mr Carr: You are being a little provocative in
your comments.

Mr HASSELL: I do not want to deal in any-
thing but fact. I acknowledge that some of the
things I say are an expression of opinion. As a
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matter of factual record, I find it unusual and un-
precedented to have received so many messages of
support, whereas on many other controversial
issues on which I have taken a stand I received
messages from both sides of the fence.

Mrs Beggs: It could be that many people in the
community consider you arc a lost cause.

Mr HASSELL: I do not think that.

Point of Order

Mr TONKIN: It may not be the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition's fault altogether as
there are interjections, but he started complaining
about what we were saying about him. I ask that
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, in accord-
ance with Standing Orders, stick to the subject
before the Chair, which is Division
75-Employment and Administrative Services.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett): I
thank the Leader of the House and I accept the
point of order because I believe the quality of the
debate, particularly since we resumed after the
dinner suspension, has been quite irrelevant to the
business before the Chamber. If we are to con-
tinue on these lines we will probably be here until
6.00 a.m.

Committee Resumed

Mr HASSELL: I will try to keep to the point. I
come back to the grant made to the Workers' In-
formation and Research Centre (Inc.). I said that
organisation should not have received the grant of
almost $80 000 of public money. I think I have an
obligation to say why. The Workers' Information
and Research Centre describes itself as "an inde-
pendent research collective working within the
labour movement", and its activities are set out as
follows-

We develop and support information and
action programmes designed to promote
community involvement in all issues relevant
to working people. Membership. ... is com-
prised of students, academics, unionists, un-
employed and other activists in the com-
munity. The W.I.R.C. (Inc) is .. . incorpor-
ated under the Associations Incorporation
Act, an important part of better organising
other activities. The office is our co-
ordinating centre as well as a resource base
and is funded out of a percentage of research
monies and donations. The office is staffed
by volunteers on a roster basis .. . allows a
variety of people to become involved in dif-
ferent activities and at all levels of commit-
ment. Research is carried out in co-operation
with the workers and unions concerned and

in some cases jointly with other activist
groups. W.I. R.C. encourages co-operation
and solidarity with social organisations as
well as individuals in our common struggle.

One begins to see a pattern emerging from the
language used. People who talk about the
1.common struggle", "solidarity", and "activists"
belong to a particular political mould. The docu-
ment goes on, and there are many quotes-

Mr D. L. Smith: How do you relate that to the
Polish situation and Solidarity?

Mr HASSELL: That country's people call their
trade union "Solidarity". I think that is the
English translation of the name of the union.

Mrs Buchanan: What is so sinister about that?
Mr HASSELL: About what?
Mrs Buchanan: You are implying there is

something sinister.
Mr HASSELL: I said the language character-

ised the attitude oF certain groups. Certain people
talk about solidarity, activists, and class struggle,
and it fits in with what I will say later. I am not
talking about Poland; the people do not have
many freedoms in Poland. Their trade union has
been suppressed by the Communists.

[Quorum formed.]
Mr HASSELL: Many of the quotations and a

lot of the material I am using are taken direct
from publications of the organisation itself.

Mr D. L. Smith: Some oF the earlier points in
your speech were valid in the sense that you were
talking about projects to which money is allo-
cated, but the rest of your speech seems to be say-
ing that because you disapprove of the group
which applied for the grant, the grant should not
have been made. That seems to be discriminatory
and you are judging applications not on the value
of the project, but on your attitude to the organis-
ation applying for the grant.

Mr HASSELL: That is an interesting com-
ment, but I point out that the Minister has made
a J .udgment about who should get the moneys and
I am saying his judgment is wrong. Thai is a
legitimate statement to make in this place; it is
part of my job.

Part of the reason for the grant's being wrong is
that this body is not the sort of body that will pro-
mote, encourage, and develop long-term and se-
cure employment. I have said that over and over
again in my remarks. These grants should be
made to stimulate the economy and the private
sector to produce long-term and secure employ-
ment. They should not be made to activist politi-
cal groups of which this group clearly is one, and
I will demonstrate it if the member will listen. I
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will table all the papers and quotes: it is on the re-
cord and I am not inventing something. I do not
know the people; I am not attacking them. They
can have whatever beliefs they like, but they are
getting public money. If their aims and objectives
are peculiar and out of step in the way to which I
am referring, in a political sense there is a
question to be raised; I am raising a question.

Mr D. L. Smith: I think you are abusing your
unlimited time in relation to the Estimates. I do
not think it has much to do with the expenditure.

Mr HASSELL: If I am abusing my unlimited
time, it is because I am continually interrupted.
Members opposite do not want to hear the story
out; they interrupt and I reply. I am happy to
state the case.

Examples of the Workers' Information and Re-
search Centre activities are listed as follows-

.. developed a number of industry study
projects in collaboration with workers and
unions in the power, energy, iron-ore and salt
industries. Other projects include research on
women in Pilbara mining towns, industrial
relations in the Pilbara, corporate links in the
telecommunications industry, the impact of
government policies on the real income of
Clerical officers and Aboriginal Labor re-
lations in the Kimberley. As well, we arc
investigating the social and economic impact
of B.H.P.'s decision to close the Kwinana
blast furnace and the position of migrant
women in the workforce.

Mrs Buchanan: They are not all wrong.
Mr HASSELL: I am not saying all those things

are wrong. The document goes on to say the
centre provides-

An information dissemination function
through seminars, workshops and films. For
example, W.I.R.C. organised during 1981 a
seminar on the resources boom or bust and
back to big business, an afternoon of films
and discussions to highlight the unpre-
cedented gathering of the directions of Chase
Manhatten Bank in Melbourne ..

An advertising pamphlet I have here refers to "an
afternoon of activities aimed at increasing the
understanding of, and developing strategies to
counter big business". What are "strategies to
counter big business", and what have they to do
with employment? Does the member for Pilbara
want to say that is something the public should
fund?

Mr Tonkin: Do you have to invite interjections
all the time?

Mr HASSELL: The member for Pilbara just
interjected.

Mr Tonkin: Can't you ignore them? We will
never get on.

Mr HASSELL: I am sure members opposite do
not want to hear these things.

Mr Tonkin: I am happy to hear you; I do not
want to hear the interjections.

Mr HASSELL: Here is the pamphlet which
refers to "an afternoon of activities aimed at in-
creasing the understanding of, and developing
strategies to counter big business. Programme in-
cludes films, talk, discussion, buffet dinner and
folk singing." It goes on-

But, so that our backs can be turned to Big
Business in a constructive manner ..

That is interesting. To continue-
..the Workers Information and Research

Centre (formerly W.A. Political Economy
Movement). .

That is a political body. To continue-
.... has put together an afternoon of films, a
talk, discussion and a buffet dinner, followed
by folk singing.

It goes on-
TALK:

Dr. Herb Thompson, a member of
W.I.R.C., will give an introductory talk on
the implications of the Chase Manhattan
meeting in particular, and trans-national
company operations in general. He will also
offer suggestions as to how workers and
members of the community may be able to
approach the operations of trans-national,
drawing on his own interest in the iron-ore
industry in the North-West of W.A. and the
projects W.I.R.C. is currently engaged in.

Mr Laurance: Do you think that would be de-
signed to try to prevent jobs or to get rid of them?

Mr HASSELL: Surely it must be designed to
promote employment. That is the reason for
$80 000 of the taxpayers' money having gone to
this organisation.

Mr Laurance: It is difficult to see the logic.
Mr HASSELL; It is hard. The document goes

on-
THE FILMS:

Controlling Interests is an excellent film
on the activities of trans-national companies,
showing their power and wealth is controlled
by a very small number of people and famil-
ies. Waterloo, a recently released Australian
film, documents the nine year battle to save a
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community by the local residents. It is pres-
ented against the background of 50 years or
struggle by workers over the rights to low
cost housing in Sydney and gives an
interesting perspective on the involvement of
the Labor Party. Fakenham Occupation is a
short film on the successful six month occu-
pation by women workers of a shoe factory in
Norfolk, Britain. It raises issues such as the
right to work, unemployment as a capitalist
tool and the role of women in unions.

It is all there. This group is getting $80 000 of our
money, and that is the political line it is plugging.
I ask members not to forget to look at the answer
to the question I asked the Minister today about
what these people would do. He replied that the
office co-ordinator would co-ordinate the day-to-
day running of the centre, including the organis-
ation of voluntary staff. What will they be organ-
ising; the sorts of things I have outlined? Will
they be organising the showing of films about the
occupation of factories and so on, and the use of
unemployment as a capitalist tool?

What has all this to do with promoting employ-
ment in Western Australia to deal with 50 000 or
60 000 people currently out of work and the 23
per cent of young people up to the age of 20 who
are out of work? This has nothing to do with help-
ing those people, it is concerned with
restructuring society. This is a political body.
That is where the $80 000 of the taxpayers'
money has gone. It is a blatant partisan body.
That is the question I raise. That is the issue I am
entitled to raise, and which the community is en-
titled to question.

Mrs Buchanan: Do you know anything about
what you are reading? Mr Thompson is an in-
credible person.

Mr HASSELL: I am trying to relate this to the
nearly $80 000 of the taxpayers' money being
used for these purposes when it is supposed to be
used to generate employment. Can the member
understand that point? We are debating how the
money of thousands of West Australian people
and of Australian people, money they gave up
from their wages, is used. How many of those
people would have agreed to donate those wages
to a political party?

Mr Clarko: None of them.
Mr HASSELL: According to this promotional

material, the Workers' Information and Research
Centre was formerly known as the WA Political
Economy Movement. The centre's pamphlet
states-

We established ourselves in June 1981
after the members of the Western Australian

Political Economy Movement decided that
we should change our name to Workers' In-
formation and Research Centre.

It sounds less political. It is easier to get Govern-
ment grants that way.

This was more of a front. It was described as-
Another step in realising the objectives we

set ourselves in 1978.
The WA Political Economy Movement's

seminars and meetings included speakers
such as Laurie Carmichael (Ass National
Secretary of the A.M.F.S.U.-Past President
of the C.P.A-circular attached as Appen-
dix 3); Harold Peden (WA State President
A.M.F.S.U. and Past State President of
C.P.A.); Jan Jermalinski (Joint State Sec-
retary of C.P.A.); Vic Slater (former State
Secretary of the C.P.A.) and C.P.A. mem-
bers Maksina Medigovich and Chris Lloyd.

Is that what the Government supports? This is a
body which is promoting the Communist Party, a
body which is supporting communism. Is that the
right use of employment-generating funds?

Mr Laurance: It is right for a Communist to
employ somebody else.

Mr HASSELL: "Back to big business."
Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL: If members think that because
I question a grant of public money to a group pro-
moting the Communist Party it is wrong, they
should say so.

Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL: Do not try to avoid it. Do
members approve of what the Government is
doing or do they not?

Mr D. L. Smith: Do I approve of the project? I
would have to look at it.

Mr HASSELL: Does the member approve of a
grant to a body which supports the Communist
Party of Australia?

Mr D. L. Smith: I do not agree with a fascist
attitude-

Mr HASSELL: A fascist attitude?
Mr D. L. Smith: I would consider it on the

basis of who applies for it rather than-

Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL: I have described the project in
detail and the project involves organising this
body. This body is the organisation I have de-
scribed. The member does not want to listen, but
these are the facts taken from its own material.
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Point of Order

Mr TON KIN: The Deputy Leader of the Op-
position is not addressing his remarks to the
Chair, and I would ask you to rule out
interjections as being disorderly. We have had
two very late nights, we will have a third, and it
will not hurt for members to co-operate. I suggest.
Mr Deputy Chairman, there is a point of order;
inlerjections are disorderly and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition should address his re-
marks to the Chair.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):

Order! I spoke earlier in the evening about the
number of interjections, Some members might
like sitting here until 6.10 or 6.20 a.m., but I do
not think too many do. Members on the Govern-
ment side should realise how the member on his
feet relished the interjections and departed com-
pletely from the point, as was mentioned as a
point of order. I would like to hear only the Depu-
ty Leader of the Opposition speaking to the
business before the Committee. If interjections
persist, I will name a member.

Committee Resumed

Mr HASSELL: The member for Mitchell
referred to my fascist attitude. It is quite clear the
only thing he was referring to was my attitude be-
cause I questioned this grant. It is a comment on
his attitude to this Parliament and to democracy
for him to make such a comment.

I have brought to this Parliament, which I am
entitled to do, and which it is my duty to do, a
serious question as to a grant of $80 000, almost
all taxpayers' money, to a body which is promot-
ing communism, and that is a simple fact. I have
brought the evidence, I have not invented any-
thing, I have not attacked anybody, I have
brought factual evidence, If that is a fascist atti-
tude, all I can say to the member for Mitchell is
that that is a comment on him, it is not a comn-
ment on myself. It is a very poor comment on him
indeed. It will be something which he may have to
face up to in due course, because it is a very poor
effort. If the member wants to support the grants
to this sort of body, then he must listen to what is
said about it. I will say more about what this body
does. It is all in this material, which is not mine, it
is what this body has published. This is what is to
happen with the taxpayers' money.

The pamphlet goes on-
It should be noted that the C.P.A. organ-

ised a "Political Economy Weekend" at
Favershamn York, speakers were Herb
Corbett ("Blacks and Multi-nationals");

Michael Evans ("The Oil Crisis")' Harold
Peden ("The Hamersicy Dispute")' Jan
Jermalinski ("Unemployment and Structural
Change"); Vic Slater ("Workers' Move-
ment"). Peter O'Connel ("Counter Strategy
and the relevance to the transition to Social-
ism"); Chris Lloyd ("Trans-national Co-op
in WA"); Maksina Medigovich ("The Role
of the C.P.A.").

The promotional material (attached as Ap-
pendix 4) indicated that the Seminar ranging
over three days would include a ". . . wide
ranging discussion of why Capitalism is in
crisis and specifically what we can do to de-
velop more long-term counter strategy's
(their spelling) in WA"

We feel that it is of the utmost importance
that all progressive forces have a working
knowledge of what these issues mean for
Australia .. . How they effect the struggle
for a more democratic society.

These are the people which this organisation in
Fremantle is supporting. Do not forget we are
talking about what was, before it changed its
name, the WA Political Economy Movement, now
know as the Workers' Information and Research
Centre.

Mr Laurance: I would like to ask the member if
I heard him right, that this is in Fremantle?

Mr HASSELL: Yes, it is in Market Street,
Fremantle. It has a bookshop in Market Street
where it sells publications of the CPA, the Social-
ist Party of Australia, CANE, the Transnational
Co-operative, and pro- Palestinian propaganda.

A member: What is CPA? Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association?

Mr HASSELL: The Communist Party of Aus-
tralia. Let me make it clear even to the member
for Mitchell, who is so ready to label people-

Thc DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Burkett):
Would the Deputy Leader of the Opposition di-
rect his remarks to me and speak about the
business before the Chamber? Do not try to bait,
as you are obviously doing, the member for
Mitchell and other members on the other side. I
would have thought you would have known better
than that, with your experience.

Mr HASSELL: With respect to you, Sir, I am
entitled to make my speech as I like, just as your
Premier did the other day. I am saying to you, Mr
Deputy Chairman, and I want to emphasise this
point for the benefit of all members in the
Chamber, but particularly the member for
Mitchell, who has used some labels about me by
implication in the course of this short debate, I do
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not care a fig if the Workers' Information and
Research Centre sell or distribute any lawful pol-
itical propoganda it likes, but if it distributes
some things which are subversive, it commits an
offence. It can sell the Little Red Book, or any-
thing it likes, I am not criticising it for that; but I
do criticise this Government for giving it the
money to do so. Let no-one misrepresent that pos-
ition.

The pamphlet goes on-
The W.I.R.C. has links to Associate-Pro-

fessor Wheelwright's Transnational Co-op-
erative, itself in close contact with the
Institute of Policy Studies in Washington.
Since 1976 the T.N.C. has sponsored a
number of visitors from I.P.S. in Wash-
ington, these included the wife of murdered
[PS Director, Orlando Letelier (who was re-
ceiving regular payments of $I1000 a month
from the Cuban Communist Party) and IPS
Washington Director Malcolm Caldwell,
who was murdered in Kampuchea in 1978.

Further details of those matters are set out in the
papers which I am more than willing to table for
the benefit of members.

This organisation has worked with many union
bodies and I shall list them, because I do not want
to give the impression that it has not worked with
reputable organisations. It has carried out re-
search work for the Municipal Officers Associ-
ation, the Administrative and Clerical Officers
Association, the AMFSU, the ETU, the FEOFU1,
the AMU, the ASE, and the TWU. However, the
information presented in these papers is very
clear. The origins of this organisation, its political
objectives and activities, the nature of the grant
which has been made, the nature of the edu-
cational programmes it is carrying out, and the
political involvement are all here in these papers
which, in most cases, are publications which the
organisation itself has circulated. The organis-
ation is being judged by its own material.

I do not mind what this organisation does as
long as it is legal, but 1 do not see that it is appro-
priate for moneys from the wages freeze to be
used for this purpose. I am just summarising the
position and I have raised questions about a
number of the grants which have been made
under this community projects programme. Of
course, a great percentage of the grants cannot be
questioned: they are grants to local authorities
and community groups which are carrying out
programmes which are beneficial to the wider
community and which, in themselves, are useful
and provide constructive employment and the op-
portunity for ongoing employment.

There are some grants to charitable bodies
which do good work. As Minister I have handled
a number of these grants and in many cases it is
difficult to decide on them and to chose between
them. No doubt on occasions difficulties arise in
respect of grants, and doubtless grants have been
made in the past which may be questioned as a
result of issues which have arisen. It is not always
possible to be completely clear about grants. One
cannot know all the things one should know about
the organisations. involved and what they are
really up to when they apply for Government
money. People get all sorts of grants from
Government in various areas and there is far too
much money going out far too loosely.

However, I cannot believe that this grant by the
Minister was made without him knowing very
much about the organisation, the people involved
in it, and what they were about, because the or-
ganisation comes from his area, the Minister has
a background of union involvement, and this
group has been involved to a great extent with
many people in the union movement.

I raise that with the Minister and I hope he will
be able to answer it. I ask him now if he will. The
document the Minister circulated with his letter
of 24 November to all members lists a number of
the grants, but in fact only covers one of the
grants made to this Workers' Information and
Research Centre. From the information obtained
in answer to a question I asked today I was able
to identify that two grants had been made to that
body. That implies that two grants may have been
made to other bodies and I may have missed a
whole section of grants.

Mr Tonkin: I shall get the Minister to inform
you about that.

Mr HASSELL: In dealing with employment
and administrative services, I finally conclude by
observing, as I did at the beginning of my speech,
that a grant of some $3 million has been made to
the employment strategy fund and, according to
the Minister's answer to my question, that £3
million has come directly from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.

That money has not come from the earnings on
the short-term money market, as the Government
specifically promised before the election. It said it
would use the earnings from the short-term
money market. Out of $3 million we have the po-
tential to create 270 direct and indirect jobs; that
is not many. We are talking about unemployment
of between 50 000 and 60 000. 1 asked the Minis-
ter whether it was expected that any other contri-
bution would be made to the fund in the current
Financial year and, if so, from what source. His
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answer to that question was, "Answered by (1)".
The answer to (1) was-

Whilst no allocation additional to the $3
million provided for at the time of the Budget
has been made, it should be noted that the
moneys are available to be used, inter aim, to
facilitate access to community employment
programme moneys;,

If that is so it may be that much of the money has
already gone and the Minister did not want to
pre-empt some announcements which are appar-
ently going to be made by Cabinet.

Since the election, the Government's record of
employment generation has been very poor; in
fact it has been dismal, It is not accurate to say
the Government's employment generation pro-
gramme has been non-existent, because it has
clearly identified 1 292 jobs.

I have said very clearly that Government job-
making projects are necessarily bridging and tem-
porary. There is nothing more difficult than to
create employment artificially. That is a real
problem and I would be the first to admit that the
task faced by the Government is a very big one.
However, the performance of the Government has
not matched its rhetoric and the great promises it
made prior to the election were to the effect that
this group of people, now the Government, had
the answers. They had it all worked out and they
would do something about the employment situ-
ation.

Clearly the Government is not performing,
basically because it is not dealing with the real
issue which is the economy itself and the pro-
motion of every opportunity for investment and
growth. Grants to bodies such as the Workers In-
formation and Research Centre and the like will
not help create employment nor will they help the
economy.

The Yeelirrie project and the aluminium
smelter would help the economy, but the Govern-
ment has not been prepared to grasp the nettle
and ight for the people of this State who need
jobs. That is the essential message in respect of
Veelirrie and other developmental projects. The
Government must fight for them, because they
will not happen by accident. The Government
Must Commit itself to Working for the develop-
ment of such projects and it must fight to achieve
them.

In the past the Government has been mighty
critical of our former leader, Sir Charles Court.
However, the simple fact is that many of the
things happening in this State today, things which
are providing jobs for literally thousands of West-
ern Australians, are a direct result of Sir Charles

Court's dogged determination to make things
happen and to break down the barriers set up by
bureaucrats in the form of export control, etc.
Those barriers were set up by bureaucrats in
Canberra who want to control everything.

It appears the whole system is designed to en-
sure that nothing happens. Every time someone
wants to invest or do something innovative he has
to beat the system. Successive Governments under
Sir David Brand, Sir Charles Court, and the pres-
ent Leader of the Opposition, have worked to beat
the system in order that development may occur
and jobs may be created.

Sure the situation in the last few years has been
desperately bad. We know that. We have paid the
price of not being able to do anything about it; we
have been kicked out of office. We know that too.
However, I am suggesting seriously to the
Government that it is not getting on with the job
and it is not taking the opportunities which are
available. The Government is messing around
with worker co-operatives when it should be
seeking the investment of hundreds of millions of
dollars in such projects as Yeelirrie. The Yeelirie
project is the only major resource development
project immediately available now in Western
Australia to be developed. The Government
should be working night and day to ensure that it
gets off the ground.

Does the Government realise how many jobs it
has given away and how many families will not
have a job if this project does not get under way?
It is unavoidable that employment will not be
improved if we leave everything in the ground,
and if we close off vast areas of this State and
lock them up in national parks beyond the call of
need.

The Government could not attack our record in
terms of the provision of national parks in this
State, because it has been tremendous. However,
the Government is moving so far in that direction
that it will not be able to exercise the options it
needs to take up in order to stimulate the econ-
omy and get people working.

The other day I was talking to an overseas per-
son who said to me, "I have been in this country
for about 18 months".

Mr Mclver: He is probably an illegal immi-
grant!

Mr HASSELL: No, he is not. He went on to
say. 'in that time I have had $1 000 million to
invest in Australia and in all that time not one of
your Governments has sought to help me to invest
it. They have all presented me with problems." It
was a very telling comment.
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I hasten to say that investment could not have
been made in Western Australia so the comment
had no relevance to the former Government here.
We would have jumped through a few hoops to
get that investment. However, it tells us some-
thing about the attitude of Government in that it
is always looking at the problems.

It was so nice the other night to deal with the
Secret Harbour agreement, because we were
doing something that someone wanted to get off
the ground. As far as I was concerned there might
have been some problems and flaws in what was
negotiated, but we could not get the Bill through
the Chamber quickly enough. It is important to
this State that we have that attitude; that we get
on with the job;, that we give people a go; that we
do not walk away froti these issues because of the
problems involved; and that we do not waste our
money, resources, and time on peripheral issues.

The Government has some questions to answer
in respect of its record in the short period it has
been in office and I hope when the Minister rises
to reply he will provide some answers.

Mr PETER JONES: Like the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, I find most of the grants in this
section to be acceptable and the recommendations
of the committee appear to have created some
jobs. In most instances those jobs just bridge a
gap in the hope that something of substance will
arise in the future.

Various capital works are being undertaken in
different parts of the State, which is indeed good,
but I Find some of the grants to be quite extra-
ordinary. I will refer to some in detail.

Mention has been made of the grant of some
$80 000 to the Workers Information Research
Centre. I will not dwell on that again except in re-
lation to one aspect. Through 1980 and 198 1, the
metal workers funded a research project, if it
could be called that, which Dr Thompson from
Murdoch University undertook on what was
termed the normalisation of housing in the
Pilbara. Mr Chairman, you would be aware of the
programme of normalisation which was to make
the towns that had been provided by the various
iron ore companies a part of the local government
authority areas in which they were situated, in-
stead of their continuing as company towns. They
were to be normal in that sense.

Dr Thompson went to great pains over a con-
siderable period, firstly, to prepare his report and,
secondly, to conduct meetings in various towns. 1
know he conducted a meeting with the Roebourne
Shire Council. The meetings were on the preven-
tion of the normalisation.

Dr Thompson presented his report to the meet-
ings and to the unions to show that if there was
this programme conducted with the help of the
Government and the companies to allow the
workers who occupied houses in those towns to
buy their homes, or have an equity in their own
homes, it would be quite wrong to do so and
should not be encouraged. Fortunately, those who
were involved in the proposal did not accept his
advice, and the people were given a choice to pur-
chase their homes.

Quite frankly. I did not find anything wrong at
all with a union, or, in this case, Murdoch Univer-
sity, Providing some assistance to a number of
people, but now we have a situation where the
Government is using taxpayers' funds, on the one
hand, to promote, inance, and help with the de-
velopment of reports, projects, and seminars de-
signed to prevent various activities which the
Government through various areas, departments,
and Ministers, is doing its best to promote.

Why would the Government subsidise a man
who has spent a considerable amount of time con-
ducting seminars in order to prevent things hap-
pening in Western Australia; for example, in
order to vilify the Chase Manhattan Bank? I have
no brief for that bank. It was the leading financial
institution which helped to Finance the industry
which provides the meal ticket in the house of the
member for Pilbara. Why should the Government
which she supports come out to help fund the man
who conducts seminars opposed to that
institution.

Similarly, why will the Government seek to
fund the bodies, groups, and people who have de-
stroyed the political life of the member for War-
ren. Whatever future he may have had is now
gone as a result of the activities of the people as-
sociated with various national park endeavours
and environmental and activist groups who would
like to see certain things done in the electorate of
the member for Warren. I do not find anything
wrong with these people having their ideas and
going out to pursue their aims, but why should
they be assisted in doing so with taxpayers' money
and at the cost of one of the Government's mem-
bers?

Similarly, we have a situation in which the
Government is quite properly seeking to promote
and develop an aluminium smelter industry and
its associated energy development unit. It is
carrying on from what was happening before, and
it is experiencing problems. A number of grave
difficulties are associated with that development.
But why has the Government provided funds to,I
think it would be, two bodies which are publicly
opposed to the establishment of that industry, and
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particularly opposed to one, if not two, of the pre-
ferred sites?

People are entitled to opinions as to how things
should be and whether industry should be estab-
lished, but why does the Government have to use
taxpayers' money to fund obstruction? Why does
it fund people who want to stop the Government
doing what it wants to do, and what its Ministers
and departments are seeking to do in the interest
of providing jobs? We must bear in mind that we
are talking of grants to assist in the promotion of
employment. The funds are from a wages pause;
derived from people who had to forgo money in
their salaries.

Mr Thompson: It was stolen from high schools
and the like.

Mr PETER JON ES: Yes, it was stolen. Why is
the Government sanctioning the use of a portion
of those funds-admittedly a small portion-to
ensure people who have an axe to grind get on
with doing so. It is at taxpayers' expense, instead
of, as these people are entitled to do, at their own
expense. Perhaps the Minister responsible for this,
who is not taking part in this discussion, will at
least be made aware of what has been said.

Mr Tonkint: I will do that.

Mr PETER JON ES: That is good. Those of us
who were associated with the distribution of funds
in the previous Government know that inevitably
no matter how many committees we have advising
us as to where money should go, the Minister re-
sponsible has to carry the can, and collectively the
Government must carry the can. The Minister for
the Arts would be well aware of the situation in
distributing money to community groups because
he has been the brunt of criticism regarding that
distribution, as I was when I was responsible for
that work. It is no good the Minister's saying as
he may do that he did what the committee
recommended.

Mr MacKinnon: Otherwise why have a Minis-
ter?

Mr PETER JONES: That is right. What we
are trying to ensure in the distribution of any
further funds is that the Minister does not allow
funding to go to people preventing employment.
lHe should not allow unemployment funds to be
used to prevent employment, which would be the
most stupid use of taxpayers' money. But it has
occurred.

Let us suppose the Government did not know
about this. Now it does, it should see whether it
can redress the situation and, more importantly,
ensure it never happens again.

M r MecN EE-. I have a great reluctance to speak
on this Division. I would not have thought I had
to speak on unemployment. The Government's
public relations almost convinced me for a couple
of months that jobs would start to pour out of the
corners of this Government, but they have not
done so.

It is a matter of how the dollars are used in the
creation of jobs. We do not create jobs by wan-
tonly throwing dollars into programmes which
may or may not have some value.

Country people have some experience of this
situation. I well remember the early drought
periods when Sir Charles Court was Premier. We
were allowed to employ people under the scheme
at that time provided we created jobs of a lasting
nature. We did that, and we received support. The
system worked quite well. But now we are in a
crazy situation where the Minister says that in an
endeavour to employ people in the community
employment programme people will have to com-
ply with certain conditions.

I am quite aware the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has a say in this matter, but it is difficult for
country shires to comply with all the conditions
and it is important to consider some of them.

One is that the work ought to be 60 per cent
labour-intensive. That would be pretty good for
the employee, but it would create problems for
the employer. The Government has not been
involved except at the Government level where it
has created jobs for the boys. The problem for the
employer is that in a 60 per cent labour-intensive
job, for every $1 spent on wages another $I or
more will have to be spent on material. The next
problem is that the person employed must have
been unemployed for two months.

I refer to the situation in the country of a
business employee or a farm hand who may lose
his job, which is happening now in the country.
Whether the employee is on a farm or in a town
business, he will most likely live in the town.
When he is employed, he is faced with these situ-
ations: Does he try to sell his house in what we
might call a hostile environment where the likeli-
hood of his selling it is indeed remote? Does he
simply move to Perth to try to find another
house? I doubt he will be able to do this because
we all know about the housing situation in the
metropolitan area. So this person is on the em-
ployment market with little likelihood of achieving
employment, and he will wait for two months
while those interested in employing him try to find
a suitable job. We must keep in mind that this
chap then has to comply with certain Government
regulations or determinatibnis -and is absolutely
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stuck with his decision on where to reside-he is
reliant on getting some work where he is.

Only today I was told that one of my shires, the
Wyalkatchem Shire, which applied for some of
this money on 18 October, was given an answer
today-almost two months later. It was said that
two months is not a long time, but to a person
unemployed for two months who then has to wait
a further two months, it is a long time.

If some of that $76 000 could have been made
available, it would have made a reasonable contri-
bution. So obviously we need a situation where
the time between the determination of what might
be a reasonable project and the approval of it
needs to be streamlined, because it is simply not
good enough to make wet excuses such as those
we have received in the past as to why certain jobs
do not qualify.

If he is a single person, he will leave the district
and perhaps not return. That creates another
problem. I know of a case where the Shire of Mt.
Marshall has employed three men and is paying
them from its own resources. I believe that effort
is commendable. If we look at the support from
the State Government, we note that there is none.
These jobs with the shires are labour-intensive. I
do not know how many people are aware that if a
road needs to be resealed, it is necessary, firstly,
for a man to use what is called a kettle to go
along and fill the cracks. The person who was em-
ployed to do that job had not been employed for
two months.

Of course, we then come to the problem or a
Government which talks a lot, but does not think
a lot. However, that is the problem of the Govern-
menit. I do not have to answer to the people; it
does. Perhaps that helps me. It is high time we
had a look at creating the sort or employment we
need.

If we consider the 1930s, we can remember that
a similar situation occurred with unemployment
then as exists today. In my area a great deal of
work was done on water points. In those times,
when there was a problem with unemployment, it
was not decided to have someone in Fremantle
carry out an investigation on jobs. Something
more positive was done by providing projects of a
lasting nature.

The areas of Hampton and Skeleton Rocks
need a water tank to help the farming community.
Projects of that nature should be implemented,
but of course the Government would not worry
about that because it would not receive much ben-
efit from it. There would not be many votes in
those areas.

I did not intend to speak because of the hour,
but I was forced to rise on behalf of those people
who are not here to do so. It is important that
these people receive help.

It is very easy for members of a party to talk
about what it will do if it gains office, but what is
important is that something is done when it does.
Some people in the areas I represent are faced
with poor seasonal conditions and they need some
help. They may no! be many in number, but
nonetheless they are people and they are the
Government's greatest asset. If the Government
does not assist them, it will pay the price.

I ask the Minister when considering these pro-
grammes to ascertain whether we can cut out
some of the red tape and make the programme
easier to apply to country areas. I remind the
Government of the vital importance of doing
something for these people.

Mr CRANE: I would like to mention one or
two pertinent points on the matter of employ-
ment. Firstly, I was concerned to hear the re-
marks of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
tonight about the Minister for Employment and
Administrative Services. The Minister was not
here to defend himself, but I could not believe
that this Government, which keeps reminding us
of the mandate it has been given, could possibly
make such a grant to a Communist organisation
in Fremantle at my expense and the expense of
other taxpayers. If this statement is not true, I
will scold the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
for having made such an accusation against the
Government and its members. I believe the organ-
isation concerned should be called to the Bar of
the House so that it may dispel these charges
which have been made in this Chamber tonight.

I think it is reasonable to give the organisation
an opportunity to defend itself; however, as one
who has played his part in the defence of this
country, I do not believe that we should make any
contribution to such a subversive organisation
which is not here for our good. I hope the Minis-
ter will take my remarks on board and call the
people concerned to the Bar of the House.

With regard to employment, I remind the Min-
ister of the remarks I made recently when I said
that if we were to continue with the project of
extending the water supplies in the wheat-belt
area, it should be done now.

In 1976 or thereabouts, after representations
were made to Sir Charles Court who was the
Premier of the time, it was agreed to employ local
people in the Dalwallinu area to install the water
pipe from Dalwallinu to Wubin. These people
were farmers or farm workers who were out of
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work and who needed employment. It was only a
small pipeline, but it was of tremendous assist-
ance to the area. Wubin had had a problem with
the dam for some time. One of the banks was
leaking and it was found that the leak was caused
by the stone in the area.

The Cabinet of the day, tinder Sir Charles
Court, recognised the importance, not only of ex-
tending this water pipe to Wubin, but also of cre-
ating employment in a manner which would be of
lasting benefit to the district.

We have often beard talk that people on the
dole ought to be given some work. They ought to
go along to some community centre to collect
their money and do certain work for it whether it
be sweeping the streets or picking up cigarette
butts. White there is a lot of merit in that sugges-
tion, it is not very productive. It could do a lot of
good for the recipients of this social security
money, who unfortunately are not able to find
employment, perhaps through no fault of their
own. There are many people who are unemployed
who wish to be employed, but of course a con-
siderable number do not fall into this category. I
believe both groups should come together to col-
lect their money and do something in return for it.
From a social point of view it would probably do
them a great deal of good.

I am told there could be a problem because
quite a number of people would not be able to
leave their jobs to collect their social security
cheques. This of course would be difficult and
that is another point which I will not labour.

As I said earlier, I contacted the company of
James Hardie, the manufacturers of piping. They
told me the steel required to take a pipe from
Agaton to Pithara would be 8.5 million tonnes.
This project would create a great deal of employ-
ment and its benefits would be lasting. It is not
like the situation of someone being asked to dig a
hole because we cannot stand to see him idle and
then being asked to fill it in again. That is not pro-
ductive. The production of the steel pipe would re-
quire eight months' work and it would require
7 300 tonnes from within Australia. We may have
to import the steel from another State, but at
least the employment would remain in Australia.

The asbestos cement needed would cost $18.2
million and 28 000 ton nes would be used for the
pipe. These are factual figures. I would like the
Minister to consider the construction of the pipe-
line from Agaton to Pithara. We could at least
make a start and employ people who would
otherwise be on the unemployment list.

These companies will not have work to keep
them operative and such a project as this would

do so. I do not believe we can allow any oppor-
tunity to slip through our fingers. If there is any
opportunity at all to gainfully employ people we
should ensure that we take it. We must be mind-
ful of the disruption which causes unemployment
in this State and in the whole of Australia. Even
at the present time the electrical workers must be
causing a great deal of damage to Western Aus-
tralia. The Minister for Employment and Admin-
istrative Services should be extremely concerned
at what is happening. I understand that even if
the men return to work immediately, many of
these contractual businesses will go to the wall; it
is too late to save them. That has been brought
about through inconsiderate disruption and I do
not believe the Minister is doing his job properly
when he and his Government allow this situation
to continue.

To recap on my comments, I am concerned at
the claims made by the Deputy Leader of the Op-
position and an opportunity should be provided for
them to be disproved. If they cannot be disproved,
God help us, because it is a serious situation, if a
Government can make such a grant to an organis-
ation which is working subversively to undermine
the Australian way of life, its prosperity, and its
people. It is well-known that that organisation
does these things. I ask that the Government gives
these people the opportunity to discount the
claim; I expect that a responsible Government
would do this.

I refer now to the Agaton project: I hope the
Government will take my comments on board and
look at starting this project, which would be of
lasting benefit. I do not see any point in creating
jobs which are non-productive, or sweeping up be-
cause we have more brooms than we know how to
use. By all means let us be tidy, but when things
are at their worst-and in Australia things are at
their worst-that is when we must be at our best.

I ask the Government to take the following
points on board: To correct the claims made
tonight and to create more employment for people
in the country areas. They are the real people, the
salt of the earth, and they must be kept out in the
country so that when times get better they will be
there to put their shoulders to the wheel once
more and give us the products we require.

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister for Employ-
ment and Administrative Services has a
tremendous responsibility to the people of this
State. He has this purely by virtue of his appoint-
ment, but he has an even heavier responsibility
because of the criticism which came from him
and his colleagues prior to the last State election.
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It has already been pointed out that lack of em-
ployment was the central issue at the time of the
last State election. in fact, in the period running
up to the election a great deal of criticism came
from members opposite about the effectiveness of
the programme implemented by the previous
Government.

Before commenting on the record of this
Government during the last nine or 10 months, I
refer to the unemployment situation which the
then Opposition criticised. The criticism was di-
rected at the job bank programme. That was an
earnest attempt to try to force-feed employment
in this State and to get projects in the pipeline,
through the pipeline quickly, and to bring them
on stream in an effort to overcome the unemploy-
ment problems being raced by the State. One of
the methods used was to provide funds to local
authorities. It was decided to use that approach
because it was the quickest way to get those funds
into circulation where they could be used to em-
ploy people. The applications were all held by the
Government, and we looked at each application,
generally through the Department for Youth,
Sport and Recreation. Those applications were on
behalf of projects that had been thoroughly re-
searched. In almost every case land was available,
matching funds were available, and plans had
been designed. It was only a matter of the
Government's providing those funds to put the
project in motion. Another important aspect is
that for every $1 provided through the job bank
programme, something like $2 or $3 was coming
from other sources, mainly from local government
or local community sources. Therefore, if $1 was
committed in this way, it generated some $4
worth of employment value. At that time the then
Opposition decided to denigrate the system.

The then Opposition made a telephone call to
every local authority in the State and found one
which had actually appointed a worker. The Op-
position made a great hullabaloo about the fact
that only one person had been employed. It aston-
ishes me that such criticism received any credence
because it assumed that when the local authorities
received their money, they put it into the local
communities and let the tenders, but no-one was
employed and the local builder did not build the
hall or the sporting facility. In fact, local contrac-
tors were used in most cases. Millions of dollars
worth of work was generated in hundreds of local
communities. It unlocked funds which had been
put aside by local governments, or loan funds
which had been arranged, for projects which
would not have started unless a proportion of the
funding came from a grant through the State
Government. The scheme gave a great deal of

work to local contractors. However, at that time
the Opposition did not bother to ring any local
contractors, but only chase to ring the local
authorities to ask whether they had employed ex-
tra people as a result of the work. The funds were
not designed for that purpose. For that reason, in
the period running up to the election the Press
gave some credence to the fact that the job bank
was not working.

I compare that with the actions of the Govern-
ment since the election. We have had the prom-
ises of the new State and Federal Governments
that they would be able to turn this unemploy-
ment record around and have a wonderful record
of creating jobs on wonderful new programmes.
The shadow Minister has already pointed out just
what has happened under the wages pause pro-
gramme. However, that is not the only pro-
gramme the Government has tried to implement.
It has tried to implement the Commonwealth
community employment programme and its re-
cord is completely dismal. Very little has hap-
pened since the State and Federal elections earlier
this year. We have seen a very poor performance
with regard to employment generation pro-
grammes.

The effects of the wages pause programme had
Started to flow through prior to the election and
all the election did was to delay utilisation of
those funds. I refer to the new programmes
brought about by the Hawke and Burke Labor
Governments. The Commonwealth community
employment programme in general has been dis-
cussed by other speakers, and particularly by the
shadow Minister. I refer to one aspect in which I
have taken a keen interest as Shadow Minister for
transport.

Mr 1. F. Taylor: The shadow shadow Minister.

Mr LAU RANGE: A member who has no pub-
lic record should not criticise someone who has an
excellent record.

Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr 1. F. Taylor: Are you talking about your
public record?

Several members interjected.

Mr 1. F. Taylor: I said, "You are the shadow
shadow Minister."

Several members interjected.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr LAUJRANCE: I should be allowed to

answer the interjection made by the member for
Kalgoorlie.
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The CHAIRMAN: Order! I am telling the
member to address his remarks to the Chair.

Mr LAURANCE: I address the Chair and I
make my -remarks on the comment of "shadow
Minister". I intend to use my time in Parliament.
You, Mr Chairman, took a long time to give me
the call and I will take a long time to use my 30
minutes-all 30 minutes of it.

Several members interjected.
Mr LAURANCE: I intend to use all 23 min-

utes Of My remaining time.
The CHAIRMAN: I am sure we will enjoy all

23 minutes of it.
Mr LAURANCE: You, Mr Chairman, took a

long time to give me the call, and I can also take a
long time if you want to play that game.

Withdrawal of Remark

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The member will
resume his seat. I consider the remarks you have
made to be a reflection on the Chair and I ask
that you withdraw them.

Mr LAURANCE: I seek your direction. I
would like to ask which words you require to be
withdrawn.

The CHAIRMAN: The member is well aware
of the remarks I require to be withdrawn. I am
happy to leave the Chair and obtain a transcript
of what the member said. However, I do not think
that is necessary and I ask you to withdraw the
remarks.

Mr LAURANCE: I think we can both be co-
operative. Mr Chairman, whatever you have
taken offence to, I am happy to withdraw. I do
not want to upset you and I. am sure you would
not want to upset me. Now that we understand, I
will proceed.

Committee Resumed

Several members interjected.
Mr Carr: If you are going to filibuster at least

filibuster on the subject before us.
Mr LAURANCE: I am filibustering on the

shadow, shadow Minister statement. If the Minis-
ter will tell the member for Kalgoorlie to be quiet,
I wJil get on.

Several members interjected.
The CH AI R MAN:- Order! The member will di-

rect his remarks to the Chair.
Mr LAURANCE: The employment record of

the previous Minister for Transport was excellent
and his record stands high in the State. Other
Ministers in this State do not have that record
either on employment or any other matter. They
(1841

will have an opportunity to establish a record now
that they are in Government and we shall see how
they perform. The Government's record on em-
ployment is dismal and so the shadow shadow
member for Kalgoorlie should get up to talk
about the employment generated in his electorate
since the last election. The member can perhaps
tellI us how many jobs have not been created.

Mr I. F. Taylor: The level of employment in
this part of Australia is as good as it has been for
a long time.

Mr LAURANCE: That has nothing to do with
this Government. It has to do with the price of
gold. How many people have been employed by
the programmes generated since the election?

Mr 1. F. Taylor: At least 30 or 40.
Mr O'Connor: And all programmes were pre-

viously arranged.
Several members interjected.
An Opposition member: I would like to hear

the member for Kalgoorlie make a speech some
time instead of just interjecting.

Several members interjected.
Mr 1. F. Taylor: The Minister is doing an excel-

lent job.
Mr LAURANCE: I do not know where he is,

but I do not think the member is correct. Let us
look at one of those programmes, the jobs on local
roads programme. I have taken a close interest in
the JOLOR programme as it relates to transport
matters around the State over the last few months.
I have asked a series of questions over the last Few
weeks and months to try to find out what has been
happening with this programme. How effective is
it? It sounds excellent and local authorities have
been looking forward to employing people under
the programme.

My colleague, the member for Mt. Marshall,
took me to maniy of his shire councils in the
wheat-belt recently, and we were told, "Yes, we
are trying to get help with the guidelines. We
have not got them yet." It is only six months since
the scheme was announced. The local authorities
said, "When we get the guidelines, we think this
will be the sort of thing that cant employ people.
We heard a lot about it immediately after the
election." It only took the Federal Government
three months to announce the jobs on local roads
programme as a component of the Common-
wealth's community employment program me.

I asked questions some months after the first
announcement in May-I waited a considerable
time before putting my questions about it-and
just recently the Minister told me, "Well, what
you have got to understand is that although we
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announced the programme in May, it was only
officially launched on 2 August." Not many
people were employed under the scheme to that
date-in fact, not one! In a letter recently, the
Minister far Employment and Administrative
Services told me that the extensive media adver-
tising campaign had commenced on 2 August,
after the programme was formally launched on 1
August. In a subsequent direct mailing campaign,
the local authorities throughout the State were
invited to apply for grants for intensive job cre-
ation projects.

So, we have the programme announced in May
and formally launched in August, and then the
local authorities were written to. The interesting
aspect about all this is that the only thing I cannot
find out, despite the number of questions I have
asked of both the Minister for Employment and
Administrative Services and the Minister for
Transport, is how many people are employed
under the programme.

I remind members of the job bank programme
and the millions of dollars invested in hundreds of
communities throughout this State. The then Op-
position rang up the local authorities and said,
"How many local authority people have you em-
ployed directly?" Then we were told that one
local authority had put on one person. What they
did not tell us was how many contractors were ac-
tually working in the field, building the facilities.
That was seven weeks after the money had gone
out,

Now we have the situation that the Govern-
ment announced an employment-creating pro-
gramme in May this year, and here we are in
December with not one person in the State em-
ployed under the programme. That is the record
of the State Government's and Federal Govern-
ment's jobs on local roads programme. It is a
laugh. Not one person has been employed. rhe
next person employed under the JOLOR pro-
gramme will be the first! The State Government
has been in office for 10 months, and its Federal
counterpart has been in for nine months; but it
took them three months to announce the pro-
gramme and six months to launch it. Then letters
were sent out to the local authorities, and the
guidelines could not be complied with, anyway.

Since the Government was first elected, not a
single person has been employed under this pro-
gramme. What a fabulous record! How many are
employed in the State? There is none. How
many are employed in the electorate or the mem-
ber for Kalgoorlie? None at all! What a wonder-
ful thing that is. What a wonderful community
employment programme.

Every time I asked questions, I received all the
answers. I asked, "is the jobs-on-local-roads
scheme part of the community employment
programme?" The reply was, "Yes." To the ques-
tions, "How is it funded and which roads will be
affected?", I received responses. However, when [
asked, "H-ow many are employed?", I received a
different answer. I received a waffled answer
which did not tell me anything, because no-one is
employed. That is the record of the Government.

Mr LAURANCE: Yes, it has. The member for
Moore would be pleased to know that the admin-
istrative costs have already soaked up $285 000.
Millions of dollars have gone to the local
authorities around the State, and people are work-
ing on sporting facilities. After nine months, no-
body is working on the JOLOR programme; but
the Government did not say how long it would
take.

Several members interjected.

Mr LAURANCE: We want performance. The
Government should tell the people of the State
what it will do in the employment area. We are
asking the Minister for Employment and Admin-
istrative Services where is the Government's per-
formance?

The Government, when in Opposition, took full
page advertisements about the one chap working
for local authorities under the job bank scheme.
However, this scheme has been bogged down for
nine months, and nobody is in employment. Our
job is to ask the Government, on behalf of the un-
employed people, when it will perform. It is the
Government's job to say when it will do it.

Mr 1. F. Taylor: You only had nine years to
perform.

Mr LAURANCE: The performance has been
magnificent.

Mr 1. F. Taylor: If you are happy with that,
that is why you are in Opposition and we are in
Government.

Mr LAURANCE: We had a recession, and the
people wanted something done about it. They said
they did not want us to do it and that the present
Government should do it. However, the Govern-
ment has done nothing under the JOLOR pro-
gramme.

When I asked a question of the Minister for
Local Government, he referred the question to his
colleague, the Minister for Employment and Ad-
ministrative Services. I asked the Minister
whether he or his department had received any
complaints from local authorities about the
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guidelines for JOLOR being unavailable, and he
said there had not been any.

I suggest to the Minister for Local Government
that if his department is not aware of the answer,
and he wants the Minister for Employment and
Administrative Services to speak on his behalf, he
should say so. Many local authorities have told us
that the guidelines for the JOLOR programme
have been unavailable for months; they are diffi-
cult to comply with; and they are very slow in
being processed.

I am told that 20 of the 139 local authorities in
this State have now put in applications. Many of
them have been knocked back for not complying
with the guidelines. They will not receive any as-
sistance because they cannot comply. However,
when I asked how many local authorities had had
applications rejected, the Minister said, "Please
refer to my answer to question 2093". In that
-answer, I was told that the programme was first
announced in May this year, and it was officially
launched in August this year. I was not told when
the first bloke would be employed. Every time I
have asked if people can obtain guidelines,
whether applications have been processed, and
when something will happen with this magnificent
programme, I have been told, "See answer to
question 2093". That answer says that the pro-
gramme was announced in May, officially
launched in August, that applications are now
going out, and shortly they will come back. That
is disgraceful. It is an indictment of the Govern-
ment.

Members opposite are very quiet now. We hear
not an interjection from any one of them.

What about the people who held out great hope
and who thought that this grand new Government
would do something? The ALP said, "We will
show them. We will get rid of job bank. We will
do it 10 times better. We will put employment
programmes in place that will quickly soak up un-
employment and give people hope." The perform-
ance has been about as deafening as the
interjections from the Government side are now!

Under this programme, $7.1 18 million will
come to this State, presumably at some time in
the future. To date, $285 000 has been paid to the
State, but no-one has been employed. I under-
stand that the employment programme consulta-
tive committee was scheduled to meet on Friday,
IS November. Presumably the committee would
have indicated it was prepared to accept sonic of
the programmes. One hopes that letters have now
gone back to the local authorities. I am waiting
now to hear from the Government or some local
authority that the first person has actually been

employed under this programme. I would like to
think we will not have to wait for the first anni-
versary of this Government before I receive that
notification.

After nine months, it is unbelievable that the
Government which said it would do so much in
the employment Field should be sitting here,
knowing that not one person has been employed
under the programme. The Government stands in-
dicted for its lack of action.

The Government must lift its game. I thought I
would ask the Minister for Transport a question,
because he must have a role to play in this em-
ployment programme. He is the Minister for
Transport, so he is responsible for roads. When I
asked him a question about this, he referred me to
the Minister for Employment anid Administrative
Services who said to me, "See the answer to
question 2093." The answer to 2093 says that the
programme was announced in May, launched in
August, and on Pancake Tuesday, somebody will
be employed under the programme!

I asked the Minister for Transport what
involvement he has had in ensuring that the funds
made available under the JOLOR programme
would be directed to the State. A total of $70
million has been made available Australia-wide;
and we have had 10.17 per cent of the national
total allocated to the State. Of course, the money
has not been received, because we have not em-
ployed anybody yet.

The Minister for Employment and Adminis-
trative Services told me what I had already been
told before. I wanted to know what involvement
the Minister for Transport had in this. As he is
the Minister responsible for main roads, I thought
the Minister for Transport might want to see jobs
provided on local roads, so I asked him whether he
had done anything about this. I asked him if any
local authorities had contacted him for assistance
or advice in applying for the funds, and be said
they had not. When I asked him if any requests
had been made by local authorities to the Main
Roads Department for assistance to attract the
funds, the Minister said that they had. The mem-
ber for Dale would be interested to know that. The
Main Roads Department has received a number of
requests for assistance from local authorities
wanting to attract the funds and to have the jobs.

Mr Rushton: If the Minister had been doing his
job, he would have worked that out.

Mr LAURANCE: One would think so. How-
ever, he has forgotten about employment. He has
forgotten the criticism he made of the previous
Government. I asked if the Main Roads Depart-
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ment had anyone employed under this scheme at
present.

I thought that if none of the local authorities
had anyone employed, perhaps the Main Roads
Department had. But the Minister replied, "No.
The Main Roads Department does not have any-
one employed under this scheme at the presenc
time". I then asked how the department was
involved, to which he replied that the question
was not applicable. I asked, "Why not?", and he
replied, "The Main Roads Department is not eli-
gible for funding under this scheme".

This is a jobs on local roads scheme. No local
authority has yet been able to attract one worker
to work on its roads, and the Main Roads Depart-
ment is not eligible for funding. It all adds up to
an abysmal record.

I asked the Minister, "is there any way in
which the scheme can be improved in order that
local roads in Western Australia can gain greater
benefit?" The Minister replied, "Yes. Under the
guidelines of JOLOR, applications that are re-
ceived are forwarded to the Department of
Transport in Canberra for assessment". That
would probably be the last we would ever see of
them. The Minister went on to say that consul-
tation occurs between that department, the rel-
evant road authority in each State, and the local
government authority concerned. So we have the
department in Canberra, the Main Roads Depart-
ment here, and the local authorities. Presumably
they all have to be involved before any approval is
given for a particular road job scheme.

I did ask the Minister whether his department
was satisfied with the amount of employment and
the number of projects that had been created
under this scheme throughout Western Australia.
Members might be able to guess by now what his
answer was; namely, "Please refer back to my
answer to question 2093". No jobs have been cre-
a ted.

I Find it hard to believe that a Government,
which recognised that employment was the single
biggest issue at the last election, which promised
so much to unemployed people in this State,
which talked about high-sounding schemes, which
announced schemes'*and launched programmes,
and which organised extensive media advertising
campaigns, should have done so little, having let
us know what it intended to do.

My assumption is that the $285 000 which has
come to this State for the establishment of the
local roads programme has been used as our
portion of the extensive media advertising cam-
paign.

Mr RUSHTQN: I would like to refer firstly to
the stewardship of this portfolio. I suggest that
the restructuring of this portfolio linking the Min-
ister for Employment and Administrative Services
with the portfolio of Town Planning is not a good
one. Our grouping of the portfolios of Local
Government, Town Planning and Urban Develop-
ment was far better and more effective. Already
we have seen decisions made by this Minister for
Planning which are in conflict with local govern-
ment requirements such as zoning. Of course,
local government relates closely to town planning
and urban lot development, and our portfolio
grouping took account of this. Nevertheless, this
has been the Government's decision, so it will
have to answer for any ineffectiveness of its
restructuring.

I am sorry the Minister responsible is not here,
because I would have liked to interact with him on
this matter.

Mr Tonkin: I will make sure he sees all your
comments.

Mr RUSHTON: I thank the Minister for that
assurance.

I have been looking for a review of the oper-
ations of the Urban Lands Council, and the latest
I can find is for the year ending 30 June 1979.
Parliament should be able to receive these reports
in a reasonable time, and I would like the Leader
of the House to pass on my concern.

I do not know whether the same people are in
the council as were there when I was a Minister. I
know they have served very well. I think Mr
McKenzie is still the chairman, Bill Griffiths is
still there, and Mr Hunt. The chief engineer has
been replaced and Mr Peter Solomon made a vital
contribution. They formed the initial team I cre-
ated and were very good.

When the Liberal Government took over in
1974, it had a land crisis on its hands. In fact, we
were not able to ascertain how many lots were
available. The council was able to ascertain that
the number was about 26 000. That number of
lots is not sufficient in times when the market is
buoyant. We inherited all the problems that came
out of Salvado and the result of the Government's
having insisted on providing a tremendous amount
of leasehold land for urban owners, something
which we resisted very effectively. We resisted the
offer of money from the Federal Labor Govern-
ment at the time, when Mr Uren was the Federal
Minister responsible. Eventually we reached an
agreement whiich enabled us to accept the money
without having to turn our land into leasehold
land. We received one payment and we invested it
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wisely. I will be interested to see an up-to-date re-
port so I can ascertain how things have pro-
gressed. We placed a special emphasis on urban
development, and we were the first Government
to have a portfolio for urban development.

The contrast between the way a Liberal-
National Country Party coalition Government
goes about its business and the way this Labor
Government goes about its business is that we
were ready with our policies and were able to im-
plement them shortly after gaining office. We ap-
pointed a consultant co-ordinator who had a
tremendous knowledge of land development. He
was appointed for a three-year term. Over that
time, the number of lots made available was
tremendous. We provided about 14 000 in one
year compared with the current 3 000. If there
were a sudden demand for land now, the Govern-
ment would have to apply itself vigorously to the
production of lots so that land purchasers did not
end up paying too much.

I do not believe we need a Formalised Urban
Lands Council. What we need is to have the
Government co-ordinating building lot pro-
duction. Not a great deal of land needs to be de-
veloped at present. It is my experience that in
buoyant times private industry turns out about 80
per cent of the lots required. We do need to have
co-ordinating Government in this area, al 'though
on my side there is some resistance to this. Never-
theless, I know how effective we were in re-
straining the price spiral of urban lots that could
have taken place when we took office. Instead,
Western Australia had the cheapest blocks of any
State.

The Urban Lands Council has been most suc-
cessful, and 1 want to pay tribute to its members.
I have worked with them and I have watched
their work since. It is up to the Government to lay
down the policy it wants implemented by the
council.

In our time we did not want the council, the
Rural and Industries Bank of Western Australia,
the State Housing Commission and other agencies
to turn out any more than 10 per cent of the mar-
ket. We preferred to encourage the private sector,
because it can very effectively turn out the
number of lots required if bottlenecks concerning
zoning and the supply of services are removed.

The biggest influence on the price or land is
supply. We need about three times the require-
ment of the market so that we have adequate
supply to meet the demand. The Metropolitan
Water Authority has always been anxious that
there be no lots on the market unless they are
fully serviced. The lectures I have attended and

my experience generally indicate that the only
way we can ensure cheap land is to allow certain
peripheral developments to go ahead so that
people can buy lots without services such as
sewerage and electricity. The day we insist on
every lot being fully serviced will see prices go in
only one direction, and that is up.

As the member for Gascoyne indicated, once
we have the situation of more than one Minister
being involved in an area, things easily become
unstuck. As I said at the beginning when I com-
mented on the structuring of this portfolio, it
would operate much better with all the areas
grouped together. When just one Minister is
involved, there is more co-ordination. I was able
to obtain and co-ordinate all responses from most
sections of the land development industry.

When I was a Minister, the State Housing
Commission had the biggest land holdings of any
Government department. It will be interesting
now to see whether it sells that land in a co-
ordinated way with the private sector. If it does
not, it could create difficulties. The commission is
trying to supplement its income, but it needs to
watch this aspect very closely. That is the reason
it would be wise to have "a" Minister who could
co-ordinate Government agencies' lot releases.

It will be most interesting. to see the presen-
tation of the legislation reviewing town planning
the Minister has promised. I do not believe it is
necessary, because we do not need a formalised
arrangement. Planning works best with dedicated
people operating to a clear policy that is sensible
and practicable. It is necessary to ensure we do
not have a land boom.

Mr OLD: The member for Mt. Marshall suc-
cinctly commented on the need for further water
tanks in water-deficient areas. He indicated that
money could be used from that provided for em-
ployment by the Commonwealth Government. It
is a fairly labour-intensive operation which would
fit in with the proportion of labour vis-a-vis ma-
terial which is required by the Commonwealth be-
fore it will make this money available. Areas in
the south-eastern part of the State are very water
deficient.

I am really very pleased that the Leader of the
House is acting on behalf of the Minister for Em-
ployment and Administrative Services ton ight be-
cause he is also very conscious of the fact that
some areas down there are water deficient.

Mr Ton kin: Sorry, down where?7
Mr OLD: The south-eastern part of our State,

the lakes area around Ravensthorpe. This session
I asked a question in the Chamber about the
possibility of having some unemployment funds
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dedicated to the provision of some further rock
catchments in those areas. The member for Mt.
Marshall has put it fairly well in regard to his
own area, and those two areas are quite compar-
able. The Minister handling the affairs of the
Minister for Employment and Administrative
Services tonight has also been questioned regard-
ing the supply of water into those areas when
there is a waler deficiency. The policy of this and
previous Governments has been that water is sup-
plied in a water deficient area for livestock.
Human consumption is not taken into account
and people must make their own arrangements.

It is nothing new that nothing has been done
about this matter either by this Government or
this Minister, but there is a need to make some
provision for potable water in those areas. One of
the greatest problems we will face in the future as
far as the settlement of those areas and the devel-
opment of agriculture is concerned will be the
provision of water for both livestock and human
consumption. Perhaps I should have put it the
other way around. If in fact water can be carried
into the area for livestock, there is a possibility
that the rock catchments will only provide water,
certainly in the short term, for human consump-
tion.

I join with the member for Mt. Marshall in
asking that the Government gives consideration to
this in its unemployment scheme. I am quite sure
the scheme will fit the criteria laid down by the
Commonwealth.

The Licensing Court allocation appears in this
Division. The Government has set special new
licensing fees this year. Unfortunately the licens-
ing fees for an unlicensed club permit to operate
for more than two days per week have risen from
$50 to $100-a 100 per cent rise. It does not
sound much in actual money terms, but in the
case of, say, the small town of Borden, it has had
a substantial effect. The other day I received a
letter from the Secretary of the Borden Bowling
Club pointing out the way that the licensing fee
for these unlicensed clubs has risen over the last
eight, nine, or I I years. It has risen from $5 in
I1971 to $100 now. Successive Governments have
increased these fees. There is a need to make sure
we can milk the cow.

I make the point that has been made before:
one of the worst hit industries in today's stringent
situation is probably the liquor industry. This
applies as much to the unlicensed bowling club in
Borden as it does to hotels in the eastern and
metropolitan areas. Representations have been
made on many occasions by the AHA to various
Governments in an endeavour to find some relief.

I know when Budgets are being framed licence
fees are looked at and it is always a very good
area to increase income into Consolidated Rev-
enue in a fairly harmless way as far as the general
public are concerned, or so it appears. Unlicensed
clubs such as the Borden Bowling Club are
finding themselves in a serious situation. Mem-
bers of the AHA are also racing a very serious
situation. The increase is passed on to the con-
sumer. Some members of the Al-A have reached
the stage where they are forced out of the same
market purely by economics. A section of the
community would say that that is a great thing.
We could do away with tobacco, alcohol, and with
all the other terrible things that will ruin our
country, and it is a good idea to force these places
out of business.

We are also doing away with an industry which
employs a tremendous number of people.

Only recently the Treasurer espoused the vir-
tues of tourism. Tourism relies very heavily on the
hotel industry and the hotel industry in turn relies
very heavily on the liquor industry.

Mr Jamieson: That is not necessary.
Mr OLD: I know it is not necessary.
Mr Jamieson: I meant it is not necessarily so.
Mr OLD: It happens to be a fact of ,ife, and

the member should know that.
Mr Jamieson: No, because most of the large

tourist hotels do not rely heavily on the liquor in-
dustry.

Mr OLD: That is a very interesting comment
indeed. I am quite sure that the Sheraton-Perth
Hotel and the Parmelia Hilton International
Hotel would feel the effect if their liquor licences
were taken away from them. They may not open
their doors very often to the public, as do some
hotels, but I assure the member that a very im-
portant part of their industry is rolled up in the
liquor industry.

Mr Jamieson: What about Travelodge?
Mr OLD: This is proved by the representations

we get from the managements of such hotels. The
member should know because he has been
involved in that industry.

Mr Williams: If there was no liquor there
would be no functions and therefore hotels would
not operate.

Mr OLD: They do not understand that point; I
am sorry. It is just beyond their imagination. I
ask the Minister to take these two points up. This
is important to small towns with unlicensed clubs.
Small towns arc important to the economy of this
State. Members who do not believe it would do
well to take a trip out into the more remote areas
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of the country and see what is being produced
there.

I have made my points and I thank the
Chamber for its indulgence.

Mr SPRIlGGS: I want to make a few comments
on this part of the Estimates focusing on the pre-
vious criticism of the Government on the job bank
scheme, and I would like to refer to the JOLOR
scheme. The jobs on local roads scheme is a dis-
mal failure and it has not produced one job. It is
rather ridiculous when we think of the criticism
the member for Gascoyne mentioned about the
previous Government's job bank scheme, a
scheme which indeed generated a tremendous
amount of work and created many jobs.

The JOLOR scheme came out and councils, as
sponsors, had to find 30 per cent of the funds and
the JOLOR scheme provided the remaining 70
per cent. However, the guidelines stated that 50
per cent of the funds had to go on labour costs. Of
course, the Federal Government wanted 50 per
cent on labour costs and 50 per cent on material
costs, and that does not allow for overheads such
as administration fees or material costs that have
to be included in the labour cost. There was no
way that any council could take up the oppor-
tunity to use any of that money. In fact, money
was allocated out of the wages pause fund
through the Mundaring Shire to the Lake
Leschenaultia programme. The machinery had to
be taken off to pay the labour cost. The councils
would have had to do that to go towards meeting
the criteria of the ridiculous conditions of the
scheme.

I have had some involvement in local govern-
ment and know how difficult it is to even get
money for a scheme for footpaths. In most proj-
ects it is impossible to have labour costs of more
than 46 per cent, and then one must allow over-
heads which are not allowed for. All in all, the
scheme was very badly put forward. Its guidelines
could not be met and, of course, the results are on
the board. No jobs at all are being created For
local government through that scheme.

Yesterday the member for Mt. Marshall asked
a question about a job and one of the answers was
that it was not considered that an application
lodged in late October and dealt with in early
December should be regarded as an excessive
delay. Perhaps we are looking at a programme of
another two years before any of those jobs get off
the ground.

In its wisdom, because local authorities could
not use this scheme-it was impossible to do
so-the Government came up with a wonderful
old turnip; it would give $24 500 as a grant and it

would waive a certain percentage of the labour
costs. It would waive 30 per cent of the sum the
local authority had to produce to receive that
grant. Even taking wages or labour down as low
as $200 per week, if people are employed For five
Or 13 weeks to make up the 50 per cent sum of
$12500, the only other costs that could be
brought under the "materials" heading would be
classed as a labour cost. Then workers' compen-
sation at nine per cent is really St 000.

So the Government wanted local government
authorities to find a job that would allow five
workers to work for 13 weeks at 312 250, and the
balance to be allowed for workers' compensation
at $1 000. That would then allow them to work
for 13 weeks and to provide S 11 250 for material.
1 do not think one needs to be a school-
teacher-the other side of the Chamber has a pre-
dominance of them-to work out that it would be
totally impossible for any council to meet that cri-
terion. The scheme that they dreamed up was
wonderful;, it meant that nobody could meet the
guidelines!

We have witnessed the ability of this Govern-
ment to overcome the shortage of jobs in this
State! If we continue like this, there will be no
jobs on local roads allocated in the next 10 years,
and if they are allocated, as I have said, we will
have to go back to the wheelbarrow days and a
sledge-hammer to crack the rock.

Point of Order
Mr GRILL: The Opposition is absolutely

droning on hour after hour in respect of a matter
which is a Commonwealth matter. JOLOR is
simply a Commonwealth matter. The State only
becomes involved in so far as it handles the appli-
cations. The applications have been handled ex-
peditiously and the matter has gone to the Federal
Government. To go on hour after hour criticising
the guidelines-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr 1. F.
Taylor): The Minister will resume his seat. There
is no point of order. The member was relating to
matters associated with employment. The mem-
ber for Darling Range.

Committee Resumed
Mr SPRIGGS: Thank you, Mr Deputy Chair-

man. I was really relating to the ability of the
Government and the Minister for Transport to
prevail upon the Federal Government to produce
guidelines that can indeed help the areas he is
supposed to represenit-roads and transport.
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I also point out that the guidelines for the
wages pause money, a matter basically controlled
by the State are equally as stupid.

There are other items I certainly object to
within this Division. Basically I wanted to refer to
this particular project and lodge my complaint in
the hope that the Minister who previously called a
point of order against me would do something
about getting the guidelines changed so that we
can create some jobs.

Mr Grill: It has nothing to do with us.
Mr SPRIGGS: The Government of the day re-

alises the stupidity of the proposition which has
been put forward by the Federal Government and
is not prepared to do anything about it. That is
exactly what is happening to this State. The
Government is not prepared to do anything about
jobs. It is prepared to bring legislation into this
House and debate it at length, but that does not,
in fact, do anything; it does not do a damn thing
to get this State on the move.

The Government has wasted this session of Par-
liament on gimmicky things and on legislation
that has not created a single job. The plain facts
are that the Government has destroyed job
bank-the only programme that did create
jobs-and used its facilities and expertise to dis-
credit that project. The Government has come
forward with no project at all and then we hear
the Minister for Transport quite cheerfully say
that he has no intention of attempting to get the
Federal Government to change the guidelines to
allow jobs to be created under that JOLOR
scheme.

I will not take up any more time of the
Chamber, but I hope that members on the other
side, particularly the Minister for Local Govern-
ment, will take some heed and do something
about jobs.

Mr D. L. SMITH: I make it clear that I rise in
relation to remarks made by the member for
Cottesloe. Before referring to those remarks I
think it should be noted that one thing members
opposite have not discussed this evening is the
question of unemployment or employment in this
State. They have not referred to the structure of
the economy and ways in which the situation can
be improved. Certainly they have not talked about
their Governments' performance of the last nine
years when unemployment in this State reached
absolute crisis levels. Members opposite chose to
do nothing about it until the death knell of an
election when they invented a myth called "job
bank". Some reference was made to the fact that
we have taken the axe to job bank, but of course

that was not necessary because an axe has no ef-
fect on a myth.

The other thing the Opposition has done is to
criticise grants to particular organisations made
under the wages pause programme and certain
delays in relation to the implementation of the
JOLOR scheme.

There has been also some criticism of the
guidelines in relation to Commonwealth employ-
ment schemes and the guidelines under the pre-
vious wages pause programme. Some of those
criticisms about the guidelines have been well
intentioned and well made and I have myself
made some critcisms to the Minister, criticisms
which, I understand, he has referred to his Feder-
al Counterparts.

The thing that the Opposition has not referred
to is the Estimates that are before us in relation to
employment. For instance, they have not men-
tioned that the increase in expenditure by the
Minister for Employment and Administrative
Services has been planned this year under the
category of employment and administrative ser-
vices. That Division increased from $4 686 000 to
$9 590 000; an increase of more than 100 per
cent. That says something directly about the con-
cern of the Burke Government about unemploy-
ment. It certainly says something about the atti-
tude of the previous Administration which con-
trolled this State before the last State election.

The Opposition has not in any way criticised
the substantial expenditure being made on comn-
munity employment programmes by the Com-
monweal1th Government or the other employment-
creating initiatives of the Hawke Government, nor
has it mentioned the previous Federal Govern-
ment, and a comparison of one with the other. The
reason members opposite have not done any of
those things is that they know that any such com-
parison makes the performance of the previous
State and Federal Liberal Governments quite mis-
erable and makes the performance of the Burke
and Hawke Governments, in the short period they
have been in office, quite magnificent. There is no
way they can juggle either the expenditure or Un-
employment figures to suggest otherwise.

I promised the Leader of the House I would be
brief and 1 do not want to dwell on matters at
length. What did concern me was, firstly, an alle-
gation by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
that in some way members on this side of the
Chamber supported the Communist Party or were
fellow travellers with the Communist Party. For
my part I want to make it absolutely clear that I
am as strongly anti-Communist as is any member
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in this Chamber and I will always remain so. One
of the reasons that I belong to the Labor
Party-no member of the Communist Party can
be a member of the Labor Party-is that I believe
it is one of the great bulwarks against communism
in this country.

Mr Clarko: What has this got to do with the
Division before us?

Mr D. L. SMITH: It has to do with the re-
marks of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.

Mr Hassell: Do you think that socialism is the
bulwark against socialism?

Mr D. L. SMITH: I believe that compassion
and concern for people and concern for democ-
racy are the great bulwarks against the Commu-
nists and I believe that this side of the Chamber
supports those things. Members opposite go on
with an upper House and go on with attitudes
which create division and bitterness and give rise
to feelings in the community on which commu-
nism and other "isms" feed.

What the member for Cottesloe really said was
that because a grant was made from wages pause
funds to an organisation of which he disapproves
the Government, by implication, must support all
the objectives of that organisation, Not only is
that false logic, but it also ignores the fact-

Mr Hassell: I did not say that.
Mr D. L. SMITH: I suggest that the member

for Cottesloe reads his speech.
Mr Hassell: I am reading it now.
Mr D. L. SMITH: It also ignores the fact that

the grants were made on the recommendation of a
committee which was selected, not on the basis of
the political affiliations of the committee mem-
bers.

Mr Hassell: The grants were made by your
Government. Of course you took advice, but you
made the grants and you are responsible for them.

Mr D. L. SMITH: The grants were made and
processed by a committee which was selected in
no way in relation to the members' political affili-
ations. What the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition has said by inference is that because the
committee recommended the grant that he Criti-
cised, somehow or other the individuals on the
committee must support the objectives that he
criticised.

Mr Hassell: I said the exact opposite. I said
that you are responsible for the grants.

Mr D. L. SMITH: The other thing that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition said was that
somehow or other we failed that committee by not
providing the information to it which would en-

able the committee to assess the political and
other objectives of the applicant. In other words,
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is suggesting
that we, as a Government, should have provided
advice to the committee based on our view of the
applicant's political or social aspirations or even
its morals.

Mr Hassell: I did not say that.
Mr D. 1. SMITH: I presume that the Deputy

Leader of the Opposition expected us to ascertain
both, either by a thorough investigation by the
Government of the individuals, who constitute the
applicant, or by way of some kind of questions
posed on the application forms which would re-
veal the political views of the applicants.

Mr Hassell:, When you are handing out tax-
payers' money don't you have an obligation to
Find out to whom you are giving it?

Mr D. L. SMITH: I certainly do not think we
ought to be judging the applicants on the basis of
their political views. How would the Opposition
criticise us if we, as a Labor Government, had not
made one grant to a Liberal organ isation or an or-
ganisation which might in some way support the
Liberal Party? If we made that sort of political
assessment-

Mr Hassell: That was not the inference I
raised.

Mr D. L. SMITH: Let us look more import-
antly at the Opposition's criteria-

Mr Hasseil: You have it mixed up.
Mr D. L. SMITH: Let us lo & more critically

to where criteria of the Leader of the Opposition
leads us. Why do not we, if we are spending tax-
payers' moncy, include similar questions in appli-
cations for unemployment benefits? Why do we
not include similar questions in relation to pension
applicants or for grants to first home buyers?

Mr Clarko: What you are saying is not logical.
It is illogical to the extreme.

Mr D. L. SMITH: It is logical because an un-
employed person who perhaps is a member of the
organisation that the member opposite criticised,
while receiving the unemployment benefit, can
better further the objectives in which he believes.

Mr Clarko: That is absolute nonsense. It does
not tie up at all.

Mr D. L. SMITK: That is how illogical what
the member-

Mr Clarko: No it is not.
Mr D. L. SMITH: Yes it is.
Mr Clarko: There is a difference between get-

ting unemployed benefits and getting a handout
like this.
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Mr D. L. SMITH: The only other remark I
have to make is that there is a difference in
deciding Government handouts, deciding Govern-
ment assistance and support on the basis of poli-
tics, race, religion, morals or any of those types of
criteria on which the member for Cottesloe seems
to distinguish people.

Mr Clarko: You get an unemployment benefit
as a right.

Mr D. L. SMITH: Racial and religious hatred,
political hatred, and divisions mark those politi-
cal States where there are riots and wars, and
people are killed. I know that there is almost no
limit sometimes to what members opposite will do
for political purposes, but I certainly believe that
the freedom of political views, the freedom of re-
ligion, and the freedom to exercise personal
liberties and have one's own social attitudes in
this country will remain.

Mr Hassell: We saw your commitment to free-
dom tonight.

Mr D. L. SMITH: They will remain and they
will be protected by a political party such as the
Australian Labor Party. No Communist Party
will ever thrive in this country, no fascist party
will ever thrive in this country, and we will remain
one of the best examples of democracy and what
is more we will do something about unemploy-
ment which members opposite did not do for nine
years.

Mr BRADSHAW: I would like to take mem-
bers back to 8 November to an article in the
Daily News which read as follows-

Special action is being taken to help local
authorities to get money from State and Fed-
eral Governments to create jobs. Both
Governments say they are eager to give the
money to worthwhile projects, but they have
not received enough applications.

The article continues and outlines those who will
be involved in the projects.

Just after that, the member for Mandurah and
I made a joint approach to see if we could arrange
a special meeting between the shires in our clee-
torates-Mandurah, Murray, Waroona, and
Harvey-and the Government. This was about
three weeks ago. At this stage we have run into a
brick wall and we have been told we will be ad-
vised in due course when the meeting will take
place. The article says there are problems in
giving away the money. I find it hard to believe
that the Government wants to do that when we
are having trouble getting a meeting to find out
how the shires can meet the guidelines.

I have spoken to each of the shires and they
have either had trouble in meeting the guidlines
or, in the case of the Murray Shire, it put in an
application and was refused funds. When it asked
why, it was told its application was not innovative
enough. I am bewildered as to what is meant by
"innovative". Does the Government want to create
jobs or not?

Mr Laurance: They could not care less.
Mr BRADSHAW: It seems strange that it is

over three weeks since we made the approach. We
spoke to the Minister for Employment and Ad-
ministrative Services and he seemed to be quite
encouraging, but we do not seem to be getting
anywhere with our appointment. Either the
Government wants to create jobs and give out the
money to the community or it does not. It is time
it made up its mind.

Mr TONKIN: I will try to be as brief as I can
because we all have had a bellyful of late nights. I
apologise for the Minister for Employment and
Administrative Services who is not here. He is at
work in a far-flung part of the State. I will do my
best to make some comments.

Mr Hassell: Should he really be away? Is there
something he has to do? This is a very important
section of the Budget. I am not having a go at
him. Can you confirm he is on urgent Govern-
ment business?

Mr TONKIN: Yes. He is on important
Government business. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition would be aware that in the nine years
of the conservative Government, Ministers were
away constantly. One cannot administer the State
by sitting here. We do not want too many away,
but Ministers are away from time to time.

I congratulate the member for Mitchell on his
comments which succinctly put our point of view,
and although it may not seem to have direct rel-
evance to employment, it is the practice of the
Chamber that members should be able to reply to
comments made by a member. I think the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition really over-simplifies
some matters and he would benefit-and I do not
mean to be patronising; we would all ben-
efit-from some studies in political philosophy,
because he asked a question as to whether social-
ism was a bulwark against socialism. Expressed in
those terms, it sounds ridiculous. In fact, the par-
ties that are most disliked by the Communist Par-
ties-which unfortunately call themselves
"Social ists"-ike the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union-

Mr H-asseil: Aren't they socialist?
Mr TONKIN: No, they are not. The parties

they most hate are the democratic socialists.
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Mr Hassell: True, but they have a socialist
economic system,

Mr TONKIN: They do not;, I disagree. The
Deputy Chairman will not allow me to debate
socialism.

Mr H-assell: You brought up the subject.
Mr TONKIN: I do not have time to go into

what is socialism. I am saying the regime in the
Soviet Union is much closer to fascism than
socialism.

The member for Mitchell was correct when he
said that the greatest bulwark against revolution
and communism or some other form of extremism
was to make the society in which we live reason-
able and to make it work. That is why generally
speaking, communism will not flourish where a
reasonable social system exists, such as in West-
ern Europe. In lands where wars take place, the
ordinary person cannot have a fair go, and
tyranny exists, then revolution occurs. It is not re-
lated to the subject before the Chair but I wanted
to make those comments because it is important
we realise that the member for Mitchell was cor-
rect and has been shown to be correct in an his-
torical sense.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition made
some comments and complained about the
smearing that goes on and the misrepresentation
of what he said. He complained about the
Treasurer and other people. The Deputy Leader
of the Opposition brings it down on his own head.
He referred to the Family Planning Association;
he could not refer to it and then discuss it. HeI had
to say, and I will quote his words-I wrote them
down but I am not a shorthand writer, and if I
misrepresent him I am sure he will put me
right --"Memhers of the Family Planning Associ-
ation believe in libertarian sex".

Mr Hassell. Some members.

Mr TON KIN:. All right, he said, "some". The
point I am making is that it was quite gratuitous.
There was no point in making the comment at all.
Some members of the association may be Roman
Catholics, some may be atheists, and some may
be fascists or Communists. Where do we go if we
make those assumptions?

Mr Hassell: None of the other things is relevant
to the Family Planning Association.

Mr TONKIN: Planned parenthood is not
necessarily closely related to libertarian sex. Most
of us today plan our families. The Deputy Leader
of the Oppostion does not plan to make that a
capital offence, does he?

Mr Hassell: What you say is quite true.

Mr TONKIN: When the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition makes those gratuitous comments
such as referring to libertarian sex, he raises the
ire on this side of the Chamber. When he talks
about the environment he really sounds like Sir
Charles Court. I think he does it partly because
he believes it and partly because he thinks there
are votes in it. Times have moved on from Sir
Charles Court's day. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition said this about environmentalists,
"They want to put things on ice forever; they are
the 'stop' brigade; the people who are the opposite
are the 'go' brigade". He said if environmentalists
want to run around like savages in the nude-

Mr Hassell: I did not. I did not talk about sav-
ages for a start.

Mr TONKIN: Yes, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition did. He said, "Savages running around
in the nude".

Mr Hassell: I was not talking about environ-
mentalists.

Mr TONKIN: Who was the member talking
about?

Mr Hassell: I said people could not live like
that these days.

Mr TONKIN: Okay, but if the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition wants to use those terms-

Mr Hassell: The Leader of the House has not
quoted me correctly. He is doing what I com-
plained about. He has not begun to understand
what I am saying. He is ascribing all sorts of
things to me that are not correct.

Mr TONKIN: Okay, but if the member carries
on he will continue to upset people and they will
reply and they will not always get it correct be-
cause it is not always possible to be word perfect,
and then the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
will get upset.

If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition could
stop his condemnation of people and talk about
bodies like the Family Planning Association with-
out ascribing to them the characteristic that they
might believe in libertarian sex, he would not run
into these problems. I could say members of the
Government believe in libertarian sex or that
some of them do, and there might be one or two,
but what relevance has it?

Mr Clarko: You said "members of the Govern-
ment".

Mr TONKIN: The member for Karrinyup can
say it about the Opposition. It is inflammatory
and it does not add to the debate. I think the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition will get back
what he gives. If the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition makes inflammatory statements and pejor-
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ative comments about people, he will get the kind
of reaction from this side of the Chamber about
which he complains.

The member for Mt. Marshall is not in the
Chamber at the moment but he made the com-
ment that he thought the jobs would start to pour
out the next day and they did not. Is the G;overn-
menit really responsible for the member's naivety?
Of course jobs have not started to pour out. I
hope that in 12 months' time jobs will be being
created, but even that is a relatively short space of
time.

Elections take place every three years and that
is one of the problems this country faces in my op-
inion; one has to perform and pull rabbits out of
the hat every three years. Members should be
aware that it takes time to develop jobs. The
Deputy Leader of the Opposition really ignored
the housing programme when he spoke about our
lack of activity. A considerable boost to employ-
ment has been provided by the Government's in-
creased priority to housing. That has not got off
the ground yet but I am sure the Minister for
Housing, when he speaks on his part of the
Budget, will be able to tell us what is happening
in that respect.

Something has begun to happen and we know
that in the housing sector the multiplier effect is
very high. As far as the State Housing Com-
mission is concerned, the total works programme
is for $82.258 million and this programme will be
undertaken in 1983-84. The State Government's
allocation is $22.24 million which'is 50 per cent
more than last year. Of course it is not as wonder-
ful as we would like and the jobs have not been
created in large numbers because that is the
nature of economies. One cannot turn them
around in eight months, but the Government is
spending 50 per cent more than last year. Why
should the Government be condemned for an
improvement?!

The member for Mt. Marshall said he expected
the jobs the next day and was disappointed. He
represents a political party that was in power for
nine years. He knows how long it takes to get
things going. I have said ad nauseam how little
the previous Government did; yet members op-
posite expect us to perform in nine months. That
is not realistic.

Mr MacKinnon: You said before the election
you had identified 25 000 jobs.

M r TON K IN: The fact that jobs a re identilfied
does not mean to say they are created. With re-
search I could identify a lot of things and a lot of
problems but that does not solve them even if we
know the solution. I was not responsible for the

statement; the person concerned no doubt had
identified the jobs but that does not mean to say
the day one comes to Government is the day the
jobs spring into being.

The Government has provided $4 million for a
mix of funds to make loans available for 660
home buyers. That will start to spin-off into the
employment situation and it is not inconsiderable.
It is not as much as we would like, but we have
serious budgetary problems.

Mr Laurance: You did not give us credit for the
spin-off benefits of the grants we gave to local
authorities.

Mr TON KIN: I was not responsible for that so
I cannot respond directly. I do not know;, I cannot
answer, If we did that-and Oppositions are wont
to do it-it does not mean to say that every Oppo-
sition should do the same. I expect the Opposition
to do it but it does not mean it will get a great
deal of kudos for it. The degree to which Oppo-
sitions do not do that will gain them respect.

A sum of $9.6 million has been provided to
terminating building societies which will make
more than 300 home loans available. 1 think the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition should have
mentioned that when he spoke about what we are
doing. The member for Gascoyne spoke about
jobs for local roads programmes and said not a
single job had been created. I do not know
whether that is true; I am not in a position to
comment. I understand from the Minister for
Transport we were the first State to apply for the
grants from the Commonwealth Government and
it may be that jobs have not Yet been created.
That takes time.

The member knows how slowly the Govern-
ment works. He was in a Government which
worked slowly for nine years. I have been
frustrated since coming to Government-many of
us have been, and no doubt the member was at
times-at the slowness with which the Govern-
ment works. Hopefully, jobs will be created if
they have not been already.

I would like to make a comment which has
been prepared by the Minister for Planning and
for Employment and Administrative Services. In
the area of employment, this Government has
taken unprecedented initiatives to boost job cre-
ation in this State. When we came to Government
just over six months ago, the State Department of
Employment and Administrative Services con-
sisted of three people. There was no administrat-
ive structure to carry out the necessary pro-
cedures involved in direct job creation. There was
no mechanism to review and evaluate existing
structures and no body to provide policy options
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and initiatives for the Government to evaluate
and pursue.

The creation of the State employment task
force, directed by Dr John Wood, has given the
Government a central research base for employ-
ment matters. Through the work of the task force
and with the establishment of a "real" Depart-
ment of Employment and Administrative Ser-
vices, we were able to be directly involved in two
major job creation projects: the wages pause pro-
gramme and the community employment pro-
gramme. Our department of employment has just
completed all the necessary arrangements to cre-
ate 1 006 specific jobs through the funding of 150
projects under the wages pause programme. The
department has started work, through a joint sec-
retariat, on the community employment pro-
gramme under which more than $22,986 million
is being provided by way of grants for labour
intensive projects sponsored by Government, local
government authorities, and community organis-
ations.

The Western Australian Government, taking
further positive action, has allocated an amount of
$3 million to the Department of Employment and
Administrative Services to be used to fund further
job creation schemes initiated by the State. These
funds can also be used to assist Government de-
partments to meet the 30 per cent sponsor contri-
bution for projects submitted under the com-
munity employment programme.

Further to the establishment of the State em-
ployment task force, $200 000 is included in the
budgetary allocation for the task force to initiate
research into employment and training matters.

Division of industrial training: We are well
aware that young people who do not obtain some
form of meaningful training, employment, or a
combination of both, within a year or two of leav-
ing school, experience extensive difficulties within
society and subsequent employment. Some initiat-
ives are as follows-

Group apprenticeship schemes: Many em-
ployers are unable to train apprentices in the
traditional manner because of fluctuating
workloads and the inability to guarantee em-
ployment for four years. -

Group apprenticeship is a major inno-
vation in apprenticeship training.

Group apprenticeship consists of a number
of apprentices in various trades being inden-
tured to a group employer. The apprentices
arc then hired to businesses for varying
periods of not less than three months at a
time.

Financial assistance to group schemes is
provided by the State and Commonwealth
Governments on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Currently there is one group scheme op-
erating in the metropolitan area under the
auspices of the Master Builders Association
and discussions have been held with this as-
sociation regarding the feasibility of estab-
lishing another scheme at Bunbury.

A sum of $70 000 has been allocated to the
Master Builders Association this financial
year to continue the operation of its metro-
politan scheme and $36 000 has been allo-
cated in anticipation of the commencement
of the scheme at Bunbury. A further 548 000
has been provided for the implementation of
a scheme in the hospitality industry, which is
scheduled to commence in late 1983.

In addition, it is anticipated that group
schemes will also be developed in the
automotive, furniture, and local government
areas, and the amounts of $16 000, $1 6000,
and $18 000 respectively have been allocated
for this purpose. In total, $204 000 has been
allocated in support of group apprenticeship
schemes.

Payroll tax rebate: Because host group
scheme employers are responsible for the em-
ployment and payment of wages to appren-
tices employed under the scheme, they are
also required to meet payroll tax liability.
This liability would not ordinarily exist, and
accordingly the Government has allocated
the amount of £29 000 to be utilised as a re-
bate for group schemes.

From I January 1984, this rebate will
apply only to second, third, and fourth year
group scheme apprentices, in view of a gen-
eral exemption for First year apprentices
being introduced by the State Taxation Com-
mission.

Living away from home allowance:
Country apprentices who are required to
travel to metropolitan or regional centres to
undertake their technical training are eligible
to receive assistance in meeting their accom-
modation costs under the Government's liv-
ing away from home allowance.

The present allowance has not been altered
since 1978, and the 1983-84 Budget includes
an increased allocation of $11t4000 in recog-
nition that the allowance should he raised to
provide fairer compensation in view of
current costs of accommodation. There will
be a special allowance for apprentices at-
tending the technical colleges in the north-
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west, where accommodation costs are mark-
edly higher.

A general increase of $10 per week will
apply to metropolitan and regional appren-
tices and in the north-west. The applicable
rates will be $67.20, $64.70, and $62.20, for
first, second, and third year apprentices, re-
spectively. These increases will came into ef-
fect from 1 January 1984.

Work Skill Australia: Work Skill Aus-
tralia is a national tripartite body whose ob-
jectives include the promotion of education
and training in Australia.

In order to further promote public
awareness of the skill trades and their contri-
bution to the State and Australia's economy,
this Government has approved an allocation
of $10 000 to assist in meeting the costs of
conducting regional competitions in Western
Australia.

Special youth employment: As part of our
overall policy to provide employment and
employment skills, we have provided
$354000 to allow an intake of 100 young
people to Government departments for 17
weeks' work experience.

A proportion of the wages costs for this
training will be recouped from the Common-
wealth under the special youth employment
training programme.

Administrative service division: The in-
itiatives in this division are as follows-

Lotteries Commission-hospital fund:
The existing provisions of the Lotteries
(Control) Act provides for 20 per cent of
the turnover from traditional lotteries to
be paid into the hospital fund.

It is this Government's intention to
place a ceiling of $6 million on the total
funds to be made available to sport and
culture. We will direct the balance of
the moneys received after payment of all
expenses from Instant Lottery ticket
sales to the hospital fund.

This will ensure that the Government,
through the popularity of the Instant
Lottery, will be better placed to consider
budgetary priorities and in particular
spending on hospitals.

Totalisator Agency Board-betting
tax: The Totalisator Agency Board has
anticipated an in.-reased return to
racing, trotting, and greyhound bodies in
the 1983-84 financial year of $500000
over the previous year's figure.

The Government will obtain an in-
creased return from TAB betting
turnover by increasing the present tax
by one per cent to seven per cent as of I
November 1983.

Any reduction in moneys available to
the racing bodies will be offset by the in-
crease in the commission deduction on
novelty betting.

I believe che Government is taking the question of
employment creation very seriously. I do not
blame the Opposition for criticising the Govern-
ment, I guess that is its job, but I have great con-
fidence that in the months ahead we will see the
creation of jobs, The greatest possibilities will
come through our initiatives in the housing sector.
I think this is the major area where, in the months
ahead, employment prospects of Western Aus-
tralians will improve as a result of this Govern-
ment's initiative.

Division 75 put and passed.
Division 76: Town Planning, $4 696 000-
Mr HASSELL: I would just like to raise a mat-

ter, with your indulgence, Sir, with the Leader of
the House, in the hope of saving some time for
everyone's sake tonight. There are three issues
that I would like to raise under this general head-
ing. They are Servetus Street and the planning
which has gone on in relation to that-the plan-
ning inquiry which the Minister has instituted,
and the issues being raised, including the south-
west land use study interim committee re-
port-the appeal procedure, and the urban devel-
opment institute submission to the Government
some months ago on appeal procedures. They are
all of general policy and of substance. I could go
on for a long time about them.

The matter I want to raise with the Leader of
the House is that some of the motions on notice
affect at least one of those issues. I do not know
how much time we will be given. The Minister
has decided not to prorogue the Parliament at the
end of the session, the session will be continued
next year, and that will deny us the opportunity in
the autumn part of the session of an Address-in-
Reply debate.

Mr Tonkin: There will be private members'
business on Wednesday.

Mr HASSELL: That is what I want to check,
because if we are to have a decent time to look at
our private members' motions next week, and we
go into private members' business as soon as we
resume next year. I will not labour the point at
this hour on this day. They are legitimate issues
and I want to get the Minister's assurance on
that.
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Mr Tonkin: Thank you for your co-operation,
which is much appreciated. We will allow some
time for private members' motions next week.

Mr HASSELL: They will not be brought on at
midnight, expecting us to clean them up in five
minutes?

Mr Tonkin: We will allow some hours. in total
it will be similar to the allowance you gave us on
previous occasions.

Mr HASSELL: Anyway, that will be done in a
decent way, so I will sit down. I will not raise any
of those issues if we are to have a fair go next
week and we have an opportunity for private
members' business next year.

Mr Tonkin: I can give you that assurance.
Mr RUSHTON: I want to touch on a few

items under this Division. I have stated my
pleasure at the appointment of Mr Lloyd Graham
as Assistant Commissioner of Town Planning. I
reinforce my statement. His name cropped up in
many of the works in which I was involved. I be-
lieve that there will be good value gained through
his being assistant commissioner.

Mr Davies: He would not have been there with-
out a change of Government.

Mr RUSHTON: I do not know if he would
have been or not. As far as I am concerned, he
had all that was necessary in a person to take that
appointment.

The other point I would like to make relates to
the receipt of appeals. With the split in the port-
folio, the Minister is in one building and the Town
Planning Department is in another. A person goes
to the Town Planning Department and he then has
to take documents to the Minister. A system
should be devised where a person could be told to
bring documents to the Minister's office or to the
town planning office-the latter course might be
more appropriate in the vase of an ap-
peal-instead of going from building to building.
The Minister's office is like any other building, it
does not seem to be the repository of appeal ma-
terial. Perhaps this could be passed on to the
people concerned and something might be done
about it.

I simply offer another point of view in respect
of the Fremantle Port Authority. The Minister for
Planning should give every consideration to the
long-term viability of that port. A great deal of
investment has occured since C. Y. O'Connor en-
gineered that port and it would be foolish to use it
for other purposes if the operations of the port
itself are to be inhibited. The Minister for
Planning has a big part to play in this in respect
of the z.oning of the port and if a change is to take

place all aspects should be examined carefully be-
fore that occurs.

When I was Minister the Fremantle Port Auth-
ority resisted the location of a transfer station for
the Rottnest Island ferry where it is currently
suggested it should be positioned. Perhaps the
authority believed the movement of freighters
would be inhibited if that occurred. However, we
must all keep open minds about these matters and
if the proposition is advantageous, good luck to it.
I would not like to see movement in and out of the
port inhibited and premature development take
place outside the inner port area, because of the
use of the inner port in a way which is not con-
ducive to good management.

I refer also to the proposed planning inquiry.
Inquiries have been conducted previously; indeed,
I was involved in one myself. It must be recog-
nised that the simpler the system, the better it will
operate. Commonsense is an important aspect of
planning, along with the integrity and personal
dedication of the individuals doing the work. I
know the Minister has in train a review of
planning procedures and I am sure members on
this side of the Chamber would have been
interested to be involved in that. However, it is
important that we operate efficiently under the
present system.

When I was the Minister responsible for this
area I believe that we produced as many jobs as
a number of other departments as a result of
making quick decisions. With planning decisions
speed is essential if developments are to be al-
lowed to take place.

The other point with which I shall deal is the
appeals systems and I advocate strongly a joint
t ribunalI-ministerial system. indeed, that was the
policy of the Liberal Party in 1974; a Liberal
Government implemented it after it had examined
the system operating in other States. It will be
interesting to see the outcome of the review, but I
would suggest careful consideration takes place
before any changes are made.

I know some Ministers might find it irksome to
do that work, because they do not appreciate what
takes place in the appeals area. However, the
system of the tribunal and ministerial appeals
provides people with every avenue of appeal. The
alternative to that is the Victorian system which is
legalistic and results in long delays. The present
system can work very well, subject to the way in
which it is applied by the Minister.

Problems have arisen on occasions on an indi-
vidual zoning basis, but the integrity of the
administration of the system has not been
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questioned, so it is a matter of the way in which
the individuals involved apply it.

It is always possible to improve the current
system, but if we throw it out and introduce a
judicial system. people who need a speedy service
will be inhibited.

Division 76 put and passed.
Division 77: Marine and Harbours,

$9 240 000-
Mr LAURANCE: The Marine and Harbours

Department was set up by the previous Govern-
ment. It is a relatively new body and we have
been interested in the way in which it has devel-
oped. We can be rightly proud of this organis-
ation. It has done a good job in the short time it
has been established and it is serving the State
well.

1 compliment the former Minister on his
intiative in setting up this department and I also
compliment the staff of the department. It is a
new organisation and it has settled down very
well.

After the settling in period it was envisaged
that the Harbours and Rivers Branch of the Pub-
lic Works Department would be transferred to the
Marine and Harbours Department. Is it still the
intention of the Government to do that, in order
that all the people involved in this area are
brought under the one umbrella? One of the prob-
lems initially resulted from a division of responsi-
bility. Even now some of the engineers of the
PWD are involved mainly with work in relation to
marine and harbours. I might add there are some
outstanding engineers in this area. We were vi-
tally involved with the establishment of this or-
ganisation and we would like to know the Govern-
ment's intentions in regard to it.

Mr RUSHITON: This is not a big issue, but it
is a very important one. Like the previous
speaker, I am most interested in the Government's
decision in respect of transferring the Harbours
and Rivers Branch of the Public Works Depart-
ment to the Marine and Harbours Department.
Obviously the department needs the engineering
expertise. I support the transfer, but I believe the
PWD was not totally in favour of such a move.

When the decision was made same years ago by
the Premier of the day (Sir Charles Court) to in-
corporate all transport matters under the one
portfolio, I do not think anyone envisaged what a
task it would be co-ordinating 13 different
agencies. It has been completed only recently and
the land and assets have now been transferred. ft
was difficult to manage this area when it fell
under the aegis of the Ministry of Works.

I pay a tribute to the general manager of the
department and others who work in that area.
They give Very sound advice and when they were
given greater responsibility in terms of manage-
ment, budgets were presented on time and within
estimates. Previously overruns occurred.

I inherited the situation where a committee was
advising on the operations of various ports. After
inquiring into the matter I decided the day-to-
day advice and paperwork should be handled by
marine and harbours, These people have a big
involvement in port administration.

Transport needs to be constantly examined, re-
viewed, and improved. We are fortunate in this
State that we have first-class people in every sec-
tion of transport. The Minister referred to differ-
ent sectors of transport in this State being equal
to or better than those found in other States of
Australia. When I visited the other States I
examined the various Transport portfolios and,
while some Ministers were reluctant to provide
certain information, I was convinced our results
were superior to those of any of the other States.

That is not to say that we are not presented
with a number of challenges and do not have
some hard decisions to make in this State. We
restructured the Marine and Harbours Depart-
ment. Assistance was provided by various bodies
and a report was presented by the parliamentary
accounts committee. I examined all the relevant
information and with the assistance of an inde-
pendent inquiry, the marine and harbours area
was restructured so that it would be more effec-
tive. The department has been increasing its staff
gradually and it appears now that it must be
almost up to strength. The only weakness may be
in engineering and perhaps the Minister could
give us detailIs of that.

In reply to a question asked the other day as to
whether Opposition members would be included
in a review of the various transport facilities, the
Minister said rather quickly and facetiously, "We
might learn something if that occurred!"

Mr Grill: I didn't say that, did 19

Mr RUSHTON: Since then the Minister has
shown the port to 20 Labor members of Parlia-
ment and that was a good move. members of Par-
liament should be involved in these matters and
party politics are best left out of the transport
area. Members place emphases on different areas.
It is possible that the Minister may wish to place
special emphasis on something of which he would
like all members to be aware.

I am pleased to see the progress being made by
the Marine and Harbours Department and I wish
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the general manager and his staff every success in
their trials and tribulations in the coming year.

Mr GRILL: I indicate to members that the
new, restructured Marine and Harbours Depart-
ment is working very well. There is a new pro-
fessionalism among the officers of the department
and they have a competence and confidence which
shines through; this is making for a very fine de-
partment.

As all members who have spoken would know,
the Transport portfolio is decentralised. There is
no monolithic structure. It is a little like the
spokes of a big wheel with the Minister's office in
the centre. The various decentralised agencies do,
I think, place tremendous pressure on the Minis-
ter's office in respect of their direct access to it.

The Marine and Harbours Department is work-
ing well. In answer to the question about the
bringing into the department of some engineeri ng
competency, I indicate that recently a
subcommittee of Cabinet was set up to ensure
that that move is brought about within the next
few months.

I understand that the general goal is to have a
complete Marine and Harbours Department with
an engineering competence within it. Just where it
will be housed I am not sure, but I hope it will be
at Fremantle. I hope also it will be under my
jurisdiction.

Mr Laurance: There wouldn't be any doubt
about that, would there?

Mr GRILL: I would not have thought so, and I
hope it is the case. Harbours and ports are part
and parcel of the transport system; in so many
areas they need to be integrated with our roads
and railways. The Transport portfolio in that re-
spect is gaining a great deal of competence
through the Co-ordinator General of Transport,
an office of which I am quite proud. I t is op-
erating quite well.

I thank members for their comments.
Division 77 put and passed.
Division 78: Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger

Transport Trust, $61 656 000-
Mr LAURANCE: While the first Division

under the portfolio of Transport was debated in a
chummy style, we will now debate one of the
more difficult areas of that portfolio. The Metro-
politan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust is one
of those areas in which we believe the Govern-
ment attracts a great deal of criticism. I indicate
to the Minister that a considerable number of
items will be discussed. It is difficult at this time
of the evening, when people want to get away at
the end of a heavy week, to do justice to the

Transport portfolio in relation to the matters we
want to discuss, but I will try to be as brief as
possible.

Mr Hodge: The Minister is here.
Mr LAURANCE: I do not criticise him for

that. I want to discuss this Division in detail,
which would take a long time. If we had started to
debate this Division at 3.00 p.m. I would have
been able to put more into my debate. Our debat-
ing it now is not the Minister's fault or my fault,
but it is unfortunate that we are starting this de-
bate now. To be fair to all parties, I must try to
cut short the sorts of comments I wanted to make
in this debate with the Minister.

The great difficulty with the provision of any
transport service is the cost to the community. I
do not know of any public transport system which
runs at a profit, or even at a break-even point. We
know it costs the community as a whole. The big
question here, as it is anywhere else, is this: How
much will it cost the community, and what will
the service be? The community has a right to
know what the cost will be because it must pay
that cost.

The transport deficit is shared among the whole
community, whether everyone uses the transport
system or not. To be fair to all taxpayers in the
State, we obviously hope that as much of the cost
of the transport system as possible is borne by the
people who use it, and not by those who do not
use it but who must contribute something towards
it. The important question is how big the deficit
should be, and the way to gauge that is to use the
amount by which it increases from one year to the
next.' If the deficit can be kept at about the same
level from year to year, we would be happy, and if
it could be decreased we would know we are doing
a good job. When the increases are small we know
that at least the Government and the Minister are
trying hard.

When the deficit increases substantially, we can
level the criticism that the system has got out of
control and the community as a whole is paying
too much for it. That is the situation we have now
reached. The transport deficits over the last few
months have increased substantially. I refer not
only to the trust's deficit, but also to the d eficits
of the other areas of transport mentioned in later
Divisions which we will discuss soon. I refer to the
deficits of the Western Australian Railways Com-
mission and the WA Coastal Shipping Com-
mission. It is difficult to differentiate between the
various areas. It is difficult to talk about the over-
all scene while we divide transport into these vari-
ous categories.
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The taxpayers of this State know that the total
deficit of our transport system this year will be
something like $150 million, an enormous amount
of money. Other States have battled with huge
deficits in their public transport systems. The best
example would be New South Wales.

Mr MacKinnon: Or the worst.

Mr LAURANCE: I could term it that way.
New South Wales has the highest transport defi-
cit. It has ballooned under Labor Governments.
Obviously the taxpayers of this State do not want
to have a transport deficit that goes along that
track, so the Minister and the Government have a
tremendous responsibility trying to rein in these
transport deficits. They must sit on them to make
sure they do not get out of control or increase to
any great extent. That is not easy to do when costs
rise. The Government must put up its fares in an
endeavour to increase its income to try to balance
the ledger. We criticise some of the increases be-
cause they mean a disproportionate increase in the
fare structure. Some were increased by as much as
33+ per cent, an increase which we felt was
savage. We cannot criticise the financial manage-
ment aspect of these agencies, but we can criticise
some of the increases. No easy option is available,
and I do not claim no deficit should occur, but the
size of the deficit must be considered.

The Minister inherited, as any fair person
would say, a soundly managed and planned
Transport portfolio. An enormous amount of
planning was done in that portfolio by the pre-
vious Minister for Transport. The difficulty for
the present Minister in the early stages was that
he had groups such as the transport unions to deal
with. They expected their day of reckoning be-
cause they felt they had a Government more on
their side. Demands have been made on the Min-
ister. Perhaps he has tried to be innovative, but he
did not understand that these situations can get
away from the Minister quickly. He came back
and said that he inherited a huge defict. He did
not inherit that at all; he inherited sound
planning.

The State had been fortunate in the area of
transport, not only with the person handling that
portfolio, but also as a result of circumstances al-
lowing the Minister of the time to have a lengthy
period in that office to do the necessary planning
and ensure sound management was applied. This
Minister may get the same opportunity, although
it does happen only rarely in Government. I would
think his chances of staying in this portfolio for
41/ years are small. I do not mean that as a per-
sonal criticism, but as an indication of the system.

It just so happened that the previous Minister
had a long period in control of the Transport port-
folio. Only one other portfolio in the last 41/ years
has a similar record, and that is the portfolio of
Health. For various reasons it is not a normal cir-
cumstance.

The present Minister must be criticised for not
trying to provide a system at the lowest possible
cost to all taxpayers. Already he has talked about
what will happen in the future. He opened the
gate to let the expenditure in, but the horse
bolted-the deficit blew out. His biggest difficulty
is in the area of expenditure, and we look to him
for performance, as do the taxpayers of this State,
because they are the people who must foot the
bill.

His record to date leaves much to be desired in
terms of the deficits and the cynical attitude he
has adopted. Quite frankly, I expected more of
him. We have known each other for a long time,
and it has not done him any good to adopt that
cynical attitude in answers to questions in this
place. He has adopted this attitude to the previous
Minister for Transport and to me. I do not take
any notice of him, but he certainly has no reason
to denigrate the previous Minister. His record is
on the books, but this Minister's record is yet to
be established.

The Minister has claimed that the deficits have
got out of hand in a short period because he in-
herited those deficits from the previous Govern-
ment. He had joint responsibility for the 1982-83
Budget, and he has now had sufficient time to put
in place the right budget for transport in 1983-84.
The deficits in this budget are his and his alone.
He cannot deny that fact.

The deficits in this transport budget have come
about in a number of ways. One is the reopening
of the Perth-Fremantle railway line, a decision for
which we have criticised the Government since it
was announced. This Minister had his glory on
the Fremantle station before a large audience
when he was able to severely criticise his prede-
cessors and crow about the large part he said he
had to play in bringing back the service. But now
we will have years of despair while the taxpayers
pay for that reopening, a reopening which was
clearly unplanned. When the Government asked
for advice on this issue, the Director General of
Transport gave it. Even in the document he pres-
ented to the Government it was said that no
planning had been done for the reopening. He
thought that there would be an increased likeli-
hood of breakdowns, that it was not possible to
provide a reasonable service with old rolling stock,
and that it would be 12 months before he was pre-
pared to reintroduce the service.
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The Government pressed ahead with that
reintroduction: it wanted to do wonderful things
so it moved in that area. But it has been an
irresponsible and unplanned move at a high cost.

Mr Hodge: The public did not see it that way.
Mr LAURANCE: When the cost is revealed,

the move may not be popular. The Government is
asking the taxpayer to foot the bill and that,
added to all thc other costs that the Government
has imposed on the average taxpayers, constitutes
just another slug on their pockets. We will remind
them again when they get their Medicare bills that
it is just adding to the cost.

Mr Hodge: Medicare will be cheaper for three
out of four Australians.

Mr LAURANCE: We cannot afford it.
I want to go back to the point I made earlier;

that is. when we have raised these issues, when we
have quite rightly brought them before the Parlia-
ment. and when we have criticised the Govern-
ment and the Minister for not being able to main-
tain sound financial control of the deficit, the
Minister has adopted a cynical attitude. I will
give an example with question 2173 of 23
November. I asked about the projected $70
million deficit for Wesirail-we have had some
argument in the Press over this in recent
times-and I asked how much of the deficit for
Westrail could be attributed to the operation of
the Pert h- Frena ntle rail service. The Minister
said the Opposition transport spokesman was
"blissfully unaware" of suburban passenger rail-
way costs.

I do not believe he should have answered in that
particular manner, but if he wants to adopt that
cynical approach, let him do so. However, I want
to point out to him that I am aware the account-
ing for that was transferred over to MTT in 1974.
What I was asking, when he was so quick to jump
in and adopt his cynical attitude was whether the
provision for 666 employees, who will provide the
metropolitan rail service, includes an allowance
for the extra 138 employees allowed for and to be
charged against the MTT. Is a proportion of the
rolling stock to be used for freight?

Mr Grill: I don't want to interject on you, but if
you want those sorts of answers, you should frame
questions which present the picture. You have to
ask what you want. I can give the answer now.
The answer is. "Yes" on both points. You didn't
ask those questions.

Mr LAURANCE: I will ask many more, and
more detailed questions if that will help the Min-
ister.

Mr Grill: I am not interjecting, but you did
promise to be brief. If you want me to miss out on
being blissfully unaware-

Mr LAURANCE: I will ask the Minister a lot
more detailed questions. I know that is the answer
the Minister has personally provided. I know it is
not the way people who provide answers usually
prepare them.

Mr Grill: It is a silly question.
Mr LAURANCE: They are not being

answered in that way before they reach the Minis-
ter. That is the Minister's personal twist. Let me
tell the Minister that the corporate planning
strategies A, B, and C which he announced re-
cently do allow for different levels of rolling stock
and different levels of engine capacity.

Mr Grill: I didn't announce it. by the way.
Mr LAURANCE: The Minister was involved

with it.
Mr Grill: I was there.
Mr LAURANCE: The Minister has the re-

sponsibility for it. It is not up to me to let the
Minister know his responsibility. Costs could be
built into Westrail for it to be able to provide a
service that may not necessarily be covered in the
cost that is charged to MTT.

Mr Grill: You should ask that if that is what
you want to know.

Mr LAURANCE: I did.
Mr Grill: No, you didn't.
Mr LAURANCE: I asked whether any of the

costs could be attributed to the Perth-Fremantle
railway and the Minister said he was "blissfully
unaware" of the situation.

Mr Grill: It is a full recovery policy.
Mr LAURANCE: It is interesting to note that

the Minister has said that. I just wanted to know
whether the engine capacity of the locomotives
which are required in any way reflect the way
they must provide more service. If we consider
that line only, we Aind that it is difficult to get the
right sorts of figures. The Minister said in that
same answer that the cost to the taxpayer is esti-
mated to be $2.6 million for the financial year
1983-84, and that the figure is reduced to $1.3
million after taking into account associated ser-
vices. That differs from his own report to Cabinet
earlier this year.

So we find the Perth-Fremantle reopening has
cost more than was originally anticipated. For in-
stance, the establishment cost was to be $800000.

Mr Grill: What you must remember is that, on
the one hand, you are talking about 1983-84,
while, on the other hand, the figures you are
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referring to in Taplin's report dealt with the first
year. Now the First year is not synonymous with
1983-84. You must bear that in mind. That is
why there is a difference.

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister needs to ex-
plain that to the public because he said in his
answer to me that the cost in 1983-84 will be $2.6
million. We have always disagreed about that fig-
ure. The accounting periods are slightly different,
but let us talk about the difference in dollar terms
between that Figure and the figures the Minister
put up to Cabinet this year. He put net costs in
year one at $1.627 million, and the net cost in
year two somewhere between that figure and the
estimate of $799 000. We must include the 1983-
84 period, even if it is not totally year two. It
must be close to year two.

Mr Grill: You are not close to year two. I think
you are mixed up. You are really confused on this.
You are dealing with different accounting periods.

Mr LAURANCE: If one takes either of the
first two accounting periods, one does not come
up with a Figure anywhere near the figure the
Minister gave me- The Minister gave me the fig-
ure of $2.6 million, and this figure produced $1.3
million after taking into account refurbishing
costs. We dispute that also. Included in those fig-
ures was the initial refurbishing cost of $810 000.
Even before the refurbishing costs were finalised,
he indicated in an answer to the Parliament that
there is at least a 30 per cent overrun. That is not
correct. The Minister said the final figures are not
yet available and that the total up-to-date esti-
mate of the opening cost was $821 000.

Mr Grill: That is where you are wrong again.
You do not appreciate that the first lot of figures
was simply for materials. Labour was not taken
into account. There was no overrun. I think you
have made the same mistake with the Western
Australian position.

Mr LAURANCE: Well, we have this debate so
that the Minister can tell us we are not spending
as much money as we think we are. I also say that
the service is not carrying as many passengers as
the line bus service did previously. In answer to
question 300 of 2 August, the Minister indicated
that the average weekly patronage on the line bus
service was 41 337 passengers. In answer to
question 2060 of 17 November, the Minister gave
the figure for two days of the rail service. The
higher figure of those two days was 6 000. We are
talking about weekdays so the patronage is pre-
sumably about 30 000 for the weekends. I main-
tain that it would not come up to the 41 000 car-
ried on the line buses previously.

Mr Grill: Once again you are not comparing
like with like.

Mr LAURANCE: Fewer passengers than pre-
viously are being carried.

Mr Grill: You are not comparing like with like.
You are trying to interpolate using your figures.
You must have the figures for a week to make a
comparison. By and large, the patronage has been
well in excess of the patronage of the line buses.
Let us not argue about it now. I am prepared to
give you the full Figures.

Mr LAURANCE: The figures the Minister has
given do not bear that out at all.

Mr Grill: You are really interpolating far too
fa r.

Mr LAURANCE: The Minister said that these
were the figures which were available. I am not
telling the Minister the figures; he told me the
figures.

Mr Grill: You simply have to compare like with
like.

Mr LAURANCE: I will be happy to do so if
the Minister will provide them to us. So far, the
Perth-Fremantle service is carrying fewer passen-
gers than the line buses, at much greater cost to
the people. That is what we are arguing about and
that is where the Minister is going wrong. That is
one of the reasons he has let the MTT deficit
blow out to more than $60 million this year. It is
totally unacceptable. He has no control of his
portfolio.

Mr Grill: You do not understand it.

Mr LAURANCE: I would like to make
another point about the accounting. The Minister
has referred to the deficit for running the line as a
book entry. I would like to be able to go to my
bank manager and say, "Don't worry if my ac-
count gets into debt; it is only a book entry".
These are costs incurred. It does not matter
whether they are shuffled from one authority to
another. The Minister is seeking approval from
Parliament to make up the deficit from taxpayers'
money.

The Minister said in his minutes-
The apparent "blow-out" in the MTT's

deficit, amplified by the decision to re-
introduce the Fremantle rail service, runs the
risk of forcing the MTT into counter-pro-
ductive and unpopular cost cutting measures
throughout the system.

The Minister either wrote that or got someone to
write it. We are concerned about the additional
costs that will be incurred. We believe it is an un-
acceptable additional cost.
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Mr Grill: I have never said that there is not an
additional cost. You and I disagree over the level
of it. From time to time you quote a Figure
which is the cost to the taxpayer and at other
times you quote a figure which is the amount that
MTT pays Westrail for the running of the service.
The two Figures are quite different. They are both
mentioned in the Taplin report. One is $0.8
million for the refurbishing cost which brings it up
to $1.6 million in the first year. That is the actual
cost to the taxpayer and when I deal with that I
normally deduct the refurbishing cost because as
far as I am concerned it is a capital cost which
should be amortised.

Mr LAURANCE: I disagree.

Mr Grill: As long as we know we are different.
The other figure which you quote from time to
time was not 3.5; it was 3.7, and they are both
mentioned within two or three paragraphs on
page 5 of the summary of the Taplin report. They
are completely different figures and they cannot
be equated. When I talk about the 3.7, 1 am
talking about the actual cost which the MTT pays
to Westrail for running the service and that is not
the cost to the taxpayer. The two are quite separ-
ate. When it forms part of the deficit of the MTT,
who meets the deficit? Are we not appropriating
taxpayers' funds out of this Budget? The amount
of $3.7 million goes to pay many costs of
Westrail, including administration costs which
would need to be paid.

Mr LAURANCE: There will be an additional
cost if an additional service is opened. There is a
proportional increase in that. Refurbishing is
being done on carriages, and that is only necess-
ary because the Perth- Fremantle line has been re-
opened.

Mr Grill: You are on the wrong track. The re-
furbishing has nothing to do with carriages.

Mr LAURANCE: Both the lines and the car-
riages arc being refurbished.

Mr Grill: That was basically the cost of refur-
bishing the lines.

Mr LAURANCE: There is a cost for refur-
bishing lines and another for refurbishing car-
riages. which would not have been necessary if the
line had not been opened. The money is being
spent on undercarriages built in 1896-97. Tax-
payers' money is being spent to bring those
undercarriages back into use on the Perth-
Fremantle service. The Government has a report
which does not recommend this action but it has

decided to go ahead. The refurbished equipment
will not give adequate service.

Mr Grill: They are doing a good job.
Mr LAURANCE: They are not carrying as

many people as the [ine buses.

Mr Mclver: The line also carries freight.
Mr LAURANCE: Yes, that is correct. I agree

with the Minister that the refurbishing figure
must be amortised over two costs and it should
not all be attributed to the passenger service.

I now refer to a question the Minister was
asked on 17 November which demonstrates a
further example of the Minister's not getting on
with the job and telling the Parliament what is
happening. I quote the following phrases from
replies given by the Minister: "Malcolm Fraser's
parsimony ended the scheme"; "very little
planning since"; "no five year plan"; "we have a
wonderful plan"; and "If the member considers
that a comprehensive MTT corporate develop-
ment plan previously existed, it is necessary for
him to show the evidence". It is extremely dis-
courteous for the Minister to talk about a pre-
vious Minister in that way, particularly when that
member is still in the Parliament and will be de-
bating the subject. A tremendous amount of
planning was done.

Mr Grill: He can look after himself.
Mr LAURANCE: Much advice has been given

to the Minister, and a great deal of planning had
been carried out to assist him. Unfortunately the
Minister has not used that advice to the fullest ex-
tent. I refer specifically to the "2000" scheme,
and the metropolitan railway study. Despite the
advice given, the Minister has not followed it, but
has gone the way he did on the Fremantle-Perth
line. The Minister chose to ignore the previous
planning carried out, and the taxpayers must now
pick up the tab.

I asked the Minister a question with regard to
the cost which Westrail charged to the MTT for
the running of the metropolitan railways system. I
refer to question 1852, to which I received a reply
on 8 November. In that reply the Minister indi-
cated that Westrail would recoup $25.29 million
from the MTT for operating the suburban ser-
vices. I would like him to relate that to the figures
given in the Budget papers in Division 78. He
quotes two figures in the Westrail budget for
MTT services. The estimate for 1983-84 is
$ 15.283 million. I query the figure the MTT paid
to Westrail. At the bottom of page 164 a figure of
$21.87 million is quoted.

Mr Grill: That is an estimate.
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Mr LAURANCE: It can be seen why I am
raising this matter with the Minister. The figure
on page 167 is $15.283 million, and on page 164
the figure is $21.87 million. On page 168 the re-
bate From the metropolitan rail passenger service
is given as $10.678 million.

Mr Grill: You are saying there are four figures.
Mr LAURANCE: Under Westrail there are

two figures-$l5.283 million and $10.678
million. In thc MTT budget there is a figure of
$21.878 million. In answer to question 1852, the
figure of $25.29 million is indicated as cormi.ng to
Westrail from the MTT for the running of the
passenger services. I ask the Minister to confirm
the actual figures and why they seemingly con-
flict.

Mr Grill: I will look into this and hope to give
an answer in my response.

Mr RUSH-TON: I am particularly interested in
this subject, having been closely involved with it
for a long time. There is one disturbing aspect
which concerns me and that is the Minister's
answers or responses in this area. I quote from an
article in the Daily News of 25 November as fol-
lows-

The Minister for Transport, Mr Grill, said
today he wanted Westrail's five-year pro-
gramme in action by March and the MTT
programme soon after.

"When we came to power earlier this year
there was no future plan for either the MTT
or Westrail", he said.

"They just seemed to struggle with their
deficits year after year."

The Government was not in the business of
throwing people out of work.

The Minister is referring to redundancy in
Westrail.

I am pleased to see any progress made in
transport and I am happy to applaud the Minister
for such progress. I am aware of the struggle the
Minister is having in acquainting himself with the
total portfolio. It took me six months of hard
work to absorb and get the real feeling of this
portfolio.

Many comments made by the Minister are not
authenitic. Thai is the only reason that I would
decry them and come forward with a sour re-
sponse. I will address myself to the factual situ-
ation. In future I hope the Minister does not make
misstatements. By printing those comments, the
media does not help our society to understand the
truth about transport. In future the media should
refer to the member for Gascoyne or to me if they
wish to know the factual position. When the co-

alition parties were in Government, every time we
made a statement the Press would ring the rail-
way union or the bus union to get a different light
on the matter. The Government is now hand in
hand with the unions-the Minister may have a
wry smile on his face because I know the unions
give him more trouble than they gave me. The
sort of misstatement to which I referred can be
disproved in 30 seconds. It is wrong for the
Minister to make such statements; and it makes
the Opposition fight back. It sickens me that
people should be given the wrong information and
it must be insulting to the staff involved in the
portfolio. Those people know what took place be-
cause they shared in the work.

When I took over the portfolio, the then Prem-
ier (Sir Charles Court) charged me with tackling
the financial position as it was then. It was look-
ing very distressed, and one of my first challenges
was to analyse the position to see what could and
what could not be tackled. We took a number of
initiatives. When I first undertook the Transport
portfolio, the General Manager of the MTT, Mr
Shea, had a philosophy based on paring services,
cutting costs and having a standard bus. The Di-
rector General of Transport considered that it was
necessary to have better marketing to attract more
people to public transport. The Director General
was the academic adviser, whereas Mr Shea was
the operator. The realist, the operator, knew that
we had a dispersed population and it is not easy
to get more people to use public transport. In fact,
that is what has happened.

I would like the Minister to give some thought
to those remarks. I know he must feel challenged
by the deficits and very few people truly under-
stand the reasons for the deficits; that is the sad
part. The sooner we get the deficits expressed so
that social welfare and commerce are shown sep-
arately, the sooner we shall have a chance of the
public understanding the true position.

Mr Grill: That has been done this year to some
extent.

Mr RUSHTON: Yes, I know. But we had that
well advanced.

Mr Grill: I will tell the member something he
does not know. The Government has done that.
The figures are not really polished up and might
vary, but this year, on the 1982-83 Budget there
will be a rebate from Treasury of 25 per cent on
buses and 40 per cent on rail.

Mr RUSHTON: That is going some of the
way. I am saying that is one approach, but it is
still not the answer. The cost of running public
transport has to be continually addressed. The
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Government must measure up and tackle the
problem.

I know the Government's policy is to provide
free bus services in certain circumstances. It must
face up to the costs. I considered where we were
going financially and whether we should carry on
with the same policies that had been carried out
over the years. The estimated deficit for 1983-84
is $61 million, and that is too high. The Minister
gave $2 million to the unions, and he must ac-
knowledge that that payment will compound. The
$61 million is higher than it needs to be; and the
ground we gained in the deficit has been lost.

I have tried to ask the Minister questions about
the marketing policy, but we have not received
much response in that regard. I asked if the
Government had made any progress in its market-
ing campaign to improve the deficit. When I left
the portfolio, I understood we had not gained
financially from our marketing programme. We
had attracted more people, but our costs had
risen.

Members should realise that by the time we
reach 1990-91, the estimated annual deficit for
the MTT will be $163 million. It will be $61
million this year; and then it will rise to $71
million, $82 million, $93 million, $107 million,
$122 million, $142 million, and ultimately to
$163 million in 1990-91. Those forecasts are
lower than this Government will achieve, and the
actual deficit will be much higher than that. As
the previous speaker said, the reopening of the
Perth-Fremantle railway will cause those figures
to escalate.

I will give a simple assessment of what should
be done to take hold of this deficit. It is a hard de-
cision to make. After examining the figures, I
looked at alternatives to see how we could rein in
the deficit. Apart from the day-to-day running of
the bus service, one has to consider improving the
present situation. We looked at every other State
to see what was being done. The best answer is in
Queensland where the equivalent of the MTT is
run by the Brisbane City Council, with private
buses operating as well.

The Minister said we had no plans; but the plan
for the MTT was to break even in a certain time.
The challenge was to do it in 10 years. if the
social service aspect was separated from its oper-
ations, the MTT could break even on the com-
mercial side in 10 years. I suggest that there is no
hope in hell of doing that now. If we carry on the
way we are, the deficit will blow out and it will be
more horrific than the figures I have quoted. I
will not spend any more time on this issue at the
moment.

In relation to the Perth-Fremantle railway, the
decision we made some time ago was the right one,
for the right reasons, In fact, a previous Labor
Government had legislated to close that section of
the railway. That Government was working
towards having an underground railway; but it
was 30 years ahead of its time. However, it might
come in due course.

By putting on the line bus service, we sought to
improve the cost structure and to take urban pub-
lic transport into a new era- It had been dormant,
and nothing had happened. We ordered new
railcars, but we had to take similar railcars to the
ones we had. They were similar to the 1968 car-
riage; and we bought 10 more of them because
the spare parts were the same and we needed the
extra carriages urgently. In relation to the last 10
railcars ordered, the tender proposals were put be-
fore me at about the time of the change of
Government. In this respect, the Minister made
out that the 10 railcars were for the Perth-
Fremantle line. Actually they were bought as part
of the process of rehabilitating our fleet.

Mr Grill: If I said that, I did not mean it. Actu-
ally, I do not think I did. There was a bit of eu-
phoria going around at that stage. Everything was
attributed to the Perth-Fremantle line.

Mr RUSHTON: The Minister had a few com-
ments to make about the 10 railcars.

One area in which the member for Gascoyne
was correct was in relation to the running costs
that are charged out by Westrail to the MTT.
Westrail is pretty heavy handed in that. I had an
examination made-

Mr Grill: That is the point l am trying to make.

Mr RUSHTON: I have not much time, and I
would like to continue. I am trying to present a
realistic picture.

Mr Grill: It is very heavy handed. As a matter
of fact, Westrail does not want to take the rail-
ways back from the MTT.

Mr RUSH-TON: And the recommendation is
that it should. The Perth-Fremantle railway costs
the taxpayers S6 million. All one needs to do is
take the $22 million and divide the mileage into it
to find the cost. We have been talking about the
cost, but actually it is about $6 million. The
question was not so much one of closing the line
and putting it back again; the right move was to
come back with modern technology at a lower
cost. Unfortunately, the Minister would rather
not have taken that action, because if he had
looked at the facts, he would have found he was
forced to put antiquated rail carriages back.
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Mr Laurance: What, 1897? That is not anti-
quated!

Mr RUSHTON: They are using some Hotham
Valley ones as well.

Mr Spriggs: What, for nine people a day?

Mr RUSHTON: It is cheaper to carry nine
people on a bus than on a train.

The fact is that the decision to reinstate the
Perth-Fremantle railway was made, not for social
reasons, but for political reasons. If the social
reasons were taken into account, we would still
have buses. However, the decision has been made,
and that is that.

As Car as I am concerned, the next decision to
be made is to have the replacement programme
worked out as quickly as possible, and to obtain a
vehicle that will cut costs. Once again, if the Min-
ister looks at the answers he gave, he might be
ashamed of them. He was a little trite. He gave
me another serve regarding my questions. He
made out that when I sent people overseas to look
at railcars, they were looking at rail buses only.
They were not. They went to Canada, America,
and Europe. Westrail was looking at rail buses
and light rail carriages, but I was looking at light
railcars and anything else. In a sense, I was vindi-
cated when I read the light rail report.

Railwaymen tend to like heavy vehicles. Light
vehicles do not find much favour with them. In
the report, the aim was for 30 years' service. I was
trying to find a vehicle with a service life of far
less than 30 years. If a vehicle lasts for 30 years,
one finds that technology has gone beyond it, and
we are left with an antiquated vehicle. A vehicle
with a life of 15 years as a maximum would be
ideal, as long as it was cheap enough to warrant
replacement. The need for such a vehicle is more
urgent because of the reintroduction of the Perth-
Fremantle railway, with more rolling stock to be
replaced.

At the time of the change of Government, I was
encouraging manufacturers to think about a light
railway vehicle. Comeng. as part of its tender, had
come up with a suggested light rail vehicle. I
know Westrail did not recommend it, and the ve-
hicle that was designed was much lighter. This
was a golden opportunity to do something that
was halfway to a light vehicle.

Mr Grill: They have got the technology in all
sorts of pieces. They have not put it together.

Mr RUSHTON: The report on the replace-
ment programme vindicated my stand because it
said we should be looking at a lighter vehicle.
That is one that is worth looking at.

Mr Grill: They did not like it.

Mr RUSH-TON: I stress that the replacement
programme is urgent. We do not want any more
of the vehicles that we have ordered in recent
times, because they are far too costly. We must
move into the next phase. There is urgency about
that now because we have the extra demands of
the Perth-Fremrantle railway.

IFr we could move into modern technology, that
would cut costs. Not only could we run the Perth-
Fremantle railway, but we could include
Wanneroo also. The ideal vehicle would be one
with rubbers, which could run on the railway
from Perth to Fremantle, go off the rail and pick
people up, come back on the rail, return to Perth.
and then follow other routes. That is the type of
vheicle I had in mind; but it is some way off.

People are considering different sorts of tech-
nology. If it could be introduced, we would see
tremendous savings. If we could have a dual ve-
hicle we could extend the service to Wanneroo. In
the meantime, the line bus could service the free-
way and handle the traffic for quite some time.
When growth occurs, the other type of vehicle
could be added.

Earlier, the Minister indicated that the previous
Government had done nothing about planning. I
will put on the record the sort of thing that had
been going on. I have already proved my point,
because an examination of the deficit structure in-
dicates that we made progress. The Government
should not continue to make what I call facetious
remarks about what the previous Government did
not do.

I will not have to read the summaries prepared
if the Minister can indicate he has read them.

Mr Grill: I have.
Mr RUSHTON: The Government has changed

direction with the fare improvement recommen-
dation put forward by the MTT as a way of
cutting costs. The problem is that unions do not
like changes that take their members out of em-
ployment. That is perhaps why the idea was
scrapped.

The marketing area is both interesting and
challenging and I would like to know whether any
real progress has been made in it. This was
pushed strongly by the previous Director General
of Transport. We gave it the works with the new
Chairnman of the MTT. The MTT certainly has a
good image and is presenting good buses. How-
ever, the promotion has not really resulted in a
single dollar coming off the deficit.

Another suggestion put forward
taxi operations. I believe taxis
introduced into the public transport

involved the
should be

system with
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multiple hires and new meters. I believe this can
be done, and it is all here on record.

We allowed far car pooling, and the strategy
committee has done more work on that. Every-
thing would have to be done gradually and pro-
gressively, but it could be achieved.

A tremendous amount of work is involved in a
Jive-year plan, but it is necessary to have a plan
for Perth. "Perth 2000" was part of the process.
The Minister and the advisers-people who sup-
ported me well and who support the present Min-
ister well-might think they can do it, but we
cannot have an inflexible programme. It has to be
one that meets the changes of the day and which
has been learnt from worldwide experience.

I would like now to give the Minister an indi-
cation of what I believe has to be done to break
the spiral of the MTT's deficit. I worked with the
present chairman and general manager on
examining the financial structure of the MTT. I
knew its reputation was equal to any other body.

Mr Grill: It is very good.
Mr RUSHTON: It more than equals any other

service anywhere in Australia. Nonetheless, the
Minister would agree that the expected deficit is
frightening. The solution is not tied to marketing
because we do not have enough people to attract
to public transport to make up the fares needed to
reduce the deficit. The MTT will always face a
demand for more services.

I am of the conviction that the costs and deficit
blow-out is caused by the conditions that have
been won over the years by workers in the indus-
try because of having just one bus service. Our
private bus services were forced out with the idea
of having a single co-ordinated system, but this is
just where we made the wrong move. We should
have kept the private buses operating and co-
ordinated the services through the MTT, and sub-
sidised any unprofitable routes. That would be the
least costly bus service we could render. It would
be more responsive to cost savings in the sense
that the private sector is more flexible and can re-
spond to change more quickly.

One of the problems is a condition the unions
won when the Tonkin Labor Government was in
office. The unions wanted, and received, a con-
dition that provided that if an employee of the
MTT was rostered for Sunday but became ill and
could not turn up for work, someone else would be
rostered in his place, but the first person would
still get paid double time and so would his re-
placement. The Minister can just imagine the cost
structure involved in that excercise. I point out,
however, that I know the system has not been
abused.

Mr Grill: You should see some of the lurks in
Westrail.

Mr RUSHTON: This is the sort of thing that
works against the MTT ever being able to make
any progress in reducing its deficit. I personally
approve of having the private sector operate some
of the peripheral services, Every time I made the
suggestion, however, it was thrown back at me
that it would be necessary for the MTT drivers to
be used. The union would not have it any other
way. We need to break out of this deficit spiral,
but we will not be able to do so unless we move
away from this fixed situation of a Government-
run service being provided by the MTT. The same
people could be employed and they could belong
to the same union. They need to be able to re-
spond more quickly to change. if it was necessary
to change a certain route or service, when i was
Minister, the MTT had to give the drivers three
months' notice. It is impossible to run a flexible
service in that way.

I point out to the Minister that I am interested
in the progress of the transport system. I admire
the people who are working in it, including man-
agement and employees. Their morale is high.

I do not believe the Government should have
reopened the Fremantle-Perth railway; indeed,
that was a political decision which is costing a
great deal of money. When one takes that service
as a proportion of the three services, it can be seen
it is costing approximately $6 million. When the
Liberal Party returns to office we will need to de-
cide what to do about the Fremantle-Perth rail-
way line. I believe the best alternative would be to
move quickly to provide a replacement pro-
gramme for vehicles. It is not easy to find a rail
vehicle which is lighter and less costly than those
used currently.

When I was Minister I made a determination
that the unions would take part in that study of a
replacement service and I believe that was evident
from the report. I wanted the unions to be
involved in all these examinations and studies.
When I saw the union representatives from time
to time they tended to be negative rather than
positive. They did not believe we could think
about new vehicles and a future for railways. If
we get a new type of vehice-a light vehicle
which is manned by one driver-we will have a'
more efficient service.

Manning is the main factor in the cost of
running public transport. Let us face it, the
largest portion of the costs involved in operating
the railway service is wages.

The Minister agreed to give the MIT deficit a
hike of about $2 million, so obviously he is under
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political pressure to do so. A Labor Minister for
Transport has a most difficult task because the
unions have great expectations and the Minister is
vulnerable. The unions have a great deal of influ-
ence and the Minister's endorsement can be taken
away. Therefore, a Labor Minister for Transport
must feel that he is under threat. However, the
Minister should not take it out on me. He has
runs on the board to observe. He knows we left in-
itiatives behind for him to work on. I hope when
the Minister leaves the Transport portfolio he will
leave something for his successor to work on.

It is very difficult to contain the deficit. I had
that challenge and I worked at it. In the last two
years I was Minister, the Transport portfolio had
the best record for holding down costs of all de-
partments. As far as I was concerned that was
success, but it is all relative. Because the Minister
had only just taken up the Transport portfolio, he
did not have the opportunity to review the figures
as closely as I did. It is obvious the deficit should
not have been so great, but I appreciate the Min-
ister's situation.

Mr SPRIGGS: I draw the Minister's attention
to a minor aspect of the deficit. The Minister for
Education, who is not here tonight, may have
pulled a swiftie on the Minister for Transport in
this respect. This matter relates to the area I rep-
resent. We had a very successful and co-operative
system by which pupils from Karragullen,
Roleystone, and surrounding areas, were
transported to Kelmscott High School, the new
Roleystone District High School, and the
Roleystone Primary School. That transport ser-
vice was taken out of the Education Department
and handed over to the MTT. The deficit for that
service under the Education Department was
$38 000. When the responsibility for that service
was transferred to the MIT, a replacement ser-
vice had to be provided and two buses were sup-
plied at a cost of considerably more than the
$38 000 which was the cost of the school bus ser-
vice provided by the Education Department. In
addition, the two buses which were provided for
the service are not covering the same area or
doing the same job as that of the previous school
bus service.

Recently I was disappointed in the Minister's
behaviour. The member for Dale arranged for us
to discuss with one of the departmental officers on
the site the problems 25 children in a more
sparsely populated area of Karragullen and
Roleystone were experiencing because they do not
get a service with the new MIT bus service.

An arrangement was made for an official from
the MIT to attend the site to discuss the matter
with the headmaster of the Roleystone District

High School and the parents and to have a first-
hand look at the area which was being disadvan-
taged. I believe that has been the policy of the
MIT for many years. When approached, the
MTT has been only too co-operative and officials
have gone out and looked at an area to see
whether something could be done about it if it
was within their scope.

However, at the last minute the Minister saw
fit to cancel that arrangement and the parents
and people involved, including the member for
Dale and myself, were given that information
when we arrived at the appointed time. That sort
of discourtesy does neither the MTT nor the Min-
ister any good. It is of interest now to find that
the Education Department's deficit from the pro-
vision of that hus service has been so calmly
handed over to the MTT and certainly the cost of
the service must have increased. The service had
operated satisfactorily for 17 years, but it was
abandoned, and the MIT is now picking up the
tab for something which was and is the responsi-
bility of the Education Department

Perhaps we must say the Minister for Edu-
cation was a little more slick in his operation than
was the Minister for Transport who let that hap-
pen. I ask the Minister to reconsider his decision
not to allow an officer from the MIT to meet
with interested parents, the member for Dale, and
me.

Mr Grill: There is no problem about that.

Mr SPRIGGS: The problem is there. The Min-
ister cancelled the meeting at the last minute.

Mr Grill: I did not cancel anything. I merely
said that if you, as a member of Parliament, want
to take officers of the MTT out into your elector-
ate for various purposes, you should show me the
courtesy of notifying me and asking me whether
that is permissible.

Mr SPRIlGGS: Let me say that that courtesy
was shown. The arrangements were made and
surely the Minister will accept it when I tell him
that it was the suggestion of the Minister for Edu-
cation at a previous meeting that we should get
together.

Mr Grill: Well, maybe there were some crossed
wires, but all you need to do is to ask me in the
House one day, "is that okay?" and I will say,
"Yes".

Mr Rushton: I have written up the issue under
an item, because it is very important and it was a
grave discourtesy.

Mr Grill: Well, you need to show some courtesy
to me.
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Mr SPRIGGS: I can assure the Minister there
was no thought of discourtesy. The problem was
between the different people involved with
transport. The previous Minister for Transport
would have spoken to this Minister about the
matter. However, the remarks were extremely dis-
courteous. We can live with his little digs at us;
but he was discourteous to the other people
involved, and that disappointed me.

I must correct something I said that was re-
corded in Hansard. Several weeks ago I referred
to the losses incurred on the fantasy railway line
to Fremantle. I said I believed it cost every house-
hold in the State £20 per week but I meant to say
it cost $20 per year. I stand by that figure because
it represents the amount the line is costing every
family in WA to maintain.

Mr GRILL: Last year in real terms the
transport deficit increased by nine per cent. By
and large over the last decade MTT deficits have
increased more than the rate of inflation, It is a
worrying matter, and I know it concerns the pre-
vious Minister for Transport as it concerns me.

The major reasons for the deficit increase be-
tween last year and this year relate to wage and
salary award increases; increases in the costs of
fuel, including the Federal excise; additional leas-
ing charges associated with the acquisition of re-
placement buses; and the expected increases in
costs of spare parts and services. We spend
roundly $100 million on public transport in the
metropolitan area each year and we will probably
get back about 35 per cent of that from the fare
box this year. The recovery 10 years ago was
about 50 per cent. The level of recovery has fallen
and continues to fall. I do not know what we can
do about that, because at the same time patron-
age on buses has fallen in real terms. It seemed to
have been stemmed last year, which may have
been due to the fair amount of publicity in that
year. I know the member for Dale is a little scep-
tical about advertising, and quite honestly I do
not know whether advertising works.

Mr Rushton: You get more people but not
necessarily cost effectiveness.

Mr GRILL: I do not know that the advertising
is cost effective, but certainly more work will be
spent on that area this year. From figures I have
received this year it does not seem that the adver-
tising is cost effective. Patronage of buses seems
to be down and patronage on trains generally
seems to be up. I am not talking about the Perth-
Fremantle line only. We are looking at a blow-out
in the deficit. It is not a new thing and it will
probably go on for some time.

The Figures quoted by the member for Dale
tend to be a bit frightening. By the end of this
decade the accumulated deficit is estimated to be
in excess of $1 000 million. That is a frightening
prospect, especially when the productivity of the
MTT is taken into account. I had some figures
taken out recently which indicate that pro-
ductivity within the MTT has fallen by 19 per
cent over the last 20 years.

Whereas about 20 years ago we used approxi-
mately 550 buses to transport people around
Perth, we now use closer to 900 buses to transport
the same number of people. That does not mean
to say that bus drivers are not working hard.
Many factors are involved, such as the spreading
of the metropolitan area. It is now harder to get
around some of the roads. In areas where one bus
was sufficient 10 years ago, we might need two
nowadays. More can be said about these factors.
it is one of the few areas where productivity has
decreased rather than increased.

The other worrying factor is that the proportion
of the travelling public using public transport is
less and less each year. This appears to be a fairly
chronic situation. Even last year, when we
stemmed the decrease in the real number of
people travelling on public transport as a pro-
portion of the travelling public, the proportion
was still well down.

It is a concerning matter and one which will
need some fairly radical answers. A solution is
hard to implement because of the entrenched pos-
ition of the workers. They do not want to see their
industry tampered with; they automatically feel
fearful for their take home pays and their futures.

I do not necessarily agree with what the mem-
ber for Dale had to say about the work force. It
seemed to me as though he wanted to screw them
down, but I do niot think we can do that. We must
bring in a rational plan over a certain number of
years. Five years is an arbitrary period, but it is
the period I have picked.

We have to set our goals, and from the start we
will bring the work force into the consultations.
We have to consult with them on how we might
attain our goals and on a whole range of other
matters. We may then look towards reducing the
deficit, but as long as we have a distrustful work
force on the one hand and a fairly fearful execu-
tive on the other we will not get too far.

My efforts so far in bringing them together
have not been as successful as I had hoped. There
are some signs that we can do Something in that
area. It is probably a matter that cuts across
party lines to some extent and it may be that we
can co-operate. The situation is really worrying if
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the projections of the co-ordinator general's
office are correct as they were explained to us this
evening.

The member for Gascoyne was a bit extrava-
gant in his criticism of me. Perhaps in some re-
spects he was correct. I suppose he was correct in
respect of the MTT bus drivers and operators re-
ceiving a pay increase of $13.40 a week soon after
the Government got into power. I will not go into
all the reasons for that. There were political
reasons as well as the nexus with Victoria-there
were all sorts of reasons. It would have been pol-
itically unacceptable not to grant the increase.

The reopening of the Perth-Fremantle railway
line will blow the deficit out to some extent, but
not to anywhere near the extent mentioned by the
member for Gascoyne. I-e was a little less ex-
travagant than the member for Dale who
suggested the Figure of $6 million. We must ac-
cept the figures of the transport economists in the
co-ordinator general's office. I am proud of those
competent people. The previous Government
needs to be congratulated for building up such a
level of expertise in that office. We need to accept
their figures when they say that the net cost to the
taxpayer in year one for the Perth-Fremantle line
will be $1.6 million. We must give that estimate
some credence.

Mr Rushton: We are talking about different
figures. I am sorry.

Mr GRI LL: I know we are talking about differ-
ent figures.

Mr Rushton: You are talking about the added
on costs due to the replacement.

Mr GRILL: I will deal with that added on cost
in a minute. We must give some credence to that.
We should consider the cost to the taxpayer which
includes $0.8 million for refurbishing costs. We
can play politics about the rest of it from time to
time if we want to. The member for Dale men-
tioned a figure of $6 million which is an added on
cost. If we look at it in a very simplistic way, we
can take the cost of running the system and divide
it by three; then the Perth-Fremantle line is cost-
ing us $6 million. That is far too simplistic be-
cause it does not take into account the fact that
the avoidable costs are much different. If we look
at the avoidable costs we will not reduce the over-
all Figure. Avoidable costs are one thing, added on
costs are another, the costs to the taxpayer are
something else again, and the amount of money
the MTT pays to Westrail for providing the ser-
vice is something else yet again. We have four ig-
ures, each of which is legitimate in its own way.
We need to give some credence to the Figures
presented by the Co-ordinator General of

Transport and his very able staff appointed by the
Previous Government.

Mr Rushton: Would you agree that in the
future you do not need to get the terms for the
last 12 months?

Mr GRILL: I just treated that as a bit of fun.
Mr Peter Jones: We need to get the Premier to

tell you to pull your head in like he told the
Leader of the House.

Mr GRILL: I do not know where the member
for Darling Range is headed, but I can explain to
him that where the MTT is offered a bus run by
the Education Department the Mfl takes on the
contract on a paying basis. I think that fixes one
of the matters he dealt with.

Mr Rushton: One of their best customers!
Mr GRILL: The other matter was the meeting

at the Roleystone school. If members of Parlia-
ment are going to use officers from my depart-
ment, please just ask me first, that is all, and
there will be no trouble providing them.

The member for Gascoyne had a query about
what appeared to be inconsistent figures in the
Estimates. I think I have the explanation for it. If
we go over to the section on WAGR, the first fig-
ure the member for Gascoyne queried, on the bot-
torn of page 167, is $ 15 28 3 000. He then referred
to the figure on page 168 of $10 678 000 and said
the figures do not tally. I think the answer to that
is that the two figures need to be added together.
One is a figure for salaries and the other is a fig-
ure for other services. If they are added together,
they come to the $25 million figure 1 gave the
member.

Mr Laurance: They almost do. That is why I
asked the question. There is some discrepancy.

Mr GRILL: I can check that out, but I think
the member will find some discrepancy for some
reason or another.

Mr Rushton: You might find the answer is that
a different period was involved.

Mr GRILL: It could be.
Mr Laurance: The other Figure I referred to

was on page 164.
Mr GRILL: I am about to give the member

that figure. On page 164 the figure he referred to
was $21 878 000 which I think needs to be added
to the $5 million for maintenance of track and fa-
cilities. If those two figures are added together
they equal $27 million. Maintenance of track is
probably about $4 million and other facilities
which belong to the MTT probably make up the
other SI million or so. That is probably the
answer, but I will check it out for the member.
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Mr Laurance: I would like the Minister to
cheek it out. It conflicts, though not to a great ex-
tent, with the figure I quoted. Harnsard has taken
my papers on that section since I finished speak-
ing, so I do not have the question the Minister
answered with me. You gave another figure on
the break-up of Westrail. It would be recorded in
Hansard earlier. Westrail recouped from the
MTT approximately $25 million.

Mr GR ILL: That one is easy to answer. That is
the sum of those two figures I mentioned earlier.

Mr Laurance: I have done the sums.
Mr GRI LL: Are they slightly different?
Mr Laurance: Yes.
Mr GRILL: I think basically that is the

answer. It is in round figures.
Item 1: Amount required for Services for the

year-
Mr RUSHTON: 1 want to relate my remarks

to a situation which was raised with the Minister
a moment ago. An MTT traffic man was to come
to Roleystone. I arranged the meeting with the
MiT a week ahead. This was consistent with pol-
icy when I was Minister for Transport. When I
arrived at the meeting I discovered it was off.

The Minister was sitting opposite me on the
Thursday and he said nothing about his direction
to stop the meeting. I thought this was very rude.
This made me and the representative very cross
and the people were very disappointed. For a
week we had organised it and we did not know
until we arrived at the school and heard that the
headmaster had received news that it was off. It
was a very distressing situation and I hope it does
not happen again. It was not a political ma-
noeuvre on our part. The MTT has had meetings
on other matters and there has been no problem.
This did not relate to policy; it was a traffic mat-
ter.

There has been a blow-out of $6 million in the
suburban rail costs this year with about $1 million
increase in fares collected. It costs six times as
much to transport a passenger on rail as on a bus.
I was distressed with the Minister making such
political decisions. We got the Perth-Fremantle
line back and now realise it is very costly. It is so
much mnore expensive to have an empty or par-
tially empty train than it is to have a partially
empty bus. I will not prolong that point.

Referring to the Roleystone meeting, we could
have had Mr Reynolds or someone else at that
meeting. I would appreciate an apology from the
Minister. This is about the only place where I can
openly ask him for one. I have written to him
seeking a response on this matter.

Mr Grill: I think I have written to you. I ap-
preciate that we have got our wires crossed and I
apologise.

Division 78 put and passed.
Division 79: Western Australian Coastal Ship-

ping Commission, $15 769 000-
Mr LAURANCE: First of all, we are looking

at the deficits and quite a bit of the discussion we
have had on transport so far has concerned defi-
cits. The deficit for State shipping has increased
this year, although the magnitude is much less
than it is for other transport agencies. It is some-
thing like seven per cent. If we had only a seven
per cent deficit for the MTT or Westrail we
would not be so critical.

Mr Grill: In real terms, it is a decrease of two
per cent.

Mr LAURANCE: They have done a good job!
I note while on this Division that a new ship

will be coming and presumably that will replace
the Kimberley. H-Iopefully it will take bigger
cargoes and make a larger profit. It always con-
cerns me that in order to maintain the deficit or
constrain the deficit, we are going into an area for
which the State shipping service was not estab-
lished. I think its primary role should be to serve
the ports of this State and particularly the ports
in the north of the State. However, its role has
diminished because the roads have improved. My
own home town of Carnarvon, which formerly
utilised Stateships, has switched to the road ser-
vice because it has improved.

The Pilbara does not have anywhere near the
same service and when the roads are completed in
the Kimberley-particularly the national highway
between Halls Creek and Fitzroy Crossing-the
East Kimberley will be serviced by road transport.
Already to a large extent the East Kimberley
utilises interstate road transport. Nevertheless, we
will be waiting to see how that new ship performs.
I have been a little critical of its naming because I
think the Government used the situation to pro-
mote a political philosophy. It disappointed many
people who felt they were losing the Kimberley
which was a name with which they felt an associ-
ation and gaining a name with which they did not
think they could associate.

I am not being critical in any way of the person
after whom the shi p was named; she is a lady who
has gained an international reputation. However,
I think there were many other ways in which the
Government could have honoured her. The ship
has been called the Irene Greenwood. Many
people in the Kimberley have asked, "Who is
she?"
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Mr Clarko: She is quite an interesting writer
and she has had a lot to do with the peace move-
ment in Australia.

Mr LAURANCE: This lady is elderly and I do
not want to criticise her at her great age, but the
Government decided to honour her in this way. I
am sure the Minister for Health would agree that
a hospital could have been named after her.

Mr Clarko: She has been a long-term supporter
of the Labor Party, hasn't she?

Several members interjected.
Mr LAURANCE: I would like to move on

from that subject because I have made my point.
I would be quite happy to take up the matter, but
I do not really want to: the point has been made
publicly. I just think it is wrong for this matter to
be traded around and to become the subject of
insults across the Chamber.

Several members interjected.
Mr LAURANCE: The Kimberley may go off

the run. I am aware that the State shipping ser-
vice is endeavouring to find extra cargo outside
the State, or a continuation of the northern run. If
it is successful. I presume the Kirmberley will stay.
I assume also that the new ship will not go to the
north of the State.

Mr Grill: No.
Mr LAURANCE: The Kim~berley has made

only one visit to the Kimberley port and that is a
matter of some regret for the people there. They
feel any new ships might provide a better service
for them. Nevertheless, I will be interested to
see how the system shapes up when the new ship
comes on stream. I note the point made in the
annual report of the co-ordinator general that the
leasing arrangements are more satisfactory be-
cause of the change in the situation with the
interest rates. There is a surplus of shipping and a
bigger ship can be leased at a lower rate.

I wish to make one other point about the north-
west and that concerns the port of Derby. The
Minister has just released a report of the
recommendations. This report about the future of
the port of Derby was put in place some months
ago and the people of Derby are concerned about
it. I was in Derby only a few days ago and it
appeared likely that the Mobil agency would close
down. The residents have been waiting to ascer-
tain details of the future of the port. It is a diffi-
cult time, although the people of Derby expected
it would not be beer and skittles for them. How-
ever, from the statement which has been made, it
appears likely that the port will be abandoned. OF
course, the people involved are looking for some
lead about the time it will take for the Public

Works Department to do the study. The Minister
for Transport has mentioned publicly that an at-
tempt is being made to ascertain the cost of an
alternative pore at Black Rocks. I know these
things do not come cheaply, but from the point of
view of Derby as a major centre in West
Kimberley, an alternative is important. There are
many wells programmed for next year and the fol-
lowing year so hopefully we will be able to in-
crease the tonnages coming out of that area.

There are other possibilities which were
referred to by the Minister when he made his
public statement a few days ago. The other ports
will also require upgrading and Broome and
Wyndham will need additional work which will
involve a considerable amount of cash. The people
of Derby of course are anxious to have an alterna-
tive, but until the cost and the likely future ben-
efits are ascertained, no action can be taken. The
people have made the point that it is very import-
ant and they are hoping that the money will be
available in such a way that they will get an
alternative port in the future.

Mr CRANE: I would like to make one com-
ment I have made to previous Governments, but
unfortunately it fell on deaf ears. However, I will
make it again-

Mr Grill: Hansard is under tremendous press-
ure at the moment, so I think if we can keep our
comments short, we will do Hansard a good turn.

Mr CRANE: Regarding Stateships, I would
like the Government to have another look at the
situation of possibly carrying a few passengers on
these vessels. I know it is not necessary for the
areas in the north to be served by passenger vessels
such as the old Kybra, Kaolinda, and the Blue
Funnel Line of many years ago. If one has a look
at the Knutsen Line, one will ind that it carries 12
passengers to various parts of the world on its
Bak ke Li ne. The reason for carryi ng 12 passengers
only is that if more than 12 are carried, a doctor is
required on board. I believe a useful service could
be provided. I am not asking that it be necessarily
a cheap service or one which must be subsidised.

I am asking for a service of this kind because
the north-west coast of Australia is one of the
finest places I know. At times it can be rough, es-
pecially in the cyclone season, but it is very pic-
turesque and it would be most suitable for tour-
ism. Providing a service could be made available
for passengers and the service did not have to be
subsidised by the Government, I believe that it is
well worth looking at this possibility. It would be
a very useful holiday for those people who did not
want to belong to the jet set; they could enjoy a
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very restful time and see the interesting sights in
the north.

I remind the Minister that I raised this matter
with the previous Government. One of the disap-
pointing things is that many comments made in
this Chamber even though they are construc-
tive-do not go any further. I ask the Government
to look at my proposal because there are a lot of
people in the community who would be quick to
use such a service if it were available.

Mr RUSHTON: I have checked the possibility
of the intoduction of a passenger service as pro-
posed by the member for Moore. In years gone by
people paid 3 l os for a Stateships' trip to Albany.
Everyone who has had anything to do with
transport must realise that a passenger service
Cannot operate economically and it has to be
subsidised.

I would like to express my congratulations and
pleasure for the work that has been done by the
WA Coastal Shipping Commission and by the
General Manager of Stateships. I mention also
the work that has been undertaken by their staff.
I would also mention the Chairman of the MTT
and the employees who gave me great loyalty dur-
ing my time as Minister; I am sure that the pres-
ent Minister is receiving this loyalty.

The previous Government introduced a strategy
that allows for a four or five year programme in
order that Stateships will break even within that
time.

The recent introduction of a larger ship to
Tasmania and the east coast is part of the strat-
egy. The service was introduced about one week
after the Minister took over his portfolio of Minis-
ter for Transport.

I suggest that unless some unusual circum-
stance arises, the Stateships' Kim berley service
will not be able to continue. I understand that this
service is presently breaking even.

Mr Grill: It made a profit last month.
Mr RUSHTON: The new shipping service that

has been introduced should make a profit, but the
other two services that operate will not change.
The previous Government found that the ships
were not making their way as common carriers
and as a result thcy concentrated on bulk freight.
The Western Australian Coastal Shipping Com-
mission deserves great credit for its achievements.

The fact that the previous Government
introduced leasing arrangements has resulted in
financial flexibility, and the service has not re-
mained static as it was. As roads have been built
in the north the demand for the shipping service
has decreased. Most of the small items that were

carried by ships are now handled by road
transport.

As the member for Moore has stated, there is a
great attraction for the Staceships to carry pass-
engers.

Once again I pay tribute to the Western Aus-
tralia Coastal Shipping Commission and the work
undertaken by the general manager. He really is
one of those people who can tackle any problem
and he always succeeds in finding the right sol-
ution. I would suggest to the Minister that if we
do break even in about five years, we should have
a joint party.

Mr GRILL: We seem to be in agreement on
most of the elements of this item. I indicated that
the Government is looking For extra trade for the
Kim berley because if we can keep it on we will.
The cost of commissioning a ship is high and
strangely enough, the cost to decommission a ship
is about S800 000 and it is a cost that we can
avoid if we Find more work for it. No doubt the
people in the Kimberley are happy to have a ship
bearing the name the Kimberley.

Mr Laurance: The people in the Gascoyne and
the Pilbara do not have a lot to do with the ship-
ping service, but the people in the Kimberley do.

Mr GRILL: Cabinet has now endorsed the re-
port on north-west ports and, as soon as we can
find the money, we will undertake work at the
port of Derby. We will be undertaking an assess-
ment of Black Rock. There is no allocation for
money to be spent there in this financial year and
we may have to wait until the next financial year
before we can proceed. However, I will look at the
situation.

In respect of passenger ships on the coast, we
will be looking at the prospect. It will involve the
celebration of the anniversary of the State ship-
ping service in a year or two's time. I have dis-
cussed this with the manager of Stateships and I
am sure we will have a lot of north-westers. on
board. However, it will only be for one trip.

Division 79 put and passed.
Division SO: Western Australian Government

Railways Commission, $244 900 000-
Mr LAURANCE: The Treasurer seems to

have set out this Budget so that the Opposition
can agree on one section and have an argument on
the next. We agreed with the Western Australian
Coastal Shipping Commission Division but in re-
gard to this Division it is a different picture.

The Government has been under a lot of press-
ure from the union. The Westrail deficit has in-
creased from $46 million to $70 million;, the
biggest dollar increase in the history of Westrail.
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It has been quoted to me that on two other oc-
casions there have been bigger percentage in-
creases but this is a substantial increase indeed.

The Government must get on top of that situ-
ation. The Minister has said he will turn it around
in a five-year period. All the better for the State if
he Can, but it is not a very good way to start with
a blow-out of $24 million in one year. He is say-
ing it will come back to break-even point, but in
the first year it has gone the other way. We would
like him to show us some progress in reducing the
deficit before he is critical of the previous
administration.

I. refer now to the corporate plan which will
shed about 2 000 jobs. There are several scenarios
with various figures. relating to the shedding of
jobs, but let us take a global figure of 2 000.

Mr Grill: That is the mare extreme scenario.
Mr LAURANCE: I think one of the figures is

about 2 000, and one is below.
Mr Grill: There are three altogether.
Mr LAURANCE: The most severe is over

2000.
Mr Grill: That is right.
Mr LAURANCE: I hope the Minister's con-

sultation works; I am not saying it is a bad thing,
but it must be implemented very sensitively. Our
approach was to work away at the problem and
keep reducing the figure by various moves. The
Minister has said the number could be as many as
2 000. It was a very dramatic announcement and
it made the front page of one weekend newspaper,
and it looks bad. The Minister cannot say that on
the one hand he wants Westrail to be more com-
petitive and on the other that there will be no
shedding of labour. The Minister has been quite
open and that may have caused him a little pain
when making that statement.

Now the Minister will endeavour to implement
the corporate plan. He will need to do that be-
cause the problem must not keep on going the
way it is this year. Some particular factors have
affected it. especially the downturn in trade. No-
one knows that better than members on this side
of the Chamber; there has been a downturn in
economic activity. That has had an impact on
Westrail's budget but not to the extent of $24
million, so the Government still has a lot to
answer for. The only way to get on top of the
problem is by a relentless drive to keep the deficit
down.

The way in which the corporate plan is im-
plemented will be crucial to a number of people in
different areas. Those scenarios impact heavily on
country towns. The Minister indicated in answers

to questions in the Parliament that Narrogin,
Katanning, and Albany could be affected. They
are not the only towns but they could be worst af-
fected by the corporate plan. When labour is
being shed one must look at its impact on various
areas. Ten people can be taken out of the metro-
politan region and they may be absorbed in other
jobs in that region. However, if 10 people are
taken out of a country town, 10 families move out
as well. I do not need to tell the Minister the ef-
fect that has because he is a country person as
well.

It can have a much greater proportionate effect
than it will in a major city. We are looking to the
Minister to implement any plans very sensitively
so there is minimal impact. Even when one says to
a large organisation that it should rationalise and
be more eff icent it is rather like looking at a hand
and saying, "Cut off the fingers". They tend to go
to the extremities and get rid of people here and
there rather than look at the mass. The Minister
cannot hope to chop off all the numbers out in the
sticks. Obviously he has to attack the problem
where most of the people are.

I believe deregulation has had a favourable im-
pact on the Westrail budget. It was a major piece
of planning and a result of the most comprehen-
sive planning in the State's transport history. It is
to the credit of the previous Minister than the ben-
efits are flowing to the consumers and the moni-
toring programmes have shown additional services
and decreases in costs in towns in the south-west.

A big proportion of users is satisfied with the
total service, and consumers have saved SI1I
million. That is a significant saving for the
transport users of this State. The Government has
a responsibility to support the concept and ensure
it works, and eventually to extend it. In no way
should it undermine it through the present in-
quiry. I believe that is window-dressing to keep
faith with the unions. It should not be used as a
vehicle or an excuse for pulling back on the
deregulation process. That is an historic move in
the transport industry in this State and one that
should be kept going.

I refer to the figures relating to deregulation
and the impact on the Westrail budget. I think
the Minister's figures are quite wrong. He re-
leased a Press statement a few days ago an 28
November and an article appeared in The West
Australian under the heading, "Report puts rail
freigh t loss a t SI S8m. " It sta tes-

Westrail lost more than $18 million worth
of freight to road transport in the first 12
months of the new land-freight policy.
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That is incorrect. I put out a Press release at the
same time which was partially used, but the fig-
ures were not used. I quoted figures the Minister
provided in answers to questions. The article went
on-

But cost savings-including operating
economies and staff reductions-lowered its
total loss attributable to the policy change to
$3.5 million.

Mr Grill: Who were they quoting?
Mr LAURANCE: 1 presume they were quoting

the Minister.
Mr Grill; Did it mention my name?
Mr LAURANCE: No, it does not. It appeared

under an article which carried the Minister's
name; this one does not.

Mr Rushton: It says 'Mr Grill" on the last line.
Mr LAURANCE: That is -right. The article

states-
" It is still too early to be certain that all

the current benefits can be sustained," Mr
Grill said.

The net effect of deregulation on Westrail's
budget has been positive. It has assisted Westrail.'
I want to record an answer the Minister gave to a
question I asked. He sta ted-

The overall effect of deregulation has been
assessed as a loss of $3.5m before taking ac-
count of Westrail's share of the operating re-
sults of Total Western Transport Pty Ltd.
However, this loss is expected to have been
$6.3m without formation of Total West and,
therefore, the saving assessed for formation
of Total West is $2.8m, again before taking
account of Total West's operating results.

It is not a loss of $3.5 million, but a gain to
Westrail of $2.8 million without taking into ac-
count profits from Total West that might accrue
to Westrail operations. I ask what will happen in
1983-84.

Mr Grill: Were you quoting me?
Mr LAURANCE: It was the answer to a

question. It indicated there was a loss to Westrail
through the policy. The users have gained $11
million and Westrail has gained $2.8 million,' but
it could be more. Either the Minister gave the
wrong Figures to the Press or they have
interpreted the figures incorrectly. I am not sure
which is the case.

Mr Grill. There have been two reports. Nos. 9
and 10, and a reinterpretation of the impact of
deregulation on Westrail. I will give the full fig-
ures later on.
(185)

Mr LAURANCE: Has report No. 10 not been
released?

Mr Grill: I have a copy and I have given Mr
Rushton a copy. The report is available and I
have tabled it.

Mr LAURANCE: I quote from the answer
given by the Minister as follows-

The savings attributable to formation of
Total West in 1983/84 are expected to range
from $3m to $6m, depending on the rate at
which surplus staff are reduced. The loss due
to deregulation is expected to range from
$3.5m to S0O5m.

Obviously there has been a net benefit to Westrail
because of the deregulation policy. That is most
important.

I turn to the question of grain freights which
have risen by more than 10 per cent this year.
This will impact heavily on the farmers who this
year have not had good finishing rains. In Fact,
the rains came at the wrong time-when the har-
vest was ready. The impact on the people whose
properties are furthest outside the system, par-
ticularly in the Yilgarn, will be such that they will
have difficulty meeting their freight rates. I know
that the Minister has sent representatives to see
what can be done about the situation, but obvi-
ously the 10 per cent increase will impact heavily.
Those people were prepared to pay an additional
figure, and I understand they offered five per
cent. The Minister's first negotiating point was
something like 15 per cent, and obviously 10 per
cent is a compromise figure. It will cause many
difficulties for a number of people.

My final point relates to the transport of goods
by charitable organisations. The Government took
away $ 10 000 worth of freight previously given to
Total West because it picked up the arrangement
made by the previous Government. I do not think
the Government should have done that. Organis-
ations such as charitable groups, churches, and
service clubs, sent clothing and other items from
country areas to the city, and the cost of the
freight was picked up by the Government. An an-
nouncement has been made that the Government
will no longer do that, and clothing and rood for
Christmas parcels, etc., will have to be paid for by
the organisation.

Mr Grill: The Treasury will pay that for those
organisations if they make application.

Mr LAURANCE: I think that is only fair.
Mr OLD: I have a few remarks about the

Wesirail situation. Before I make those remarks I
comment on the fact that we have reached the
stage where it appears that unless a member talks
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for 45 or 50 minutes on a subject he could clean
up in 20 minutes, he is not doing any good for
himself, his constituents, or the Chamber.

I noted that the Minister for Transport, with
some compassion, mentioned the situation with
regard to the Hansard reporters. During the time
I have been in this House I have never known a
period when the staff-not only the Hansard staff
but also the domestic staff and the Clerks-have
been nearer to exhaustion or revolt than today. I
think we all bear some of the responsibility for
that. This is the worst managed session of Parlia-
ment I have ever seen. The only people who can
take the blame are Government members. I recall
sitting in this House in a weary state one night
when the now Leader of the House stood up and
Filibustered for 21/ to three hours.

The CHAIRMAN: I have some sympathy for
what the member is saying, but I wonder whether
it is related to the matter in front of us and
whether the member will speak on that line first.

Mr OLD: I shall speak on the item. If the truth
hurts, I apologise.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Would the member
resume his seat. I am not quite sure what was
meant by that remark. I am trying to be lenient
and sympathetic to the point of view raised by the
member, which has nothing to do with the item in
front of us. I agree wholeheartedly with his com-
nments. However, I query whether the member will
spend the whole 30 minutes on that subject. I
hope he will come back to the item quickly.

Mr OLD: Two minutes so far. I will say no
more about it purely by your direction, Mr Chair-
man, because I do not want to be kicked out of
the Chamber.

Some two or three weeks ago I raised a
question on Westrail. Although the Minister has
since made a play about the fact that Westrail
was always going to tell us what would happen,
and it has always consulted with the unions, I find
this is a gross untruth. If it were not for a union
member in the country-who had heard that
Westrail was about to rape the country
staff-coming to me and making suggestions
about what might happen, which prompted my
question in the Chamber, we would not have
known anything about what would happen to
country staff in Westrail. I think the Minister
stands condemned for trying to cover up the com-
missioner's fault in not letting the public and the
unions know what the staff could expect. The
member for Gascoyne very briefly touched upon
the projected movement of staff in country areas.

I have been vitally interested in what is hap-
pening in the great southern. In answers to

questions, I find that in Katanning, for instance,
live guards, Five drivers, live firemen, six crew,
and two shunters will be removed from the town
by 1988. The other staff will be reduced from 25
to 15 by 1988. The contributing factor to the
stability of the country town will now be drasti-
cally reduced and, in fact, almost decimated.

In Narrogin, a town which in the past has been
acknowledged as almost relying on Westrail for
its existence, a total staff of 260 will be reduced to
almost nothing over the next five years. This is a
ludicrous situation and one which reflects very
badly on the present Government. It can say what
it likes about proposed economies introduced by
the previous Government and I am not denying
that. I am also not denying my acquiescence in
the necessity to introduce economies into
Westrail. However, it annoys me that while these
reductions are going on in the great southern,
there is big talk of "Bunbury 2000" and how the
Westrail staff will be built up in Bunbury. I can
assure the Minister that if it is the intent of this
Government to build up Bunbury and the
"Bunbury 2000" concept by reducing staff in the
great southern, it is in for a big shock.

It is about time we got down to some rationalis-
ation. There must be some rationalisation within
Westrail, not necessarily in Katanning and
Narrogin, but in Forrestfield, where the staff will
be concentrated and sent into country areas. This
staff could well be reduced with no deleterious ef-
fect on the country areas. Taking that same
number of people out of the country towns will
not only affect Westrail staff in the town, but also
everybody else, because it immediately impacts on
real estate values, local stores, and local agents. In
fact, the reduction in Westrail staff will have a
multiplier effect. This is similar to the result of
introducing a new industry, except that it results
in a shrinkage rather than a growth.

I appeal to the Minister, as a country person, to
realise that this has a serious effect on towns. He
should think again about this. I go along very
much with the thought of some type of rationalis-
ation. I go along with the concept of looking at
crews and at unit trains. However, these actions
can be taken without wrecking a town or a series
of towns.

I will say no more at this stage, the hour is late,
we have a problem with the staff of the Parlia-
ment, and I respect the request that something
should be done so that we do not weary them too
much. So I ask that serious consideration is given
to this and another look is taken at the rationalis-
ation plan to spread the decrease over the State.
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Mr TRETHOWAN: I want to take the oppor-
tunity to raise with the Minister a matter relating
to the new Westrail redundancy scheme. The wire
of a constituent of mine came to see me recently
about this particular scheme and its effect on her
husband. who is suffering currently from an ex-
tended period of illness. He has been employed by
Westrail since 1941, with the exception of three
years when he was away on war service.

Mr Grill: I do not want to cut the member
short, but if he is talking about exclusion from
that scheme, if he gives me details in writing, I
will see what I can do.

Mr TRETHOWAN: The reason 1 raised it is
that I understand the man is retiring tomorrow, or
today, in fact. I wanted to bring it to the Minis-
ter's attention before he retires. His wife came to
see me very recently.

Mr Grill: If you give me the details tomorrow I
will get on to it.

Mr RUSHTON: When one has been involved
with a subject for a long time, it is rather unfortu-
nate that when one reaches this time of night one
cannot speak at length as one would like to do.
But the Minister has recognised that he has been
making rather provocative statements. I quote a
statement he made to the member for Darling
Range, and I point out that these false answers
must be brought into the open. His statement was
rather insulting to the management of Westrail
because it did consult with the unions. I know it
did, because I was party to such consultation.

There is a deficit of $70 million this year. This
will have greater implications for the Labor
Government than it would have had with us. Most
of the progress with the railways has happened
since the coalition Governments have been in
power. 1 think too much is expected by the unions.
For my part I have the figure that about 2 000
people have left Westrail since I took over this
portfolio in 1978. The reduction was the result of
natural attrition. The policy has been that nobody
will be sacked. That was the policy of the previous
Government. The taxpayer is paying for that pol-
icy; that is what is happening. Since 1978 until
round about now there has been a rundown of
2 000 staff. Westrail is suggesting strategies to
Government to bring this deficit under control.

I will make a few remarks on the way in which
I. believe the deficit can be brought under control,
but the deficit of $70 million is too large. Westrail
believes it will not be able to effect some of the
savings it wants to, and therefore it will finish up
with a deficit of $70 million. Two years ago we
started with a debt of $36 million, with an esti-
mate of $48 million. The actual figure at the end

of the 1981-82 period was $35 million. We
screwed the thing as tight as possible, and that
was the result.

in 1982-83 the estimated deficit was $48
million, which allowed for increases in wages
above the figure provided for, and that was to be
compounded with the linking of the railways with
Victoria. Victoria does not have as efficient a rail-
way system as we have, and we were landed with
its inefficiencies. That shows that we would
have had a deficit of about $41 million without
that. On top of that we had $11I million extra for
the grain harvest freight, because more wheat
than estimated was shipped.

I had the figures up to February, but I would
have reviewed Westrail. finances in March to see
what had to be done to hold the deficit back. I do
not know if the Minister has had the opportunity
to do that, but $70 million is a great surprise
against the estimates I hold. The figures quoted
by the Minister a month or two ago indicated that
Westrail would break even in five or six years,
and my plan was to do that.

Mr Grill: This year might be something of an
aberration.

Mr RUSHTON: In the Midland Workshops
something has been done to hold the deficit, but it
will blow out if the work is not available, and it is
not this year. All that is happening throughout
the world is the loss of expertise at the managerial
level. We took that action but it does not keep the
rank and file employed. There is now talk about
building pipes at Midland, but that would take
work off the private sector and cause loss of jobs
in that sector. I used to assume a basic number of
wagons was built out there, but there will
certainly be a reduction in numbers this year.
There could be a loss of $20 million to $30 million
at the Midland Workshops this year, and as com-
pared with the private sector, that is the big chal-
lenge.

The Government has now reopened the
Bowelling-Bokal railway at a cost of $150000
with another $800 000 for resleepering in two
years. This certainly adds to the deficit.

Mr Grill: We have yet to make that decision.
Mr RUSHTON: The Minister is thinking of

reintroducing the passenger service to Albany and
that will cost another $500 000 and so it goes on.
However, they are not the hard decisions; the big
decisions relate to the numbers. It is pretty tough
when the media is attacking one, but in the past
the previous Government applied itself certainly
in an economic sense, and I amn sure the Minister
recognises that.
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The big issue is the union pressure. Westrail
made known its corporate plan a long time ago,
but bearing in mind what one has been hearing
recently, one would be forgiven for thinking that
it was something new and unique. Westrail is
involved in forward planning in order that it can
improve its efficiency. Indeed, that is why it is the
most efficient railway operation in Australia de-
spite the deficit.

I shall put alternative suggestions to the Minis-
ter as to how the deficit should be dealt with. I
cannot understand why the deficit is so large. I
would only be able to understand it if I were able
to talk to the Commissioner for Railways and ob-
tain the necessary information, but I am not en-
titled to do that, nor shall I try to do so. However,
the deficit is too high and the question is: How do
we reduce it? Experience helps in this regard and
I had four and a half years' experience in this
area. I am at the stage now where, if I were Min-
ister, I could take action, but the Minister must
work up to that situation.

I believe the Minister should appoint a mnanage-
ment board to which Westrail is answerable. We
would then go through the further commer-
cialisation of Westrail. We should be serious
about this. We should separate the social services
from Westrail so that it does not have to be con-
cerned with that cost and we should appoint a
board with a mixture of commercial people who
will run Westrail as a normal corporate operation.

I make that suggestion to the Minister, because
it is something which I would be in the process of
implementing were I the Minister. When one
looks at the deficit, one sees it is frightening.
When we were in Government we instituted a
number of economies in the transport area relat-
ing to the rail service to Albany, modernisation of
the Midland Workshops, deregulation, and the
like. Those moves were designed to reduce costs
and they achieved that end. However, they are not
enough.

The member for Gascoyne mentioned the last
report in respect of deregulation. I appreciated re-
ceiving a copy of that report last night. I have
read it and I have placed a question on Tuesday's
Notice Paper relating to it. I can only assume that
Westrail sent its information to the Transport
Commission at a very late stage for consideration
in its report. The information is there, and the Fig-
ures appear in the report. However, I should like
the Transport Commission to test those figures
and confirm them. It is the commission's report,
but the figures are quoted as Westrail's Figures.

Mr Grill: In the past there may have been some
disagreement between the two organisations.

Mr RUSHTON: That may have been the situ-
ation. One must arbitrate and find a solution. I
did that when I was Minister. I hope the Minister
gives the Transport Commission the opportunity
to review those figures, because it might be found
that they are not authentic from the Com-
missioner for Transport's point of view.

When the railways unions were involved in the
seminar they received the full information. They
received that information previously, not directly
from me, but from the Commissioner for Rail-
ways who had consulted with the unions.

Westrail will be convinced it will not be able to
make much progress now, because the unions
have the Labor Party and the TLC to turn to.
Westrail will not be able to get very far against
that combination. However, I would suggest to
the Minister that he leave Westrail and the unions
to sort out the initial report, but when the sub-
sequent report is issued in approximately March,
he should make a determination. Whatever de-
cision is made is a Government responsibility and
the sooner it is made the better, because there is
no hope for Westrail in this situation. It can only
show the Government the position. It has no hope
of making progress with the unions. After the
unions have been fully apprised of the situation at
various times-one occasion that comes to mind
related to a meeting at Narrogin-union rep-
resenitatives have sat in the front chairs and dis-
torted the facts. It is a very difficult matter to
deal with and I appreciate the situation.

I am keen that progress should be made. I am
very interested in watching what takes place in
the transport area. I acknowledge the Minister
has a difficult task, because he must deal with the
union power which is quite immense because
unions are involved with the Labor Party.

I congratulate and convey my best wishes to all
the people in the Minister's portfolio for what
they have achieved again this year and I wish
them well for Christmas and the New Year.

Mr GRILL: The member for Gascoyne made a
number of points and the one area to which I need
to reply is in respect of what appeared to him to
be divergent figures in relation to the effects of
deregulation on Westrail. I shall obtain a copy of
report No. 10 and when the member has read that
he will see there is some conflict between the pos-
ition of Westrail and the Transport Commission.

The member for Katanning-Roe made some
comments also and I appreciate what he had to
say about the reduction in Westrail staff in his
area. I have called for a full report on that. The
reductions are not necessarily related to the cor-
porate plan, although they are not unrelated
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either. As soon as I obtain the report-I under-
stand it arrived on my desk today-I shall apprise
him of the position.

I have undertaken to look into the matter raised
by the member for East Melville and I have
certainly taken on board the various remarks
made by the member for Dale.

Division 80 put and passed.
Division 81: Regional Development and the

North West, S1 151 000-
Mr LAURANCE: I record a commendation of

the retiring Director of the Department of Re-
gional Administration and the North West, Mr
Roy Hamilton. I thank the Minister for issuing an
invitation to me to attend a luncheon in his
honour which was held at Parliament House only
a few days ago. I had the privilege to work in as-
sociation with Mr Hamilton when I was Minister
in that portfolio for two years and I always ap-
preciated the assistance he gave me. He per-
formed a difficult task extremely well, not only as
a result of his training as a professional engineer,
but also because he was able to extend his
interests to help a number of people in various
areas, particularly the Isolated Children's
Parents' Association, the Stockmen's Hall of
Fame, and the like. He was involved in many of
those matters which are important to people who
live in the north and remote areas of the state.

I welcome the appointment of Dr Wally Cox,
who will take over as the new director. He has
always impressed me as a capable man through
my contacts with him when he was head of the
Department of Agriculture in Kununurra. He will
need all of the attributes he displayed in his pre-
vious job now that he has these new duties to
meet. He will now have a responsibility for a
wider sphere of influence than just agricultural
science, but I am sure he has the capacity to do as
well as the previous director.

I wonder whether the Minister could explain
the increase in item 4 from 529 000 in 1982-83 to
S227 000 for this year.

Mr GRILL: By and large 1 think it indicates a
provision for $107 000 to cover administrative
costs for "Bunbury 2000". I will pass the member
my notes so that he may peruse them at his
leisure.

Division 81 put and passed.
Divisions 82 and 83-Government Employees'

Housing Authority 110 843 000; Rural Housing
Authority, 1204 000-put and passed.

Division 84: Community Welfare,
$46071 000-

Mr HASSELL: I understand that a couple of
days ago the Minister instituted a system of
certificates in recognition of foster parents and
the work they do. I commend him for this action.
Foster parents are a group of people who have
given outstanding service to the community, so I
am delighted some recognition has been given,
simple as this is. In my own time as the respon-
sible Minister in this area, I would have liked
someone to put forward this sort of suggestion. I
took an interest in them at the time, but I never
managed to get to the point of introducing such a
scheme. The Minister has done a good thing.

Division 84 put and passed.
Divisions 85 to 87-Aboriginal Affairs Planning

Authority, $909 000; Aboriginal Cultural Material
Committee, $503 000; Youth, Sport and Rec-
reation, $4 514 000-put and passed.

Division 88: Mines, $21 490 000-
Mr MacKINNON: I echo the criticism the

member for Katanning-Roe directed at the
Government's handling of its legislative pro-
gramme this week. It is patently absurd that we
have had to sit here now for three nights in a row
well into the early hours of the morning only to
find on the third night that we are doing so in
order that the Government might get its Budget
through. Why could we not have done it on the
first day? The answer is that the Government has
bad managers in charge of the Chamber.

I have three important issues to raise on behalf
of people involved in the industry on which I am
the Opposition spokesman. The first point con-
cerns the transport of dangerous goods and the
regulations pertaining thereto.

Those regulations were disallowed in the Legis-
lative Council on 17 November on the motion of
the Hon. A. A. Lewis. There has been much toing
and froing in the media on this issue, so I want to
make the view of the Opposition quite clear so
that the people in the industry who are interested
can know exactly where we stand.

The point made by the Minister for Mines,
when he said that when we were in,~ Government
these regulations were accepted by us, is clearly
not true. The regulations were cornpleted by a
working party set up under our Government, but
they were not accepted by the Minister and in
fact were not presented to Cabinet. The present
Minister's repeated claims to the contrary are un-
true.

Further, it is also untrue for the Minister to tell
people that we are not interested in the successful
completion and adoption of regulations covering
the transport of dangerous goods. Clearly we are
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interested and we have some concern about the
particular regulations he has presented.

Our concerns centre around four main areas,
although a Fifth has come to light today. The first
of those concerns relates to inspection procedures
to be imposed by these regulations. Under these
new regulations, we will have a situation very un-
like that existing previously. Initially a person
involved in the bulk transport of fuel-a danger-
ous goods-has had to have one annual inspec-
tion, and that was carried out by a Department of
Labour and Industry officer.

The new regulations introduced by this Govern-
ment will require no more nor less than five
annual inspections-a 500 per cent in-
crease-conducted by three different authorities;
and should that person want to transport goods to,
say, Carnarvon, he will need nine licences. So we
have five annual inspections, three different
authorities, and nine licences. Clearly, bureauc-
racy gone mad.

A second example might be a person in Wiluna
who wants to call into town and pick up six 45
kilogram containers of propane. If he wants to do
that once a year, he will need to have his vehicle
inspected annually, he will need a special licence,
and he will need to carry the load according to the
regulations-patently absurd. Obviously a sledge-
hammer to crack a nut.

Our suggestion is not one of opposition, because
we have made the suggestion to the Minister for
Mines that he should reconsider the method of in-
spection, but not to the point of holding up the
regulations. All we want from the Minister is an
assurance that when he conducts his mid-year re-
view of the regulations, which he has given us to
understand he will carry out during 1984, he will
address those problems.

I repeat that the methods of inspection should
ensure, firstly, that a much more efficient and vi-
able scheme is implemented, and, secondly, that a
much less expensive method of the inspection is
undertaken.

The second point is the real key on which the
Opposition has based its rejection of these regu-
lations and that is the licence fee to be imposed.
For the 204 years of this State's history there has
been no such licence fee. Of course, we had a new
Government in February-a Government which
seemed to have a fixation with the raising of rev-
enue.

We spent one complete day here this week
talking about a brand new way in which this
Government was to collect revenue. Under the
proposal before us, the Government has proposed
a licence fee on the vehicles in question. That is

not to say they are not licensed for the road-they
are; and it is not to say the operators did not face
a 100 per cent increase in the level of that licence
fee this year-they did. But we are to have an ad-
ditional licence fee estimated to raise $96 000 this
year. That amount might be raised in a full year,
but I do not have the exact figures. it is of the
order of $96 000 which will be placed on top of
the expenses of people who have already faced
large fee increases. It is our view that there is no
need for the inclusion of the additional fee. If the
Minister had not been so obstructive as he usually
is and had accepted that small amendment to the
236 pages of regulations, they would now be in
force.

We put to the Minister in another place the as-
pect that if he reintroduced the regulations, all he
had to do to have them accepted was to take out
the fee of $65.00. It might seem a small amount
to him, but to many people in the industry, it is
high. It is the straw that would break the camel's
back. We suggest also in relation to this licence
fee that next year in the Minister's mid-year re-
view, he include consideration of the fee as a part
of that review. That is a constructive suggestion.
The regulations would not be made any less ef-
ficient, and they would still be able to be adminis-
tered and complied with. The only reason the fee
has been included is to make revenue and not to
make any safer the transport of dangerous goods.

The third point is that we ask the Minister to
undertake an urgent examination as part of his re-
view. We have 236 pages of regulations covering
the transport of dangerous goods, but you, Mr
Deputy Chairman (Mr Burkett), could go down-
town today and, if you had a "B"-class licence,
could drive around this State a $130000 rig with
dangerous goods. I do not question your ability as
a driver, but I am trying to indicate that it is okay
to have the best regulations in the world-236
pages of them-to make sure the container and
the vehicle are safe, but if the human element is
not looked after, the cart will be put before the
horse. We do not want the Minister at this late
stage to start rewriting the regulations to take
that aspect into account.

We do not believe the regulation on driver
training is necessary. We want the Minister to
show a lead to the industry by asking it to
introduce a voluntary code, and we want him to
do that quickly, now that these regulations look
like coming into place.

The fourth point we make to the Minister is
that there should be a phasing-in of the regu-
lations. Nowhere written in the regulations is any
provision to cover the total application of the
regulations so far as a phasing-in period is con-
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cerned. A commitment has been given that equip-
ment not affected by the 1977 amendments will
come under a five-year moratorium. The Minister
misleadingly came back to me in a letter today
and said that we were suggesting a two-year
moratorium. We do not want to make the situ-
ation any worse; we do not want to change the
moratorium issued by the Minister-we accept
and appreciate it. What we say is that the full im-
pact of these regulations as they are imposed on
the total industry, and particularly on the smaller
operator, should be phased in over two years. We
have not been irresponsible;, once again we are ac-
cepting his figure. We were asked by the industry
to make it Five years. We think that is too long a
period and that two years would be reasonable,
but we do not ask the Minister to include a two-
year moratorium in the regulations. We have said
that his giving us a written commitment will suit
us and the industry. We are not being obstructive.

I refer to a letter one constituent wrote to the
Hon. A. A. Lewis. The constituent quoted a fig-
ure of $130 000 as the amount he will have to
spend to comply with these regulations. 1 am sure
anyone would agree that that is a lot of money for
a small business to find in one year. To phase in
the regulations over two years is a reasonable re-
quest.

One of the final points I make is that when the
regulations are being reviewed for the reasons we
have put, we ask the Minister to address himself
to the differences still in place between the
national transport codes for dangerous goods and
the new code of the State. Industry representa-
tives today delivered to me a 12-page summary of
where the national code differs from our code.
The Minister has made great play or the fact that
this is why these regulations are being brought in.
In fact, on 17 November he said-

It is important, in my view, and in the view
of many honourable members of both sides of
the House, that there is much greater uni-
formity in terms of the licensing require-
ments in the transport industry throughout
Australia. It is intolerable for people to go
through one procedure in one State and have
to go through quite a different procedure
with different criteria in another State ..

We agree, and once again we do not want to be
obstructive by asking the Minister to rewrite all
the regulations. We merely ask him to address
himself through his departmental advisers to
those wrongs in his mid- 1984 review.

Another final point relates to our desire in the
whole issue of these regulations to be constructive
in our approach, not destructive. I do not think

there is anything to be gained as the Minister
would seem to want to do in his being critical of
us through the media and to reject and oppose
any suggestions we make. We are really asking
him now to make only one small amendment to
the regulations previously put in place and to give
us some undertakings that he will look into the
other areas of importance next year, and all will
be well.

Possibly the final point I would make is that it
is poor of the Minister to imply to the people in
the community that if the regulations had been in
place, the accident reported in the Press last week
would not have happened. Mr Deputy Chairman
(Mr Burkett), you and I know that these regu-
lations do not come into force until 90 days after
they are proclaimed, and that would be in April
for some and early February for others. It was
misleading in the extreme of the Minister to make
that sort of statement.

I would have liked this evening to make a de-
tailed assessment of the Federal Government's de-
cision on uranium mining. Mr Deputy Chairman,
your party has made a decision that again is
totally illogical in the extreme. I refer to The Aus-
tralian of yesterday's date. I will give two
quotations. One is from Mr Tony Grey of
Pancontinental Mining Ltd. and the other is from
the editor of that paper in line with the sentiments
I would express in much greater detail if time per-
mnitted and had Hansard not been under such
great pressure due to the mismanagement of the
Chamber by its leader. Mr Tony Grey had this to
say-

On the one hand, the policy claims that
uranium development is dangerous, but on
the other hand allows two existing mines and
one new mine to exist.

This represents hypocrisy in the extreme; it is il-
logical in the extreme. The editor went on to
say-

It is clearly nonsensical to approve of the
opening of what is likely to be the biggest
uranium mine in the world while insisting the
entire industry is in the process of being
phased out.

I could go on to explain in detail that Australia
has an estimated 20 per cent,' of the world's re-
sources. I could go on to give great detail of how
those resources are probably worth $23 000
million at present prices. I could go on to explain
the great potential of investment Opportunities
that would come to our country, the jobs they
would create, and the potential they have to cre-
ate much in the science and technology- based in-
dustries. Time does not permit this.
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The decision made by the ALP was an ex-
tremely short-sighted action. I turn to no other
than a publication put out by this Government
titled, "Energy for Western Australia gas pipeline
contract". Page 12 of that publication gives world
energy demand forecasts, and it says that the
share of nuclear power in providing world energy
demand will almost be as great as and will be in-
creasing faster at that time than coal. In fact, it
will be rapidly approaching the contribution to
world energy supplies of oil. The year 2000 is less
than 20 years away. Mr Deputy Chairman (Mr
Burkett), I hope that you and I will see it. By its
decision the Labor Party has tried effectively to
freeze us out of many of the opportunities which
could be created. There is no limit to the
opportunities which will be created, not only in
America where they are committed to the use of
nuclear energy, but also in Japan where they are
making strides in this area. Korea has planned to
have more than 40 nuclear reactors operating by
the year 2000. 1 could go into many other areas.

The point at issue is that the decision is a short-
term one when it could have been a decision
which had great long-term implications to the
benefit or our society.

I do not think our Premier or Prime Minister
realise that the uranium decision made by the
ALP is one which supports apartheid. It supports
apartheid because one of the major competitors in
the world uranium Field is South Africa. If we are
to move out of that marketplace, South Africa
will obviously move in, so in a pretty direct way
that decision will support apartheid.

Secondly, the impact that the decision is mak-
ing on resource development industries and poten-
tial investors in this country has been outlined by
people much more eloquent than I and in much
more detail.

My criticism of this issue does not rest solely on
the Prime Minister and the Federal Labor Party.
Of course, it sheets home directly to the Premier,
the ALP, and the Government of this State. It ab-
solutely amazed me to read in the Press what our
Premier did not have the gumption to say in
Western Australia; he had to go to South Aus-
tralia and in relation to the policy on Roxby
Downs and Veelirrie he said-

I voted for the policy and was one or the
people involved in drawing it up. There's no
question of that and anyone who says
otherwise isn't telling the truth.

The Premier stands condemned. Yesterday in this
Parliament, in response to a question by the mem-
ber for Joondalup, the Premier said in relation to
the Yeelirrie development, "I am glad it has not
started". That really made my blood boil. Mem-

bers can rest assured that when a Liberal-
National Country Party Government returns to
office both at the national and State levels, that
project will proceed and we will look to the long-
term future of this country. We will support
uranium mining with proper safeguards ror the
benefit of all people in this world, and we will
play what will be seen to be and should be, a re-
sponsible role in supplying some of the major
energy needs of the world beyond the year 2000.

My final comment in this area relates to mining
royalties. Prior to and at the election the Govern-
ment made a great promise. Mr Deputy Chair-
man, you are well aware of the time when your
party and your colleagues in Opposition were viol-
ently critical of us in the Government in relation
to royalties. In fact, the Labor Party made an
election commitment in the mining area as fol-
lows-

A Labor Government will hold an inquiry
into the most appropriate way of determining
royalties and the appropriate levels for
royalty rates.

The Premier, after prompting from me, on 12
August was galvanised into action and announced
that inquiry-I might say, in passing, after no
consultation with the industry which it was going
to impact upon. I asked questions on 12 October
and 25 October which indicated that nearly eight
10 nine weeks later the inquiry had been forgotten
and the person to carry out the inquiry was not
even appointed. The position has only just been
advertised.

My point is that once again we see the priorities
of this Government are taxation for raising rev-
enue. I have already referred to that in one in-
stance. We spent Tuesday and part of Wednesday
debating another area of that fixation, and here is
yet another. All we are concerned about is the
Government, and it seems the Government is only
concerned about raising revenue. The most im-
portant task of reviewing royalties, a very import-
ant one, is given a very low profile indeed.

We also put strongly to the Government that
the review group should include industry rep-
resentation. It will include a director who will be
employed for three years and who will be assisted
by two public servants. We are not critical of pub-
lic servants, but obviously if the royalties inquiry
is to be effective, it needs industrial representation
thereon. To do what the Government is now do-
ing-increasing mining tenement fees and making
changes in this area-is really pre-empting the
job that the committee will do. It is not paying
great respect to the people who will be involved
therein.
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I would have liked to have spent a deal more
time outlining those three issues, but the poor
management of this Chamber has not given me
that opportunity.

Mr Tonkin: I appreciate your co-operation.
Mr CRANE: The hour is very late and I be-

lieve we have been very unreasonable not only to
Hansard, but also to the entire staff of Parliament
House, and I move that the debate be adjourned.

The CHAIRMAN: The member cannot move
that. He must move that I report progress.

Progress

Mr CRANE: I move-
That you do now report progress and seek

leave to continue this debate at the next day's
sitting.

Motion put and negatived.

Committee Resumed

Mr CARR: I rise very briefly on behalf of the
Minister who would normally have been handling
this section of the Estimates. The Minister is un-
able to be here this morning. I merely indicate to
the member for Murdoch that I will ensure his
comments are referred to the Minister for Mines
for his consideration.

Division 88 put and passed.
Division 89: State flatteries, $3 726 000-
Mr MacKINNON: I wish to make just a brief

comment on the State Batteries, although it is one
of condemnation of the Government. Prior to the
election the Government said that one of its
priorities would be to improve the mining, milling,
and treatment technology, and that more money
was needed for research. It said assistance would
be given to the WA School of Mines to take on
research in these areas. It said funds would be
provided to upgrade State Batteries.

The Minister for Transport supported this pol-
icy at that time. The revenue Budget for 1983-84
has increased by 7.7 per cent and that is really all
the operating costs of the State Batteries. State
Batteries are probably operating now at record
levels of activity, so this Budget allocation could
be seen as a real cut in expenditure on the revenue
Budget side. I remind the Government of the
promises it made for State Batteries. Capital
works for 1981-82 are shown at $329 000; for
1982-83, $341 000; and for 1983-84, $169000;
yet that figure is up 396 000 because $73 000 of
that 3169 000 was committed by the previous
Government. This is approximately one-third of
the previous year's expenditure in this area.

We urge the Government to review its election
commitment so that it does not let the State Bat-
teries run down.

Division 89 put and passed.
Division 90-Solar Energy Research Institute of

Western Australia, $750 000-put and passed.
Postponed Division 41-Local Government,

SI1219 000-put and passed.
Postponed Division 42-Keep Australia flea uti-

ful Council, $173 000-
Mr HASSELL: I mention this matter only for

the sake of the record in relation to this and other
vital areas of local government because there are
many things that we would, in the normal course
of events, have raised. In my own estimates I have
items marked in all these areas and I just want it
on record that we are not omitting to say anything
about them, it is only for the reason of the situ-
ation of the Chamber as it is now.

Postponed Division 42-put and passed.
Postponed Division 57-Education,

$623 358 000-
Mr CLARKO: Despite the hour being late I

must make a number of comments about this
area. Some of them may not be pleasing to the
Government, but for a long time the Labor Party
has promised to do not just more but significantly
more for education. Throughout the last nine
years the ALP has criticised class sizes. That
party had the effect of persuading parents that
the situation in Western Australia was a result of
the policies of the Liberal and National Country
Party Government, that we were not doing
enough for education, and that parents should be
concerned and should vote against that Govern-
ment because it was not providing enough
teachers, it Was not providing enough classrooms,
and its teacher-pupil ratio was not acceptable.

The Labor Party is now the Government and it
has failed completely to honour its promises in re-
gard to class sizes. The Labor Party has failed to
keep its promises to employ more teachers and
has failed to keep its promise to provide more
buildings. If we look at the capital works pro-
gramme we note that the Labor Party has pro-
vided over $1 million less for primary and second-
ary school buildings and $1 million less for techni-
cal and further education buildings than last year.
If we allow for the considerable increase in the
cost of building, we can imagine how much less,
in real term, that is.

That is a cynical abuse of pupils, the parents,
the Teachers' Union, and individual teachers.
This Government has cheated all those education
interest groups that believed repeated Labor
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Party propaganda from 1974 to 1983 that a
Labor Government would provide much more
money for education. That has not been done. A
crucial promise has been broken.

Every year the Court-O'Connor Governments
increased the allocation to education by
significantly more than the inflation rate and by
more than the overall Budget increase so that the
percentage of the Budget that was allocated to
education as a whole steadily rose each year. De-
spite this high priority the Government was as-
sailed for years by the Labor spokesmen for edu-
cation, especially the present Minister for Edu-
cation.

The percentage of the Budget allocated to edu-
cation was greatly deficient, according to the
Labor spokesman at that time, and he said that
the Labor Party would spend much more on edu-
cation. He and the Treasurer of Western Aus-
tralia today stated categorically that a Labor
Government would allocate 25 per cent of the
Budget to education. This it has failed to do.
Whenever it is asked about that, its members say,
"We did not say when we would do that". The al-
location to education as a percentage of the
Budget this year is millions of dollars less than
that allocated by the O'Connor Government.

The Government is seeking to cheat in a second
way:, it is seeking to cheat on its examination re-
sults in that it has publicly claimed that a higher
percentage of funds has been allocated to edu-
cation when that is not the case. The Treasurer
said that to determine the percentage allocated to
education this year, the first thing one has to do is
to take out the $50 million of pre-paid royalties
from the diamond venture. He also said that one
needed to take out the amount relating to
Medicare.

Obviously the Government is taking out items
from the Budget and this is something which, as
far as I can ascertain, has never ever been done
before. Obviously that raises the percentage allo-
cated to education, and of course to every other
item as well. It is totally unacceptable to say,
"This is the Budget, whoops-this is the Budget
less the prepaid royalties and less Medicare". I do
not think the Treasurer had a good discussion
with the Minister for Education. 1 have not heard
the Minister for Education say that an ad-
justment must be made for Medicare. Maybe that
is the reason there is some discrepancy between
the statements of those two people. No-one can
justify a Budget less certain items. If one decided
to take something out, of course, a fine expla-
nation is required, and that fine explanation is
simply Burke's law. The argument will run some-
thing like this: "We take out the payments and

the adjustments for Medicare and next year if
there is a major bushfire in the area of
Dwellingup, then we should take out an amount
for Dwellingup".

So, an amount is taken out for that. Then per-
haps there may be an earthquake at Merredin and
because there has not been an earthquake like
chat for 50 years, something will have to be taken
out for that. That, of course, will enable the
Government to say it has allocated a bigger per-
centage to education, health, and every other
favourable cause. When we come to the 150th cel-
ebration, the Government would say, "We'll take
that out because we cannot have another 150th
celebration". That also will increase the percent-
age of these particular services. We cannot repeat
1500h celebrations-of course we can have a
200th or a 300th year celebration-or the
Government could buy a major piece of land for a
national park, or the Government could say, "The
SH-C is selling off much more land than normal,
so we should take that out as well". When we seal
the highway to the Eastern States-remember
when Sir David Brand did that? We had been
waiting for years for it-the Government could
say, "That never has to be done again, so we can
take that out". Perhaps the Government will build
a Government casino and it will take the money
out for that, because it is an exceptional item:, or it
can build State hotels or State butchers'
shops-marvellous things, getting the chop-or
the cost of setting up the Western Australian de-
velopment corporation. Once it is set up it will not
have to be set up again except when the present
Government comes back into office after we have
been in Government, because we will take it out
for sure! The Government can argue about all
these things. The Government could say they are
unique. This is the situation we have in this par-
ticular Budget-it is unique.

The Treasurer of Western Australia is the first
Treasurer ever who can have a Budget where he
can take out certain items. The second argument
is the question of $50 million pre-paid royalties.
Everyone would agree that royalties a Govern-
ment receives must come into the Budget. It is a
farcical situation for a Government to say that,
because it received it a few years earlier, it does
not have to be included.

If the Government received it on time, it would
be included, but if it is received early the
Treasurer of Western Australia is trying to
suggest that we should be able to take it out.

We have these forcibly paid early royalties on
diamonds, and the Treasurer of Western Aus-
tralia is saying that it is appropriate to take them
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out of the Budget. Royalties have never been
taken out of the Budget before.

Royalties, whether they are paid early or late,
must be included in a Government's Budget,
otherwise the Government could force pre-pay-
ment all the time. The Government could get
everyone to pay their royalties one year early, and
it could do marvellous things in terms of percent-
ages that the Government claims it is spending on
education and health. It is complete and utter
nonsense.

In addition, if one looks at the $50 million, one
could argue how it could be spent. There is no
question of that amount being brought in and, in-
stead of being spent on a 5 per cent share of
Northern Mining Corporation, it could have been
spent on schools and hospitals. In my opinion, the
Government would be doing exactly the op-
posite-its members would be jumping up and
down and claiming what great fellows they were
because they had spent this extra money in vari-
ous ways. Simply because a Government is taking
a financial interest in a company is not a basis for
excluding it as an expenditure item.

I take it for granted that when those State pubs
and butchers' shops were part of the activities of
the Government in one of the earlier years of this
State-about 19 10-expenditure on them was in-
cluded in the Budget. it certainly should have
been.

The Treasurer is trying to cheat the public of
Western Australia and those people deeply eon-
derned with education by pretending that the per-
centage is higher than it actually is by taking
items out of the Budget. The Minister for Edu-
cation stated in a Press release on 18 October as
follows-

This year's Budget provides for education
spending of 23.9 per cent of consolidated rev-
enue compared to last year's provision of
23.4 per cent.

Fu rther on he says-
Mr Clarko seems to have included in his

calculations over Budget spendings of about
$5.5 million rather than sticking to the rel-
evant figures in his Government's last
Budget. Much of this extra spending in fact
has taken place during my term as Minister
and reflects the determination to maintain
and improve the standard of offerings in our
schools and technical colleges.

This statement is totally contradicted by the
Treasurer of Western Australia, who said that the
overrun in the Budget of the Education Depart-
ment was principally due to movements in wages
and salaries. It is absolutely mendacious in the ex-

treme for the Minister for Education to pretend
that it is due to his greater interest in the field.
Remember he was side by side with the Treasurer
arguing that we would have a $40 million deficit
and that the Treasurer was doing everything to
prevent that happening. Ultimately, when he
found that the overrun was $14 million he said,
"See what good boys we are". The Treasurer is
trying to claim what a good boy he is for not
spending the money, while the Minister for Edu-
cation is trying to say what a good boy he is for
spending it.

The figure that is given as the percentage is
totally false. The figure of 23.9 per cent is only
achieved by taking out the pre-payment of the
royalties.

I refer to another Press statement by the Minis-
ter for Education on 20 October. He praised this
Budget for the amount that is spent and he
stated-

The Burke Government promised to raise
the Budget share for education from the 23.5
per cent allocated by the previous Liberal
Government to 25 per vent over three years.

There is, of course, the wriggling on the hook.
The article continued-

This is a significant step forward and is
conceded by the State School Teachers'
Union.

The State School Teachers' Union article is full of
holes and is based on the premise that a Govern-
ment can take things out of the Budget. No other
Treasurer has ever done this.

Let us get down to the figures that the member
for Albany sought. If one looks at all the esti-
mates for all education in the Burke Budget this
year, there is an estimate of $634 million in a
Budget with a total estimate of $2 659 million.
That is 23.58 per cent and not the 23.9 per cent
that is claimed by the Minister for Education.
Compare that to the education budget of the
O'Connor Government last year. The estimate
then was $555 million in a total Budget estimate
of $2 335 million-that is, education was 23.8 per
cent of the total Budget. If one looks at this year's
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure, one sees
the figures that are shown for the Burke Govern-
ment are different. If one looks at the all edu-
cation estimate, one sees the figure is $560.5
million in a $2 335 million Budget; that is 24 per
cent. Obviously it is higher than the Burke esti-
mate of 23.85 per cent. Whether we take it on the
figures as printed in the Budget last year-thai is
23.8 per cent-or the figures printed in the
Budget this year-that is 24 per cent-members
will see that that should be compared with the
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23.58 per cent which is the all education estimate
for this year.

If members look at the all education O'Connor
Budget expenditure, not the estimate 1 gave mem-
bers a moment ago, which gives the present
Government its most favourable position com-
pared to the previous year they will see the
O'Connor Government expended $569 million in
a total Budget expenditure of $2 339 million; that
is, 24.32 per cent. It is significantly higher than
the 23.85 per cent which is planned to be spent on
all education by the Burke Government. If we
consider the situation in regard to the Education
Department only, that really is a much better pos-
ition from which one should observe, because that
is where the cry always went up. The cry was not
about the Academy of Performing Arts or the
Pilbara schools; when teachers and parents were
belaboured by Labor spokesmen over the last nine
years it was about schools, generally primary
schools but secondary and technical schools as
well. I will come to them in a moment and we will
see how badly this Government has treated tech-
nical education.

The Education Department is the kernel of this
issue. The Burke Government's Budget contains
an estimate of $623 million in a total CRIF
Budget of $2 659 million, or 23.44 per cent of the
Budget. If we look to the Education Department
only in the O'Connor Budget last year, the esti-
mate was $549 million in a total Budget estimate
of $2 335 million, or 23.53 per cent. That is
higher than this Government's estimate of 23.44
per cent. If we compare like estimates of this year
against last year in relation to the Education De-
partment only, it will be seen that our Govern-
ment allocated a higher percentage.

That is based on the figures printed in last
year's booklet. If we use this year's booklet in
which an additional sum of $4 million appears for
some reason, and we use the estimate of $553
million in the 1983-84 Budget papers, that is
23.69 per cent of $2 335 million. It is still higher
than the percentage I gave a moment ago and it is
higher than the Burke Government's estimate for
this year. Whether we compare the estimates for
the Education Department in each case or the es-
timates in the Budget which contains the
amended Figures, the O'Connor position is su-
perior.

In the O'Connor Budget of 1982-83 the Edu-
cation Department-only expenditure was $562
million in a total Budget expenditure of $2 339
million, or 24.62 per cent which is very much
higher than the Burke Government's estimate of
23.44 per cent. If the Education Department had
received the same pereentage of the Estimates as

the O'Connor Government spent, it would have
received approximately $640 million not $623
million-about $16 million more. That is why I
said earlier this year there had been a theft of the
order of SI7 million because I rounded the totals
to the nearest million. To be precise it is a Figure
between $15 million and $16 million.

Mr Jamieson: I hope you are convincing
yourself; you are not convincing anyone else.

Mr CLARKO: I want it written into the record
as the member would understand.

Mr Jamieson: I do not know if anyone will read
it.

Mr CLARKO: They will because I will take it
out of the record and send it around the country-
side. I want it to get to parents who send their
kids to school. The Labor Party promised falsely
for years that it would fix the situation and put
more teachers in schools and fewer children in
classes. Yet the booklet put out by the Minister
which refers to the staffing policy for primary
schools in 1984 says the features of this year's
policy are first to maintain the staffing formula
unchanged for 1984.

1 have the 1983 booklet which was put out in
my time. This Government which was always
going to do dramatic things about the number of
teachers and class sizes starts off its new booklet
by saying it will maintain the staffing formula un-
changed for 1984. What tremendous progress! We
were abused for nine years and then this booklet
is put out which should be shown to every parent
who was concerned about smaller classes for their
children over the last nine years.

The second point in the booklet says the
Government wishes to assist schools with special
needs with the extra 20 teachers made available.
That is, 20 more teachers in about 7 000. This
Government promised in its policy to put on 50
teachers immediately.

I could go on but the member for Welshpool is
quite correct and I accept his suggestion and I
will not bore members to tears. I call on anyone
genuinely interested in education to compare
these situations and they will see that once again
a giant hoax has been perpetrated.

The other argument put forward by the Minis-
ter for Education is that the Government has done
much better for education because the forecast in-
flation rate is nine per cent and the education
Budget is being increased by 1 I per cent. In fact,
it is just under that: about 10.85 per cent. The
Government claims it has improved matters in
real terms by two per cent. But what if the in-
flation rate is 10 per cent, I I per cent, or 12 per
cent? Is the Government happy to say in the last
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situation that the position is being lost in real
terms?

That brings me to the editorial in The West
Australian of 28 October which talked about the
CPI and how pleasing it was that the September
quarter figures for Australia showed an increase
of t.6 per cent, and how heartening that was. The
same editorial said this about Western Aus-
tralia-

In WA the good news about inflation
nationally was tempered by the fact that the'
State's rate for the September quarter was
2.8 per cent, considerably more than the
national average. About a fifth of that figure
was caused by big increases in State Govern-
ment charges.

That is a little twist in those last lines of the edi-
torial but it is interesting to read that our in-
flation rate is considerably more than the national
average.

It is absolute nonsense-and it shows the ignor-
ance of the Minister for Education in matters
economic-to take the forecast percentage in-
crease in inflation of nine per cent and to say
there is a two per cent improvement because the
Government has raised the education Budget by
I I per cent. If one multiplies 2.8 per cent by four,
one gets 11.2 per cent and that means the Min is-
ter is doing worst in net terms using his own argu-
ment.

In addition, if one looks at the O'Connor
Budget last year it shows an increase of about
1 2.2 per cent on the previous year. The amount by
which we increased our vote for education was
14.4 per cent. Last year we put up the total col-
lections in the State and expenditure in the year
by 12 per cent, but the expenditure on education
was increased by 14.4 per cent. This year the
Budget has increased by 12 per cent but the allo-
cation to education has increased by 10.85 per
cent. The Government has increased its expendi-
ture and collections by a greater percentage than
that [or education, in direct contrast to what we
did last year.

I have the figures which go back over the years
showing how each year the Court and O'Connor
Governments put up the allocation to education
by more than the percentage increase in the
Budget. That is how we gradually increased the
figure from 20 per cent to 23.5 per cent.

I mentioned an article by the Teachers' Union
titled, -Pearce keeps his prom ises- ust!" It
should have read, "Pearce just does not keep his
promises"'. That is based on this deception about
the prepaid royalties of $50 million. There are
many other specious arguments in it, including

the false statement that the actual expenditure
last year overran, largely influenced by the fact
that Mr Pearce became Minister. I have been
trying to track down what the situation will be in
regard to the number of teachers next year, but I
have been given a whole series of evasive answers.
If time were available I would go into that in
further detail.

The Teachers' Union is not impressed by what
is happening. On 19 October the Daily News had
the following comments under the heading,
"Budget dashed hopes: Negus"-

State schoolteachers will be disappointed
with the Burke Government's first Budget.

This is the opinion of State School
Teachers' Union president, Mr John Negus.

It goes on and quotes the false figure of 23.9 per
cent. It is a pity the Minister is not here, but if he
were I would ask if the Government had fulfilled
some of its promises.

As a major point of its policy it promised that it
would set aside $1 million in the Budget for a free
text book loan scheme to provide a pool of text
books. I cannot see provision in the Budget for
that item and no statement has been made about
it. I presume that if any action had been taken it
would have been announced. Therefore it appears
not to have been done.

The proposition was put forward of setting up
an early childhood council and that has not been
done. Perhaps it is too early to expect it, but I will
wait and see what transpires. Non-Government
school funding has increased this year from S21.9
million to $24.2 million. However, I have a copy
of an article which appeared in The Sunday
Times just before the election and the comment is
made that the Labor Party will spend $27 million
in that area. In this Budget I can only find $24
million. Sometimes items are in other places soI
will give the Government the benefit of the doubt
and will not work on the assumption that it has
reduced the allocation by $3 million although that
is just as likely and quite probable.

With regard to rural education, before the elec-
tion the Government promised it would set up a
comprehensive investigation into the special needs
of schools and students in country areas. I
intended to ask if the money had been set aside. A
comprehensive investigation into this area would
be excellent and I commend the Government for
putting that in its policy. I look forward to actions
in this area.

The policy also stated that there would be
further decentralisation of resources and decision
making into the regional offices and I commend
the Government for that. That trend was estab-
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lished in the time of the Liberal Government and
I played a part in the policy-making in the years
before it was carried out. It is an important poi-
icy.

Without doubt, the Beazley inquiry is cutting
across the top and it will slow down some of the
decisions the Government may have wanted to
make; that is one of the weaknesses of the inquiry.

I have a copy of a letter written to one of my
constituents by the Minister for Education (Mr
Pearce). The letter is dated I June 1983, and in
part reads as follows-

The State Government is committed to
reducing primary class sizes and, as a first
step, has already announced an additional 50
primary teachers will be employed to reduce
Year One class numbers to a maximum of 26
pupils from the start of the 1984 school year.

If I refer to the booklet on class sizes i n primary
schools, I see the figure of 30 is still there. There-
fore, that set of promises has been broken.
Further on in the letter the Minister stated-

I cannot pre-empt the 1983-84 Budget but
can assure you the level of expenditure will
not fall.

Of course it did fall significantly and I am sure
that will be taken very badly by parents in a pos-
ition such as that of my consitutuent.

It is worth commenting on the 60 per cent in-
crease in the adult evening class fees. I am sure
that considerable comment would have been made
by the Labor Party if we had taken that action
when in Government. It will not produce much
money and will significantly affect those people
taking courses.

When I was Minister for Education it was put
to me that the charges should he increased and I
argued against it as, no doubt, my predecessors
had for some time. For a long time, pressure has
been applied to increase these fees but my
Government continued to resist that pressure., It
seems the Government has fallen for the three-
card trick in the first round and it demonstrates
where the Government stands.

I am staggered-if the member for South Perth
was here I would say. "in the extreme" -to read
the absolute nonsense put about last weekend and
I quote from an article in the Daily News of
Friday. 25 November under the heading "Pledge
on School Entry--

Any WA child who turns Five next year
will be assured of a place in a pre-primary or
pre-school centre, the State Government
pledged today.

Every child who turned five last year was guaran-
teed a place in school with the exception of those
in remote locations who could not ind a building
in the right place. More than 90 per cent were in
school and it was obvious that in this State some
remote places will never be able to provide a
school place for every child. Statements were
made in the weekend indicating that we were en-
tering a new era. However, this has been going for
several years and was introduced by the Court
and O'Connor Governments. It highlights the
broken promises made by this Government in re-
lation to children who were four or who could be
better described as having two years before for-
mal schooling. I called them, "three plus". The
Minister said that 3 000 of these children will find
places next year under the Government's policy.
They promised to find a place for every child and
that amounts to 16 000 places. Three thousand is
a pretty small proportion of 16000, yet the
Government said it would cover all of them. I am
surprised that 3 000 is quoted because last year I
understand there were approximately 4 600.

We had a policy under which we were not pre-
pared to fund children two years before they at-
tended school, but we gave special assistance to
children in remote locations in the north-west.
Mt. Newman is one place where children of the
earlier age-Aboriginal children, disadvantaged
children, and migrant children-were accommo-
dated. These were some of the categories we pro-
vided for last year and earlier.

There has been a row in regard to the minority
report provided by the community kindergarten
people as part of the inquiry my predecessor set
up, an inquiry which looked at children in the
three-plus age group. Letters keep coming to the
newspaper expressing annoyance at people who
complain that their minority report was chopped
about. The main issue is that they were given the
promise that the Labor Party would look after
these children, and there has been a sell out be-
cause not enough money was made available in the
first place. Millions of dollars have been taken
from that figure. That is not even converting it
into real dollars; that is talking about in in per-
centage terms. It is nowhere near what Labor
promised. When I referred to $15 million, if the
Labor Party had done what it promised, it should
be spending an additional $15 million. So the fig-
ure should be $30 million.

Teachers have not been provided. Children are
still in classes of the same size. If one looks at the
cutbacks in the 1981-82 Budget, one sees there
were cutbacks for ancillary personnel in schools;
these figures have not been changed in any
significant way.
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Or the seven areas involved in education I will
speak only on the first; I will not speak on the
other six because of the lateness of the hour. I
have been sitting on this material for three
months.

The last point is the Government's recent de-
cision to do away with audit by head office and
instead try to persuade some generous parent who
is part of the school PCA to do it for a very small
emolument. The sum of $100 per annum has been
suggested for an audit of the books. This is incon-
gruous for a Labor Party to suggest; its policy is
that everybody is worth his hire. Here is a situ-
ation where principals of primary schools will
have to persuade parent to do the books. People in
Parliament, as we are, who know our local organ-
isations, are aware of what that means. How
many members have come upon a treasurer of a
footy club or some similar organisation who has
shot through with the dough? It happens time and
time again. It is a big mistake to move into this
Field. It gives these people who have just had a cut
of 10 per cent in their pay an extra job to find
somebody qualified to do the books.

Mr TONKIN: I will see that the Minister for
Education obtains the information which the
member for Karrinyup has put forward, and that
he communicates with him.

Item I: Salaries, Wages and Allowances-
M r C LA RKO: I n regard to this particular Div-

ision, the first thing is the pay cuts. I will refer to
one; the Director General of Education received
$63 915 last year. This year he will receive
$61 100. I will not go through the list. If time per-
mitted I would explain that situation.

I have found great difficulty trying to work out
the number of teachers who will be employed next
year. There are all sorts of funny situations.
Teaching staff of 7 402 is 24 teachers more than
the figure shown last year in terms of pre-primary
and primary education. It is difficult to find
something to compare that with.

On page 123, the section headed "Educational
Services" shows teaching staff of 503. Last year's
Figure was 554, so that is a drop of 5 1. 1 am sure
there is an explanation which the Leader of the
House will obtain for me. I would like to have ex-
planations to tie up everything neatly; I am sure
they are available.

It seems to me there must be an error in regard
to the way clerical, ancillary and cleaning staff
are recorded. Cleaning staff is shown as 24. Last
year it was 44. 1 wonder if that has been mixed up
with one of the other figures. In the next section,
"Guidance and Special Education", the figure is
208 cleaning and ancillary staff. The figure last

year was 65. Either they have moved to a new
system or there has been a typing error.

Looking at the "Technical and Further Edu-
cation" figures, if one adds the actual expenditure
last year total expenditure is $59 million. The es-
timate for this year is $63.5 million-an increase
of about $3 million, or only 5.4 per cent. This is
four per cent less than the inflation rate which the
Minister for Education says is so important.

I could say something more about TAFE, but
probably it would be simpler to show it here. The
position as I see it is very important. I will try to
move as Fast as possible. If one looks at the
O'Connor Budget, one sees the items set down for
1981-82 were $10.1 million. The 1981-82 expen-
diture was $10 million, and alongside it the esti-
mate for 1982-83 was $12 million. That was an
increase of $2 million representing a percentage
increase of 20 per cent. If we look at the Burke
1983-84 CRE papers, in the same position we will
see set down for 1982-83 the estimate I gave a
moment ago of $12 million. We will see an expen-
diture of $12.1 million and an estimate for 1983-
84 of $13.6 million.

Mr Evans: Why don't you sit down?
Mr CLARKO: Members will see that is an in-

crease of $1.5 million compared to the increase in
the previous year of $2 million.

I am not surprised the Minister for Agriculture,
perhaps because his tiredness brings out a certain
degree of irritability which is uncommon for him
or because he is grieved to think that we increased
expenditure on TAFE by $2 million a year ago
whereas this year the increase is only $1 .5 million,
chooses to interject. If it is not tiredness, it is
gross annoyance on the part of the Minister for
Agriculture because he does not like what I am
telling him. Indeed, he should not like it, because
the Government's position in regard to TAFE is
disgraceful.

Members will find that the Government keeps
producing different figures for TAFE expendi-
ture, but if we look at the Burke Budget blue
book, we will see for 1981-82 an expenditure on
TAFE of $66.4 million. In 1982-83 there is an ex-
penditure of $82.2 million, an increase of $16
million on the previous year; that is the O'Connor
period. If members look at the estimate for 1983-
84 they will see a figure of $93.4 million, which is
$1] million more than the previous year. A year
ago our Budget was $16 million higher than the
year before and the Labor Government's Budget
this year is only $11I million more than the pre-
vious year.

If members look at the blue book for the
O'Connor Budget which is described as "All
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TAFE Expenditure", they will see actual expendi-
ture for 1981-82 was $60 million and the estimate
for 1982-83 was $71 million. That represents an
increase of 18.3 per cent. That is the figure
quoted in our blue book last year as being the in-
crease in the TAFE vote for that period and the
increase of 18.3 per cent must be compared with
this Government's percentage increase of some-
thing of the order of I12.4 per cent. That is a huge
difference at a time when the Government is
claiming it is doing a great deal more for TAFE.
It can be seen from these figures that in fact it is
doing much less.

Item 2: Administration Expenses-
Mr CLARKO: I note the sum of money allo-

cated to this area has increased from $9.2 million
to $12.5 million. That is an increase of $3.3
million which represents a 36 per cent increase in
administration expenses. I would appreciate it if
at a later time I could be advised why the increase
is of that dimension.

Item 4: Assistance to Private Schools-
Mr CLARKO: As you, Sir, would he aware the

current policy of the ALP both Federal and State
is to end per capita grants to private schools. This
has reopened the major sectarian issue which has
plagued Australia for nearly 200 years. The
biggest issue in Australia in terms of religious di-
versity has been over the funding of non-Govern-
ment schools; that is what was called the "State
aid" issue.

Last year certain groups of people went before
the High Court of Australia in respect of this
matter. Those groups included DOGS-a very
appropriate name-which is the Defence of
Government Schools organisation. I1 believe Sena-
tor Giles once stood as a candidate for that body.
That group took to the High Court the issue of
Government moneys going to private religious
schools and argued that it was against the Consti-
tution. The High Court found otherwise and it
seemed to most people who had a keen interest in
seeing that the State aid issue was dead and
buried, that it was the end of the line. Therefore,
most people interested in the question were aghast
when Mr Dawkins and Mr Hurford late last year.
around about September or October, said, "We
will end this business of per capita grants and
move to a system based on need". That is unfortu-
nate because it has opened Pandora's box again.

It is a system which is lopping the tall poppies,
and having done that-having lopped the tall pop-
pies-there are other poppies which are tall and
one Must continue to take out those tall poppies.
That is what will happen. At the beginning people
who are associated with Catholic schools, particu-

larly the small parish schools which have gener-
ally been regarded to have considerable financial
problems, will get extra finance and, as a result,
they will be given assistance where the Labor
Party is claiming it is needed. It is a great pity
that is the position. It is better to maintain the
system where they are given a per capita grant.

Item 5: Transport of Children-

Mr CLARKO: This item relates to the school
bus issue. In this morning's paper-that is, Friday
morning's paper-members will see an announce-
ment to the effect that the Minister, the Govern-
ment, or a combination of the two have decided
that they will not continue to insist on a com-
pletely open public tender system. I am glad that
has occurred. I hope the Government is not press-
ured into returning to that arrangment.

Western Australia, one of the largest geo-
graphic political units in the world with a popu-
lation that is sparsely distributed, has been ex-
tremely well served by school bus operators.
Those very small businessmen who frequently
need to operate several other businesses to enable
them to continue the service are entitled to a fair
remuneration. They are entitled to moneys to
finance the purchasing of their vehicles and to
what I will broadly call "goodwill".

I hope that the decisions which have been made
in the last 24 hours are lasting ones and will en-
sure these school bus operators get a fair go.

Item 7: Teachers' Tribunal-
Mr CLARKO: When the Government's indus-

trial relations legislation comes forward in the
autumn session, I believe the Teachers' Tribunal
is to be abolished. Instead teachers will go to the
Industrial Commission for rulings on various mat-
ters. It will be interesting to see whether these
people will get the specialist care which was given
them by the Teachers' Tribunal. As I understand
it, one of the reasons for this change is that
teachers appealing against transfers and like mat-
ters may be able to be dealt with before an ap-
peals tribunal as they cannot be now. I look for-
ward keenly to seeing whether the new body
which will deal with teachers' conditions, salaries,
and the like, will work more satisfactorily than
the present system.

Item 11: Running Costs of Schools-

Mr CLARKO: I refer to the agricultural item
which shows an actual expenditure for 1982-83 of
$1 685 942 and an estimated expenditure for
1983-84 of $753 000. That is nearly $I million
less. No doubt an accounting reason exists for
that. I cannot see how the Government would
have done anything to cut back the agricultural
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element, but 1 would appreciate a comment on
that.

Item 14: Exceptional Children-
Mr CLARKO: I presume "exceptional chil-

dren" covers gifted and talented children and the
sum of money there has increased by only 1.5 per
cent or approximately $37 000. 1 hope that,' de-
spite the fact that the Teachers' Union has lat-
terly gone on some sort of crusade against the
gifted and talented children's programme, it will
not persist. The scheme in operation at the mo-
ment is a good one. I do not suggest it is perfect,
but I would like to see more done for exceptional
children and, of course, for handicapped children
also.

I believe, as would any other member in the
Chamber who is an ex-teacher, that all children
are in need of individual treatment, and whether a
child be very bright or very handicapped, he needs
special help. The people who run the full-time ex-
tension class for gifted and talented children have
done a very good job indeed.

The Kelly committee is inquiring into this area
and the Government expects its report by 15
December. 1 will be concerned if the committee
recommends that we should cut back in this area.
If the Government does make any cuts, then when
we are returned to office we will reinstitute this
scheme.

Item 15: Educational Support Services-
Mr CLARKO: The allocation for staff develop-

ment has dropped from $857 000 last year to
$806 000 this year. I would like an explanation
for this drop.

Itemr 21: Staff Developmnt-
Mr CLARKO: This relates to the Technical

and Further Educational Division, and the allo-
cation here has dropped by $25 000. I would be
interested to receive an explanation for this.

Postponed Division 57 put and passed.
Postponed Divisions 58 to 64-Board of Sec-

ondary Education, $1 039 000; Western Australia.
Post Secondary Education Commission, $689 000;
Academny of Performing Arts, SI1410 000,
Hedlland College, $2 424 000; Kalgoorlie College,
$2 723 000; Karratha College, $2 126 000; Rural
Youth Movement. Council, $307 000-put and
passed.

Schedules I to 3 put and passed.

Clauses I to 3 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-
port adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Tonkin
(Leader of the House), and transmitted to the
Council.

CRIMINAL CODE AM ENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council; and, on motion
by Mr Tonkin (Leader of the House), read a First
time.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT (FINANCIAL
INTERESTS) BILL

Council's Message

Message from the Council received and read
notifying that it had not agreed to the Bill.

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN FUND)
BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Council without amend-
menit.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE

MR TONKIN (Morley-Swan-Leader of the
House) J2.58 a.m.]- Before I move the adjourn-
ment, I would like to thank members for their co-
operation tonight under very difficult circum-
stances. I particularly thank the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition and his colleagues for curtailing
their contributions. It was greatly appreciated by
the Government, but perhaps more so by Hansard
and other staff members, who have been under
pressure. I move-

That the House do now adjourn.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 2.59 a.m. (Friday).
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MEAT: LAMB

M~arketing Board: Referendum

2319. Mr OLD. to the Minister for Agriculture:
How many producers who sold lamb di-
rectly to an abattoir or butcher without
going through an agent-

(a) applied for a ballot paper in the
refere ndurn:

(b) were granted a ballot paper;

(c) received a ballot paper in time to
return a vote;

(d) actually recorded a vote in the
referendum?

Mr
(a)

EVANS replied:
to (d) Original documentation support-
ing the methods by which producers sold
lambs have been returned.

No further records were kept of the
categories of producers who applied to
the Minister- for ballot papers.

2320 to 2323. 2354, 2359. These questions were
furt her post poned.

STOCK
Unsaleable: Mea imea 1

2360. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Health:
Ifr a person or company wished to estab-
lish a business for the purpose of pro-
ducing meatmeal from unsaleable live-
stock and animals classified as vermin,
what licences or other Government ap-
proval would need to be obtained to go
into production?

Mr HODGE replied:
It is very difficult to answer a
hypothetical question of this type, but
such a person or company would require
registration as an offensive trade by a
local authority and probably a licence
under a number of Acts, depending on
t he ci rcu msta nces.

LOTTERIES: INSTANT

Distributions: Amount

2361. Dr DA DOUR, to the Premier:
How much money per annum will now
be available for distribution to chari-
table organisations from the profit of the
Sports-Culture Instant Lottery now that
the Lotteries (Control) Act has been
amended?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
When the sports-culture Instant Lottery
was introduced the proceeds were allo-
cated to sport and cultural activities,
leaving the proceeds of ordinary lotteries
available to support charitable organis-
ations and hospitals. The amendment
merely provides for hospitals to share in
the distribution or Instant Lottery pro-
ceeds and does not alter the existing ar-
rangements for support of charitable or-
ganisations.

2362. This question was postponed,

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS

Energy Advisory Council Work Party: Report

2363. Mr NMacKINNON, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) What action is the Government now

proposing to take as a result of rec-
omnmendations made by the energy ad-
visory council's work party report on
natural gas production in Western Aus-
tralia?

(2) Will the work party continue to operate?

Mr BRYCE replied:
(1) The Government is currently reviewing

the recommendations made by the
energy advisory council work party on
natural gas production. When the review
is complete, action will be taken to im-
plement those recommendations that arc
accepted by the Government.

(2) The work party has completed the task
for which it was established. Its future
operation will depend on whether it is
considered any further activity is war-
ranted after the position has been re--
viewed.
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MINING

Tenements: Local Government Revenue

2364. Mr MacKINNON. to the Minister for
Local Government:

Which Government department, if any,
has the information I requested in
question 2262 or 24 November concern-
ing estimiated income from rating of
mining tenements'?

Mr CARR replied:
To my knowledge the information re-
quested is not held by any Government
department.

FUEL AND ENERGY

South Korea: Agreement

2365. Mr MacKINNON. to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) Did the State Government have any

input into the agreement reached with
South Korea for Australia to provide
long-term supplies of energy resources to
that country'?

(2) If so, what was the nature of the input?
(3) Does the agreement provide for any pro-

portion of that energy supply to be pro-
vided by Western Australia?

Mr BRYCE replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) Western Australia was represented by

an officer of the Department of Re-
sources Development at the fourth meet-
ing of the Korea- Australia Joint Comn-
mittee for Mineral Resources Develop-
ment held in Seoul between 21-23
November this year.

(3) No specific arrangements for the supply
of energy resources from Western Aus-
trahia exist at present.

MINING

Mines Department: Annual Report

2366. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Mines:
(1) Why was the 1982 annual report for the

Department of Mines not presented to
the Parliament until November 1983?

(2) Will the Minister endeavour to ensure
that the 1983 report will be completed
by early 1984 to ensure that the
valuable information contained therein

can be made available to all interested
parties?

Mr BRYCE replied;
(1) The report is for the calendar year of

1982 and not the financial year ending
30 June 1982. Also, much of the infor-
mation is derived from outstations and
compilation cannot be commenced until
after the end of the year in question.
Further, the comprehensive nature of
the report means that a considerable re-
source is required in its preparation and
printing and this must take its place in
the priorities of other important tasks
undertaken by the department.

(2) Nevertheless, steps have already been
taken to endeavour to complete the re-
port in time to enable earlier tabling of
the 1983 report.

SUGAR INDUSTRY

Ord River: Industrial Alcohol

2367, Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is he aware of a process known as the

Biostil process for the production of in-
dustrial alcohol?

(2) Have any investigations of this process
been carried out by the Department of
Agriculture?

(3) Would the process have any practical
application in this State?

Mr EVANS replied:
(1) I am aware of a number of processes

which may be used for the production of
industrial alcohol but I have no details
of the Biostil process.

(2) No.

(3) It is unlikely to have practical appli-
cation but specific proposals could be
evaluated.

LAND

Horticultural Blocks

2368. Mr LAURANCE, to the Minister for
Lands and Surveys:
(1) When were the latest 24 horticultural

blocks at the " 12 mile" area at Broome
first advertised for release?
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(2) How many applications were received
for these blocks?

(3) What date was given to the applicants
for the Land Board hearing?

(4) Why was the Land Board hearing can-
celled?

(5) When will these blocks now be released?
Mr MeIVER replied:
(1) Applications were invited for 26

Dampier locations for the purpose of
-Intense Horticulture" on 4 February
1983.

(2)

(3)

117 applications were received.
Whilst it was hoped to arrange a Land
Board hearing in May 1983, no formal
advice to this effect was given to appli-
cants.

(4) The arranging of a Land Board hearing
was deferred following representations
received from the Minister for Water
Resources expressing eoncern as to the
availability of adequate long-term water
supplies and associated control factors.
Investigations by appropriate authorities
including the geological survey branch
of the Mines Department were initiated.

(5) As there could be some delay in the
completion of these investigations all ap-
plicants have been advised that appli-
cations have been cancelled, deposits re-
funded, and that consideration will be
given to re-release of the locations when
the question of availability of water is i-
nalised. This is niot expected until well
into 1984.

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS

Fremantle Gas and Coke Co. Ltd.

2369. Mr HASSELL. to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) What obligation does the Fremantle Gas

and Coke Co. Ltd. have to provide an
adequate gas service to domestic con-
sumers within its area of operations?

(2) Whatt redress does a consumer have if he
is consistently provided a substandard or
inadequate gas service?

Mr BRYCE replied:
(1) and (2) The obligations of the

Fremantle Gas and Coke Company are
contained in-

(a) The Fremantle Gas and Coke
Company's Act, 1886 as amended:

(b) the Gas Undertakings Act 1947, as
amended, and

(c) the Gas Standards Act 1972, as
amended.

FUEL AND ENERGY: ELECTRICITY

Power Lines: Herbicides

2370. Mr THOMPSON, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
(1) Does the State Energy Commission use

any chemical substances to Control veg-
etation growth along routes taken by
commission power lines?

(2) If chemical substances are being used,
what steps are taken to ensure that such
substances are not:
(a) entering the food chain: or
(b) polluting public water supplies?

(3) What type of chemicals are being used?.
(4) What is the rate oF application?
(5) What quantity of each chemical was

used by the commission in the last
financial year?

Mr BRYCE replied:
(1) to (5) The information requested is

being collated and will be forwarded to
the member by letter in due course.

2371 and 2372. These questions were postponed.

EM PLOYM ENT AND UINEM PLOY MENT

Workers In formation and Research Centre inc.

2373. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Em-
ployment and Administrative Services:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Referring to his summary of approved
projects within the wages pause pro-
gramme circulated with his letter of 24
November 1983, and to the grant proj-
ect No. 205 made to the Workers'
Union Research Centre of $30 318, did
this organisation also receive a grant of
$46 123 for the employment of two
people under a project titled "Fremantle
Jobs and Industry Investigation" which
was approved on 21 October 1983?
Are the two projects interrelated?
What is the "Workers Info Research
Centre'?
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(4) Who are its principal officers?
(5) How many staff, paid and voluntary.

does it have?
(6) What projects are the two "research co-

ordinators" undertaking?
(7) Are any trade unions or other organi.s-

ations. including political parties, mem-
bers of the centre?

(8) Is it an incorporated body?
Mr PARKER replied:
(1) The wages pause programme grant No.

205 of $30 318 was made to the Workers
Information and Research Centre Inc.
not to the Workers Union Research
Centre. The Workers Information and
Research Centre Inc. has also received a
grant under the community employment
programme of $46 123 for the employ-
ment of two people under the project
titled "Fremantle Jobs and Industry In-
vestigation".
Both projects were recommended for
funding by the broadly based consulta-
tive committee.

(2) No.
(3) The Workers Information and Research

Centre Inc. is an incorporated body
under the Associations Incorporation
Act. It is a non-profit independent re-
search and resources organisation work-
ing on matters of employment and cm-
ployment conditions.

(4) Not known. The wages pause and com-
munity employment programmes appli-
cation forms only require the name of a
sponsor contact person to be provided.

(5) Not known. (Not relevant to these appli-
cations).

(6) The two research co-ordinators under
the wages pause programme project will
undertake the following tasks-
(a) The office co-ordinator will co-

ordinate the day-to-day running of
the centre, including the organis-
ation of voluntary staff.

(b) The research co-ordinator will liaise
with various groups to organist re-
search projects.

The two research co-ordinators under
the CEP project will undertake corn-
miunity investigation of jobs and indus-
try in the south-west metropolitan sub-
region to endeavour to preserve existing
jobs, particularly in the manufacturing

sector, to create new jobs in existing in-
dustry and to examine alternative job
creation production proposals.

(7) Not known. Not relevant to these appli-
cations.

(8 es.

2374. This question was postponed.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Employment Strategy Fund: Budget Allocation

2375. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Em-
ployment and Administrative Services:
(1) Wi th reference to the employment strat-

egy fund, has any contribution to that
fund been made other than the $3
million referred to in the Budget esti-
mates?

(2) What was the source of the $3 million
contributed to the fund?

(3) Is it expected that any other contri-
bution will be made to the fund in the
current financial year. and if so. from
what source?

(4) Has the $3 million referred to or any
other amount contributed to the fund
been expended, and if so, how?

(5) If not, what is the intended expenditure
programme for the $3 million?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) Whilst no allocation additional to the $3

million provided for at the time of the
Budget has been made, it should be
noted that the moneys are available to
be used, inter abia, to facilitate access to
community employment programme
moneys.

(2) Consolidated Revenue Fund allocation
by t he State.

(3)

(4)

Answered by (1).

and (5). A range of projects and
Government initiatives will be funded
using this fund.

A number of such matters are at present
before Cabinet.

Announcements will be made upon
Government finalising its considerations.
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TRANSPORT: TAXIS

Fares: Review

2376. Mr TUBBY, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Has the review by the Transport Com-

mission into the inconsistencies of Care
structures for country taxis been com-
pleted!?

(2) If not, when does he expect the report to
be available?

(3) If "Yes" to ( I), when does he intend to
release details on new recommended
fares'?

(4) Is he aware of the dissatisfaction over
delays among country taxi operators?

Mr GRI LL replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) and (3) I expect to receive the findings

of the review from the Commissioner of
Transport early next week. I will then
consider the manner in which the details
will be released.

(4) No. I ani informed that only one
country centre has sought a revision of
its metered fare structure and the com-
missioner has spoken directly to these
operators on the difficulties associated
with meeting their request.
Any other individual dissatisfactions
have not related to delays but rather to
inconsistencies in the existing fare struc-
ture. These matters were addressed by
the commissioner during the course of
the review.

2377. This question was past poned.

WATER RESOURCES: DAMS

Met ropolitan Area: Safety Checks

2378. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) At what periods does the Metropolitan

Water Authority check the dams sup-
plying the metropolitan area, in order to
review their safety generally?

(2) Could he give at schedule of such safety
revtews executed and to be executed
from 1980 to 19851

(3) What were the results of the last checks
and what, if any, work and at what cost,
has been done to remedy conditions en-
dangering safety?

M r TON K IN replied:
(I) The Metropolitan Water Authority

regularly undertakes dam surveillance in
accordance with guidelines established
by the Australian national committee on
large dams.
Scheduled inspections are-
(a) Daily by rangers (except at

Bickley);
(b) monthly by engineers;
(c) yearly reviews of instrumentation

results;
(d) more detailed reviews at four yearly

intervals.
(2) More detailed reviews referred to in (d)

above include-
1982 Wungong-during initial filling
1983 Canning. Victoria. Bickley
1984 Victoria, Bickley, Wungong,
Churchmans
1985 Serpentine. South Dandalup
The Snowy Mountains Authority is
currently carrying out reviews on Vic-
toria and Bickley on behalf of the auth-
ority.

(3) The surveillance shows that the dams
are in a safe condition. No work has
been necessary to remedy conditions en-
dangering safety. Additional
instrumentation is being provided at
Canning Dam as part of the inspection
process at a cost of $115 000.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:
COUNTRY AREAS WATER SUPPLIES

Dams: Safety Checks

2379. Mr MENSAROS. to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) At what periods does the Public Works

Department cheek the dams supplying
country areas for reticulated waler
and/or irrigation, in order to review
their safety generally?

(2) Could he give a schedule of such safety
reviews executed and to be executed
from 1980 to 1985?

(3) What were the results of the last checks
and what, if any, work and at what cost.
has been done to remedy conditions en-
dangering safety?

Mr TONKCIN replied:
(1) For referable dams, inspections are car-

ried out by Public Works Department
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district staff at monthly intervals. More
detailed inspections are made by engin-
eers experienced in dam design at
intervals of approximately one year for
the larger structures.

(2) and (3) During the period 1980 to the
present, monthly inspections have been
carried out on the 39 referable dams op-
erated by the Public Works Department.
These inspections will continue. Detailed
inspections were made of these dams
during 1981 and 1982. A further de-
tailed inspection is scheduled for the
first quarter of 1984. All structures are
performing within the original design
criteria and no major work has been
necessary. Minor maintenance is under-
taken as a matter of routine.

HEALTH: DENTAL

Fluoridation of Water Supplies: Quantity of
Chemicals

2380. Mr MENSAROS. to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) What chemical substances and to what

aggregate quantities per year are pres-
ently used to fluoridate the Metropolitan
Water Authority's water supply?

(2) Is the acquisition of such chemicals sub-
ject to tenders called?

(3) If so, are tenders invited for one, or for a
continuous period of supply?

(4) If answer to (2) is "No", from where are
these chemicals required and in what
quantities at a time?

(5) Where are the chemicals stored between
acquisition and usage?

Mr TONKIN replied:
(1) Approximately 260 tonnecs of sodium

silico fluoride were added to the water
supplies for the financial year 1982-83.

(2) Yes.

(3) Tenders are called annually.

(4) Nil.

(5) Bulk storage is at MWA depot
Knutsford Street, Fremantle.

HEATH: DENTAL

Fluoridation of Water Supplies: Quantity of
Chemicals

2381. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

(1) What chemical substances and in what
aggregate quantities per year are pres-
ently used to fluoridate country water
supplies?

(2) Is the purchase of such chemicals sub-
ject to tenders called?

(3) If so, are tenders called for one purchas-
ing instance, or for a continuous period
of supply?

(4) If answer to (2) is "No", from where are
these chemicals purchased and in what
quantities at a time?

(5) Where are the chemicals stored between
purchase and usage?

Mr TONKIN replied:

(1) Sodium silico fluoride (Na,SiF6 )
-76 tonnes

Sodium fluoride (Na F) -14 tonnes

(2) No, in respect of sodium silico fluoride.
Sodium fluoride is ordered by the Public
Works Department through Govern-
ment Stores department and is subject
to the usual procedures of calling for
quotes.

(3) Quotes for sodium fluoride are called for
in specific quantities as necessary.

(4) Sodium silico fluoride is obtained by the
Public Works Department from the
Metropolitan Water Authority in small
quantities of approximately 5 tonnes as
required.

(5) Sodium silico fluoride is stored in small
quantities at the fluoridation plants at
Mundaring Weir, Wellington Dam.
Albany, Geraldton and Yule River (Port
H-edland).
Sodium fluoride is stored at the fluori-
dation plants at Broome, Derby,
Exmouth. Esperane. Collie and
M anjimup.
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WATER RESOURCES

Reservoirs: Number and Roofing

2382. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

Could he please list the service reser-
voirs (excluding enclosed water towers)
servicing the Metropolitan Water Auth-
ority's reticulated supply area, and mark
opposite each reservoir whether they
have already been roofed, or what the
anticipated date for commencing the
roof construction is?

M rTON K IN replied:
RESERVOIR ROOFING PRO-

GRAMME
(as at 1/1 2/1983)

Service Reservoir Comments
Bold Park Rooted
Buckland Hill Proposed to commence roofing

April 1984
Eliza No 1 Roofed
Eliza No 2 Roofed
Eliza No 3 Reeled
Creenmount Roofed
Hamilton Hill Rtoofed
Mt. Hawthorn P roposed to commence roofing

1986
Melville Roofed
Mirrabooka Proposed to commence roofing

1988
Tamworth Hill Provosed to commence roolins

Thompson take Proposed to commence roofing
1988

Wannerno Posd to Commence roofing

Whitfords Proposed to commence roofin91986
Yakin No. Proosed to commence roofn

Vet incNo.q2iPosed 1o commence roofing

Vokine No. 3 Proposed to commence roofing
April 1984

The actual construction of proposed
works is dependent on available funds.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:
COUNTRY AREAS WATER SUPPLIES

Reservoirs: Number and Roofing

2383. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

Could he please list the service and simi-
lar main reservoirs, excluding enclosed
water towers, servicing country reticu-
lated supply areas and mark opposite
each whether they have already been
roofed, or what the anticipated date for
commencing the roof construction is?

Mr TON KIN replied:
In March 1980 a list was prepared of all
unroofed reservoirs servicing country re-
ticulated water supply areas. This
formed the basis for a tank roofing pro-
gramme to reduce the risk of amoebic
meningitis.

The tanks included in the 1980 list, and
others added since then, are shown on
the schedule attached. The schedule de-
tails the tanks which have been roofed;
the tanks which will be roofed during
t983-84; and the tanks which are ex-
pected to be roofed after 30 June 1984.
The anticipated dates for the commence-
ment of roof construction on tanks after
30 June 1984 are dependent on the
availability of funds in future budgets.
A comprehensive list of all storages,
roofed and unroofed, servicing country
water supply areas is not readily
available.

The list was ia bled (see paper No. 528).

WATER RESOURCES: RESERVOIRS

Roofing

2384, Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

H-ow much money has been allowed for
roofing service reservoirs and small
dams:
(a) servicing the Metropolitan Water

Authority's supply area;,
(b) servicing country supply areas9

MrTONKIN replied:
(a) $2 727 000 in the 1983-84 programme;
(b) $625 000 in the 1983-84 programme.

WASTE DISPOSAL
Waste Water Treatment Plant: Swanbourne and

Osborne Park

2385. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) When is it anticipated that the

Swanbourne waste water treatment
plant's catchment will be diverted to the
Subiaco waste water treatment plant?

(2) What works,4such as pumps, additional
sewerage pipes, etc., will be necessary to
enable the new connection to be made?

(3) Are there anticipated times, and, if so,
what are they, for such works?

Mr TONKIN replied:
(1) By October 1984.
(2) (a) Rising main from Swanbourne

waste water treatment plant to
Subiaco waste water treatment
plant;

(b) new pump station at Swanbourne;
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(c) new pumps to be installed.
(3) (a) Already complete;

(b) to be completed by June 1984;
(c) to be completed by September

1984.

WATER RESOURCES

Consumption

2386. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Waler Resources:

What was the total water consumption
in the area supplied by the Metropolitan
Water Authority separately during the
months of August. September and
October, in 1982 and 1983 respectively?

Mr TONKIN replied:
CONSUMPTIONS IN MEGALITRES

1982 1983

August
September
October

8 243
9 237

1 2726

7 890
8 330

14420

WATER RESOURCES

Leak Detection

2387. Mr MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Water Resources:

How are the leak-detection examin-
ations (survey) by the Metropolitan
Water Authority proceeding? In particu-
lar, which areas have been completed
and which areas are being planned to be
done during the remainder of the current
financial year?

M r TON K IN repltied:
The leakage detection programme is
proceeding satisfactorily.
The following areas have been
investigated so far this financial year-

Maylands west
Nedlands central and east
South Perth central and Mill Pt Rd
Manning central, east, and north
East Victoria Park north, east, and
central
Victoria Park central
St James south
Bentley west, east, and central
Dianella west
Shenton Park central
Rivervale central and north
Karrinyup Gravity east

North Beach
Maylands east
Cloverdale south and east
Dalkeith central

It is proposed to investigate the follow-
ing areas during the remainder of the
financial year-

South Perth north
East Victoria Park west and south
Queens Park central
East Cannington west, south, and
north
Kewdale east and west
Cloverdale west
Rivervale south, east, and west
Carlisle
Joondana
West Yokine
Trigg central
Karrinyup Gravity south
Scarborough
Maddington commercial and indus-
trial

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: MANDURAH
SHIRE COUNCIL

Canal Development: Rezoning Procedure

2388. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for
Planning:

What action is open to him to initiate
the rezoning procedure to allow for
canal development in Mandurab?

Mr PARKER replied:
I am currently seeking further legal ad-
vice on the issue of canal developments
in Mandurah. A round table meeting is
to be held next week with the developers
and the shire in an endeavour to resolve
this issue.

MINISTER OF THE CROWN: STAFF

Adviser; Primary Industry Association

2389. Mr HASSELL, to the Premier:
(I) Is he proceeding with his proposal to ap-

point an adviser on agriculture from the
membership of the Primary Industry As-
sociation?

(2) If so, what progress is being made with
arrangements?

(3) What will the adviser be paid, and what
will be his principal duties?
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Mr

(1)

BRIAN BURKE replied:
to (3) I am not aware of any proposal to
appoint an adviser on agriculture from
the membership of the Primary Industry
Association. The member may be
referring to a proposal to second an em-
ployee of the Primary Industry Associ-
ation to my department. I expect to dis-
cuss that proposal with the president of
the association within a few days.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT

Contravention: Prosecutions

2390. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Industrial Re-
lations:
(1) Referring to question 2218 of 25

November concerning breaches of the
Factories and Shops Act, could the Min-
ister advise me how many of those cases
listed under part (3) of that question
have been successfully prosecuted?

(2) What is the break-up of those successful
prosecutions under the various head-
ings?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) 21. The remaining cases have been ad-

journed or are waiting hearing.

(2) Section 21-2;
section 85-9;
section 93C-1O.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACT

Water Well Drilling Rig

2391. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) Referring him to question 1908 of 9

November concerning tender 453A for a
water well drilling rig, has this tender
yet been let?

(2) If so, to whom?

(3) What was the Western Australian con-
tent of the tender?

(4) Did any other tenders contain a greater
Western Australian content?

(5) Why were they not considered for the
contract?

Mr McIVER replied:
(1) No.
(2) to (5) Not applicable.

MINISTER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT AND TECHNOLOGY

Mr W. i. Marron

2392. Mr PETER JONES, to the Minister for
Economic Development and Technology:
(1) Referring to question I IS8 of 22

September, has Mr Marron supplied any
equipment or services to the Govern-
ment since 19 February?

(2) If so, what is the nature of that equip-
ment or service?

Mr BRYCE replied:
( I) Not to my knowledge.
(2) Not applicable.

ROADS
"Jobs on Local Roads" Programme

2393. Mr McNEE, to the Minister for Employ-
ment and Administrative Services:
(1) As Wyalkatchem Shire Council was ad-

vised on 27 October 1983 that an appli-
cation submitted by it for assistance
under JOLOR on 18 October would re-
ceive consideration, is he aware it has
now been advised no decision will be
made prior to 16 December 1983?

(2) Can he determine the reasons for the
long delay?

(3) Could he expedite a reply for the shire
before 16 December 1983?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) No.
(2) I have been advised that all JOLOR ap-

plications that are received under the
community employment programme are
immediately copied and the copies
referred to the roads division of the
Department of Transport in Canberra
for assessment and ranking in priority
order in consultation with the relevant
State or Territory roads authority. As-
sessed applications are then referred
back to the community employment pro-
gramme joint secretariat for assessment
against the guidelines and to seek clarifi-
cation with the project sponsors of any
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matters raised by the Department of
Transport.
Eligible applications are then referred to
the employment programmes consulta-
tive committee for consideration and
preparation of a recommendation as to
whether they should be approved or re-
jected.

It is not considered that an application
lodged in late October to be dealt with
in early December represents an excess-
ive delay.

(3) The next meeting of the consultative
committee at which JOLOR appli-
cations will be considered is 16
December 1983, and it is not possible
for any decision to be expedited prior to
that date.

2394. This quest ion was posponed.

AGRICULTURE

Rural Adjustment Scheme

2395. Mr MeNEE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Could he please advise the amount of
loans made available to farmers through
the rural adjustment scheme for-
(a) debt reconstruction;
(b) farm build-up:
(c) emergency relief scheme,

for the financial years ending:
(1) 30 June 1982;
(ii) 30 June 1983?

Mr EVANS replied:
()(i) *$1 062 130

(i i) *652 683 000
(b) (i) 51 796 500

(i i) $972000
(c) 0) $3212200

(ii) $11974500
*1981-82

*1982-83.

STATE FINANCE

Short-term Investment: Earnings

2396. Mr RUSHTON, to the Treasurer:
(I1) What amount earned from investment in

the short-term money market in the

Financial year 1982-83 has been in-
cluded in this State's 1983-84 Budget?

(2) For what purpose have these funds been
used or provided for this year?

(3) How much
Government
investments
market-

has been earned for the
by the Treasury for

on the short-term money

(a) since I July 1983;
(b) the date up to when the sum quoted

in (a) has been earned?
Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) $36983701.
(2) The above sum is to be paid to Consoli-

dated Revenue.

(3) (a) and (b) Interest received to 30
November amounted to 5 16 472 986 in-
clusive of amounts earned on trust fund
and other balances which will partici-
pate in the distribution of interest
earned.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Transport Authorities

2397. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Will he please give the numbers of

people employed by each of the depart-
ments and agencies within the Transport
portfolio for the latest available date on
or after 1 November 1983?

(2) Will he please present the figures for
Westrail adjusted to show numbers on a
full-time employment basis?

Mr GR ILL replied:
(1) Main Roads Department ...

Marine and Harbours.......
Co-ordiniator General of
Transport......................
Metropolitan Transport
Trust ..........................
Transport Commission ....
WA Coastal Shipping Com-
mission........................
Westrail ......................
Fremantle Port Authority..
Albany Port Authority ....
Bunbury Port Authority ....
Esperanee Port Authority..
Geraldton Port Authority..
Port Hedland Port Authority.

2611
129

12

2076
88

306
8045

791
26
25
16
28
28
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(2) The Westrail Figure includes 25 part-
time staff adjusted on a full-time em-
ployment basis and 79 Australian
Workers' Union staff.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Government Departments and Instrumnentalities

2398. Mr RUSHTON, to the Treasurer:
Will he please let me have the total
number of Government employees in
each of the Government departments,
commissions, agencies, etc., as at I
November 1983, or at the latest date
these figures are available?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
The latest figures available are as at 31
October 1983, and are set out in the
tabled schedule.

The schedule was tabled (see paper No. 527).

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

HERDSMAN LAKE

Argentine Ants

597. Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agriculture:
[ note that funds have been made
available to create a wildlife study
centre at Herdsman Lake. Will the Min-
ister give an assurance that there will be
no reduction in the programme of
spraying to contain Argentine ants in
the designated containment area com-
prising some 400 hectares of the lake
and its surroundings?

Mr EVANS replied:
A subcommittee has been set up to
examine the problem of Argentine ants
in the area of Herdsman Lake to which
the member refers. The ants exist in sev-
eral pockets; and if anybody has read
the report of the Argentine ant com-
mittee, they will have seen that the pro-
gramme has been ongoing this year. As
a matter of fact, it has been an ongoing
programme for 30 years.

Until such time as the subcommittee re-
turns with its findings in connection with
Herdsman Lake, I am unable to give the

member an accurate indication of what
has transpired.

Mr Old: You would acknowledge that if it is
let go, she millions of dollars spent will
be wasted, and there will be an outbreak
right through Perth?

Mr EVANS: I acknowledge that that is a
very real danger, and we are conscious
of it.

FISHER!IES

Net Fishing: Control
598. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for

Fisheries and Wildlife:

Has the Government done anything to
prevent the overfishing of species such
as snapper by professional net
Fishermen?

Mr EVANS replied:
The Government has been concerned by
reports, particularly from amateur
fishermen, that professional boats had
been seen using purse seine nets to take
pink snapper and mulloway in Cockburn
Sound.
I had the Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife investigate this promptly, and it
appeared that some professionals who
were equipped with purse seine nets for
Fishing bait species, such as mulies,
could indeed have been netting bigger
species.
The department established that there
was no justification for using purse seine
nets for snapper and mulloway because
the conventional methods were quite ad-
equate. It was obvious that if we allowed
purse seining to continue, the exploi-
tation levels could rise seriously and the
snapper and mulloway stocks could be
affected accordingly, to the disadvan-
tage of amateur and professional
ishermen alike.

We decided that since both snapper and
mulloway are important angling species,
we had to act in the best interests of the
wider community, so we completely
banned purse seine netting of them, to
apply throughout Western Australian
waters.
This will not affect the purse seining for
bait fish by professional fishermen,
which is quite a thriving industry in
Western Australia: and bait fish stocks
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do not seem to be in any danger of
overexploi tation,

HOUSING: LAND

Sake: Smith Corporation Pry. Ltd.
599. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for

Housing:
(1) Does he recall the question on notice

that I asked him on 23 November con-
cerning the land-holdings of the State
Housing Commission and the report the
SHC received from its consultant, Mr
Smith'i?

(2) Does he also recall that on that occasion
I asked him whether the report would be
made available, and his answer was,

(3) If the Minister or the Government has
nothing to hide in the report from Mr
Smith, why has it not been made public
and why is it being kept secret, unlike
most of the reports received by the
Government since it took up office?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) and (2) Yes.

(3) The reason the report is not being made
public is that it contains proposals for
land sales to be undertaken, and it is
thought wise, by those experienced in
the business of selling land-

Mr MacKinnon: Perhaps it would be embar-
rassing to the Minister and the Govern-
ment.

Mr WILSON: There is no embarrassment in
it for the Minister and the Government.
The only embarrassment in this is for
the Opposition, the former Government,
which railed to take a businesslike ap-
proach to assessing the land assets of the
commission and maximising their ben-
tef t to the housing industry of Western
Australia.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Mr WILSON: I should think the member for
Murdoch, who prides himself in having
a business mind as an accountant, would
be able to understand this, without any
instruction from me or anyone else.

LANDS AND SURVEYS DEPARTMENT

Surveys and Mapping Division: Computer-based
Techniques

600. Mr READ, to the Minister for Lands and
Surveys:

In view of the development of high tech-
nology computer-based procedures in
the surveys and mapping division of the
Lands and Surveys Department, are
there any opportunities to market such
developments outside the State?

Mr McIVER replied:
There has been extensive development of
computer software for the land infor-
mation system currently being used by
the surveys and mapping division. This
software package is at the forefront of
development in its field.

During December, the Surveyor-General
(Mr J. F. Morgan), will be visiting
Kuala Lumnpur, Bangkok, and Hong
Kong to participate in deliberations on
the utilisation of our software package
for the establishment of land infor-
mation systems in those areas. Mr
Morgan's personal knowledge of such
systems is great, and his involvement in
these deliberations could be vital in our
State's attempts to secure such con-
tracts.

AGRICULTURE

R uralI A djustmen t A uthority: Inq uiry
601. M r !vcNEE, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
(1) Is an inquiry currently being conducted

into the Rural Adjustment Authority of
Western Australia?

(2) If so, who is conducting the inquiry?
(3) What are the terms of reference of the

inquiry?
(4) When is it expected that the inquiry will

be completed?

Mr EVANS replied:
(1) Yes. Several months ago, Cabinet made

a decision to have not only an examin-
ation of the role of the Rural Ad-
justment Authority, but also a wider
examination of the necessity for funding
of rural finances.

(2) The three members conducting the in-
quiry are Mr E. N. Fitzpatrick, Director
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of Agriculture, Mr D. J. Whitely. Chair-
man of the Rural Adjustment Authority,
and Mr R. F. Boylan, Deputy Under
Treasurer.

(3) As a committee, they are required to re-
port back to the Minister on-
(a) the likely future direction of the

authority;
(b) whether the board and management

structure of the authority is appro-
priate to current and likely future
circumstances; and

(c) if not, the changes considered
necessary.

(4) The committee is to report as soon as
possible and practicable.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT (FINANCIAL
INTERESTS) BILL

Defea t

602. Mr GORDON HILL, to the Premier:
Is he aware of the fate of the Members
of Parliament (Financial Interests) Bill?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
I have been informed that the Legislat-
ive Council has, in its Opposition ma-
jority, defeated and thrown out that
piece of Government legislation that
sought to have members of Parliament
declare their financial interests. It is ap-
propriate to draw to the attention of the
Parliament the comparative perform-
ance of the Legislative Council in the
short time in which we have been the
Government of this State with its per-
formance during other periods of Lib-
eral and Labor Govcrnments. The Mem-
bers of Parliament (Financial Interests)
Bill was a piece of legislation for which
we had a mandate. There is no question
of that. It was legislation that reflected
our activities in Opposition and our pre-
election commitments. It was legislation
with which we had sought to accommo-
date the Opposition by deliberately
framing it in a cautious and moderate
fashion, a way in which occasioned the
Leader of the Opposition to say that it
was a lax Bill that would not in fact re-
quire disclosure. That statement can be
compared with others made by members
of the Opposition, that suggestions put
forward by us when in Opposition con-
stituted too rigid and far-reaching de-
mands to force disclosure. So it is clear

that on this issue, on which we had a
mandate, the Opposition was incapable
of satisfaction in what was sought by the
Government.
The Bill joins the record of the Oppo-
sition that is. in the Legislative Council,
starting to shape up as a definite threat
to the Government's existence and to its
legislative programme. In the past 14
and almost 1S weeks of parliamentary
sittings in this session, the Legislative
Council has defeated the transport of
dangerous goods regulations, it has
taken very decisive action against the
Government's policy on student guild
fees, it has emasculated the Govern-
ment's legislation seeking to ban the ad-
vertisement and promotion of tobacco
products, and in several pieces of key
legislation it has inserted amendments
that go to the changing of the Govern-
ment's thrust. In addition, if we consider
the State Government Insurance Office
legislation, we have a situation in which
quite far-reaching amendments were
made to the legislation, amendments
which were accommodated and accepted
by the Government. We have in addition
to that the situation in which the Legis-
lative Council, through the Leader of
the Opposition, is threatening to take
the business of the Parliament out of the
hands of the Government by deferring
for a protracted period debate on the in-
dustrial relations legislation.

Mr O'Connor: M r Dans agrees.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Opposition has

the opportunity to defeat the legislation
if it wants to or. as it appears to be
deciding, it has the opportunity to take
the business of the Parliament out of the
hands of the Government in the Legis-
lative Council. All we are saying is that
if it uses its numbers to defeat the legis-
lation, that is one thing, but if it takes
the running of the parliamentary pro-
gramme out of the bands of the Govern-
ment, I am not sure how the Parliament
is supposed to progress. In addition.
there are abroad authoritative reports
that the Western Australian Develop-
ment Corporation Bill is to be deferred
indefinitely, emasculated, or defeated.
Members of the Opposition have a re-
sponsibility to reflect on the perform-
ance of their colleagues in another place.
During the 13 years of the Brand Liberal
Government, one piece of legislation was
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rejected. During the nine years of the
Court Liberal Government, not a single
piece of legislation was rejected. During
the three years of the Tonkin Labor
Government, 21 pieces of legislation
were rejected. As we approach the con-
clusion of the fifteenth week of the First
session of this Labor Government, we
have bad what amounts to the rejection
of about four different pieces of legis-
lation introduced by the Government. It
really is not a situation of which the Op-
position can boast. I do not believe it is
in any way supportive of the democratic
process to have a wilful exercise of auth-
ority. on issues where the Government
clearly has a mandate, in the rejection of
what the Government is trying to do.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT (FINANCIAL
INTERESTS) BILL

Constitutional Validity

603. Mr O'CON NOR, to the Premier:
Is he aware that before the Members of
Parliamcnt (Financial Interests) Bill
was rejected in another place today, his
Attorney General clearly indicated that
he doubted the constitutional validity of
that Bill?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
I am not aware that the Attorney Gen-
eral indicated that was the case. I would
be absolutely amazed if the legislation
as drafted by the Crown Law Depart-
ment was open to question on that point.
I would have expected that it would be a
matter the Attorney General would raise
with me had he that concern. In any
case, the decision by the Opposition to
use its numbers in the Legislative Coun-
cil, firstly, was a decision to subvert the
democratic process and, secondly, was
an cxpression of the Opposition's opinion
about an issue on which we had a man-
date, an issue on which we had sought to
accommodate the various points of view
of the Opposition about the toughness of
the legislation and about the need to
introduce ih gradually and cautiously.
Whether there is any constitutional
validity that might lie to that legislation
is absolutely irrelevant to the fact that
the Opposition decided to take a piece of
legislation for which we had a mandate
and deliberately use its numbers to de-
feat the legislation.

I neglected to mention a further rejec-
tion by the Legislation Council when I
answered the previous question. I sup-
pose it is a rejection I failed to mention
simply because, by definition, the Legis-
lative Council would not have the cour-
age to look at itself, and I refer to its re-
jection of our electoral reform prop-
osition.

HEALTH

Antibiotics: Contamination

604. Mr D. L. SMITH, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

A feature article in the daily Press re-
cently indicated that some of our major
foods such as milk and meat could be
contaminated with antibiotics used for
treating animal diseases. Does the
Government take any precautions to
prevent this?

Mr EVANS replied:
I am aware of the publicity about the
use of antibiotics in agricultural live-
stock enterprises.
But not one of the 268 samples of bulk
milk tested since March this year con-
tained any detectable level of antibiotic.
Regular tests before that time were also
clear.
And not one of the 700 samples of pig.
sheep, and cattle meat taken over the
last three years has contained an anti-
biotic level higher than the maximum al-
lowed by law.
The publicity could have given the
impression that some animal products,
such as meat and milk, could contain
dangerous residual levels of these drugs.
But I can reassure Western Australian
consumers on this point. Our agricul-
tural industries are carefully controlled
in this respect.
The use of antibiotics in animal feeds is
subject to strict regulation. They can be
used at nationally agreed levels, and
they are subject to veterinary prescrip-
tion to ensure that they are applied only
when necessary in the animal's interests.
Survey data, as quoted for milk and
meat, show that there is no cause for
concern about antibiotic levels in Aus-
tralian animal products.
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FISHERIES

Amateur: Licences

605. Mr WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Fisheries and Wildlife:
(1) Is the Minister aware that it is necessary

for amateur Fishermen to renew their li-
cences each year?

(2) As this invariably results in a new li-
cence number, and as it is necessary by
law that the current number be clearly
marked on each float, will the Minister
give consideration to allocating the same
number to amateur fishermen each year
in order to save these people unnecessary
expense?

Mr Clarko: Goad question!
Mr EVANS replied:
(1) and (2) This matter has been raised with

mc and the advisory committee has now
looked at it. It is currently being con-
sidered as to whether a separate licence
or separate segment of licence can be
used in connection with this problem. It
looks as though, on First appearance,
something may be possible in this re-
gard. Of course, the confusion and in-
convenience to which the member has
alluded is recognised and we are hopeful
of doing something about the problem.

RIVERS

Murray and Serpentine: Channels

606. Mr READ, to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the poor state

of navigable channels at the entrance to
the Serpentine and Murray Rivers?

(2) What action will be taken to remedy this
situation?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1)
(2)

Yes.
The Department of Marine and Har-
bours is currently investigating the situ-
ation with a view to arranging for the
necessary dredging work to be carried
out.
Subject to proposed funding arrange-
ments being approved, it is anticipated
that dredging could commence early in
1984 depending on the availability of
plant.
Provision has been made for the dredg-
ing of the sticks channel in Peel Inlet
together with dredging and associated

works at the Mandurah entrance chan-
nel in this year's programme and there is
merit in including in this programme the
Murray River mouth dredging, as over-
all savings in the cost of mobilisation
and demobilisation of plant will be
achieved.
Some problems are associated with this
matter. Foremost amongst them is the
problem that under normal circum-
stances the work would need to go out to
tender and that process through the
Tender Board could take some time, and
it could possibly mean that the work will
not be completed until after the summer
season. This would circumvent the real
purpose of the dredging and, conse-
quently, the Government would need to
look at ways of expediting the matter
and cutting the red tape associated with
such a decision.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Concillors: Financial Interests

607. Mr CLARKO, to the Minister for Local
Government:

The Minister would be aware that for
some time I have been pressing for him
to arrange for the preparation of a pos-
ition paper or its equivalent on the
question of the pecuniary interests of
local government councillors. Would he
agree to undertake such a course of ac-
tion to the advantage of all those
involved in local government?

Mr CARR replied:
Section 174 of the Local Government
Act which relates to pecuniary interests
has attracted the concern of a lot of
people in the local government industry
and the community at large for a long
period. Included among those, quite ob-
viously, is the member for Karrinyup.
my office and department have com-
menced consideration of the question of
redrafting that section because many
serious problems are related to its
interpretation. The question of re-
drafting provisions relating to pecuniary
interests is very complicated, and I am
somewhat apprehensive as to the ability
of any draftsman to come up with a pro-
posal that will clearly identify what is
appropriate with regard to that matter
in local government.
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Mr Clarko: I was seeking a position paper.
We would probably need both.

Mr CARR: I understand that. I think it is
more appropriate for the assessment of
the situation and the desirability of poss-
ible facts to go before any decision, to
put out a position paper. I am prepared
to say to the member that once we have
given consideration to whether there
should be amendments to the section, we
would then certainly consider putting
out a position paper.

HEALTH

Antibiotics: Legislation

608. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for
Health:

In view of the answer to the question by
the Minister for Agriculture regarding
antibiotics in milk and meat products,
does he intend to proceed with the legis-
lation regarding the tightening up of the
sale of antibiotics as stated in the Press
recently?

Mr HODGE replied:
Yes.

WASTE DISPOSAL: WASTE WATER-
TREATMENT PLANT

Shenton Park: Odours

609. Mr COURT, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

As a result of the extension and
upgrading works being undertaken in
the Subiaco waste water treatment
plant, can it be safely anticipated that
no more unpleasant odours will be ex-
perienced in the surrounding areas par-
ticularly during the coming summer
months?

Mr TONKIN replied:
There are no guarantees in this life. I
certainly hope that this would be so.
Howcver, to give the member an answer
to what is really a technical question: I
would be much happier if perhaps he
and I could discuss it afterwards and I
could then discuss it with my officers so
that I am able to give him a considered
answer because, obviously, the question
of waste water treatment is very techni-
cal. I do not claim to be an engineer. If

(186)

the member wants to discuss it with me,
I can then discuss it with my officers.

WASTE DISPOSAL: WASTE WATER
TREATMENT PLANT

Bccnyup: Tour of Inspection

610. Mr TRETHOWAN, to the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) Is it a fact that he has organised through

the MWA during the last three months
a tour of inspection of the Beenyup
waste water treatment plant for some
members of Parliament?

(2) Has there been anyone other than ALP
members invited?

(3) If the tour was meant for only local par-
liamentary representatives, why was the
Hon. G. Edwards, MLC, member for
North Metropolitan Province, invited
and the Hon. Peter Wells, MLC for the
same province, not invited?

(4) Is it his and the Government's policy to
monopolise familiarisation tours of pub-
lic utilities and Government
instrumentalities for Government mem-
bers of Parliament only, as opposed to
the previous Government's practice of
inviting members of Parliament
irrespective of their party affiliation?

Mr Clarko: Good question!
Mr TONKIN replied:
(1) to (4) I certainly have not been organis-

ing tours, but the MWA, which is a
statutory body, might well have been
doing so. I wouldbe pleased to discuss
this and the previous questions with the
member to discover the details of what
happened. Certainly it is not my policy
to have a monopoly of knowledge on one
side of Parliament. In fact, I have been
most critical of our parliamentary
system because the tradition here is to
keep the Opposition in the dark as much
as possible. I have already quoted
examples of this.

Mr Hassell: That is certainly so in relation to
a number of answers to questions I have
received.

Mr TONKIN: Two previous Ministers for
Consumer Affairs forbade me to speak
to officers of the Department of Con-
sumer Affairs. indeed, at very short no-
tice one cancelled a discussion I was to
have with an officer. When I raised it
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with the then Premier, he refused to
intervene, so certainly at the hands of
the then Government, I was in the dark
and I know that makes it very difficult
for an Opposition to operate properly.
I suggest that when that kind of
treatment is meted out to an Opposition,
an atmosphere of distrust develops and
it then seems to be that the incoming
Government treats the previous Govern-
ment in the same way as it was treated.
That should be regretted as Car as our
parliamentary system is concerned. I
hope that we will move away from that
situation; indeed, it is my and the
Government's intention to do so as fast

as we can. Members must remember
that those who live by the sword die by
the sword, and if one follows an extrem-
ist policy, one will tend to find that ex-
tremist policies will be followed by his
successors. That is not a threat. I did not
say it with any suggestion of threat. It is
a regrettable fact of life. I am hopeful
that in the next few years, we will move
away from that situation and possibly
take one another into confidence.
Certainly it is not my intention to pre-
vent people from visiting sewerage
treatment works; in fact, some members
of the Opposition would be very we]-
come there!
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